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Abstract:
The Morrill Act of 1862 established a national system of land-grant colleges and universities. Generations of scholars have viewed these institutions as democratic because the schools supposedly diffused opportunity to realize the traditional liberal principle of individual freedom for self-determination. Through an analysis of the leaders - presidents, deans, and directors - of the land-grant agricultural subdivisions in the "progressive" era, the purpose of this dissertation is to examine whether the leadership’s completion in that period of a tripartite organization of resident instruction, research, and extension accorded with democracy.

Antonio Gramsci’s concept of hegemony guided the examination. This idea refers to a cultural process of practicing principles in such a way as to form class alliances that secure popular consent to a dominant politics. Use of the historical method of "internal criticism" established the credibility of primary material that entered a dialogic encounter with the Gramscian conception, which provided a provisional explanation of the original documents.

The results of the dialogue show the tripartite structure as a class alliance embodying the Newtonian world machine as a business corporation based on corporatist principles of centralized authority, priority of office over individual, and fragmented functions. Agricultural college leaders helped convey specific forms of organized corporatism to farming people. Corporatism consisted of organization that supplanted popular reconstruction of society with central coordination of mass objectives as the fragmented pursuit of single-issue interests. In the countryside, this conveyance sought to reproduce elements of the organizational design exemplified by the tripartite arrangement, and thus aimed to secure consent to a dominant politics of corporate liberalism that shifted liberal agency from individuals to centrally coordinated groups.

The study concludes that collegiate participation in and support of this rising mode of political dominance took form in assistance in constructing a "corporatist culture of organized social machinery" -- the extension of corporatist principles and practices in a society that the college leadership imagined to be a machine. This diffusion constituted an anti-democratic denial of the individual and popular capacity to determine their societal destiny.
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The Morrill Act of 1862 established a national system of land-grant colleges and universities. Generations of scholars have viewed these institutions as democratic because the schools supposedly diffused opportunity to realize the traditional liberal principle of individual freedom for self-determination. Through an analysis of the leaders -- presidents, deans, and directors -- of the land-grant agricultural subdivisions in the "progressive" era, the purpose of this dissertation is to examine whether the leadership's completion in that period of a tripartite organization of resident instruction, research, and extension accorded with democracy.

Antonio Gramsci's concept of hegemony guided the examination. This idea refers to a cultural process of practicing principles in such a way as to form class alliances that secure popular consent to a dominant politics. Use of the historical method of "internal criticism" established the credibility of primary material that entered a dialogic encounter with the Gramscian conception, which provided a provisional explanation of the original documents.

The results of the dialogue show the tripartite structure as a class alliance embodying the Newtonian world machine as a business corporation based on corporatist principles of centralized authority, priority of office over individual, and fragmented functions. Agricultural college leaders helped convey specific forms of organized corporatism to farming people. Corporatism consisted of organization that supplanted popular reconstruction of society with central coordination of mass objectives as the fragmented pursuit of single-issue interests. In the countryside, this conveyance sought to reproduce elements of the organizational design exemplified by the tripartite arrangement, and thus aimed to secure consent to a dominant politics of corporate liberalism that shifted liberal agency from individuals to centrally coordinated groups.

The study concludes that collegiate participation in and support of this rising mode of political dominance took form in assistance in constructing a "corporatist culture of organized social machinery" -- the extension of corporatist principles and practices in a society that the college leadership imagined to be a machine. This diffusion constituted an anti-democratic denial of the individual and popular capacity to determine their societal destiny.
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The General Theme of the Study: From Liberalism to Corporate Liberalism

The Morrill Act of 1862 authored a national system of land-grant institutions of higher education. The Hatch Act of 1887 and the Smith-Level Act of 1914 nationalized research and extension work as integral parts of a tripartite mission wherein the leaders of the collegiate subdivisions of agriculture in these schools conducted resident instruction, experiment station investigation, and off-campus diffusion. Both contemporaries and later scholars assumed that the triune production, transmission, and suffusion of knowledge constituted the democratization of higher learning, the popularization of what had once been the privileged domain of a few. This dissertation principally asks if that assumption accurately conveys the meaning of the conduct of those leaders. At the same time, the far-ranging subject of this study, which provides context for its specific focus on the leadership of the land-grant agricultural colleges, is an examination of the development of democracy during the "progressive" era of American history, encompassing the years from the turn of the twentieth century to World War I. This introductory chapter will establish the concepts and methodology for the exploration of the special and contextual topics of the thesis.
The issue of politics is central to these subjects. Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis speak of political matters in terms of the "socially consequential exercise of power" as a determining process that proceeds in all spheres of a society, and which impels some to seek a destiny defined by others. Rather than accept the common assumption that confines the field of political action to governmental policies regarding the distribution of the economic surplus, they encourage that it be viewed as inclusive of multifaceted activity in which all social practices are implicated. For example, when schools and families convey knowledge and norms that bear on individual life prospects, they are partaking in a substantial determination of human destiny that is political in nature. For Bowles and Gintis, this determination is democratic when it fixes on an organization of power, of politics, that engenders the maximum feasible popular liberty to have voice in the decisions that shape living conditions. Of course, not everything in society can be reduced to political dynamics, but nothing can be understood apart from them. Thus, Bowles and Gintis offer a politically derived criterion for the analysis of a society: "All social arenas, then, are susceptible to a common set of normative principles and can be analyzed in terms of the differential manner in which they organize the range of human practices." These principles and their varying practice are the material of politics as they define human destiny. Both can be specified by considering the dominant modes of political organization in America at the turn of the twentieth century.
that meant uniting with many of those comprising a complex configuration of administrators, scientists, teachers, engineers -- professional intellectuals, who represented a rising "New Class" of support personnel for the emerging bureaucratic order.\textsuperscript{11}

**Corporatist principles.** How could a collectivist system, the opposite of its individualist predecessor, still be thought of as "liberal?" The retention of this name points to the incorporation of traditional values into the new society on the basis of "corporatist" principles: centralization of authority or legitimate power, priority of institutional office over individual, fragmentation of functions, and the extension of these principles as a foundation for the organization of the American social whole.\textsuperscript{12}

Individual freedom was increasingly relocated. Instead of finding expression through autonomy apart from large-scale organizations, its exercise was channeled into the officially coordinated, functional activities of particular institutions -- relative autonomy within bureaucracy rather than independent of it. Befitting the rising priority on office and organization, and although Americans continued to think of themselves in individualistic terms, actual liberal agency was shifting from individuals to groups. The spread of corporatist principles signaled that Americans were finishing their excursion to the frontier and were being guided toward a future as joiners.

**Organized corporatism.** Business leaders and their New-Class allies wished for the nation's populace to transcend their localist heritage and embrace a nationalism that aimed for an integrated society composed of organizations that
Liberalism

Ceaseless economic growth as a sign of unlimited progress, unfettered productive power, the earthy wisdom of the common-sense practicality of the "average man," opportunity for individual geographic and social mobility, useful knowledge acquired through ingenuity and inventiveness, Horatio Alger's climb from rags to riches, faith in self-help, decentralized or localist governmental authority, the inviolable freedom of the market -- all of these, and more besides, constituted a constellation of assumptions that for much of their history many Americans received as the normative principles and teleological ideals of a properly organized "liberal society."3

As we shall see in ensuing chapters, the practice of them formed the politics of liberalism. Yet, rather than signal the existence in the American past of a homogeneous political tradition, liberalism moved in several intellectual currents and turned in multiple directions. The *laissez-faire* competition of Social Darwinism was not equivalent to Jefferson's family-farm agrarianism. Enlightenment rationalism was not identical with the self-made ethic upheld in Jacksonian rhetoric. The conception of a natural right to property did not always square with egalitarian aspirations for personal rights to greater self-determination.4

Social unity amid these discordant traditions depended on a common desire for individual freedom from external constraint and on a shared yearning for liberty to realize the highest possible self-improvement and autonomous self-government. This libertarian quest ideally would be available to all who did not infringe on the right of others to participate in it.5 According to the liberal view,
if conceived of as a wide-open marketplace imbued with Lockian limitations on governmental interference, then American society could become a free world.6

Broadcast from press, pulpit, and schoolroom, by the middle third of the nineteenth century the Jacksonian ideology of self-help was in ascendancy over all other contemporaneous liberal expressions. Richard Hofstadter has noted both its traditional middle-class authorship and its embodiment in the person of Abraham Lincoln.

Thoroughly middle-class in his [Lincoln's] ideas, he spoke for those millions of Americans who had begun their lives as hired workers -- as farm hands, clerks, teachers, mechanics, flatboat men, and rail-splitters -- and had passed into the ranks of landed farmers, prosperous grocers, lawyers, merchants, physicians, and politicians. Theirs were the traditional ideals of the Protestant ethic: hard work, frugality, temperance, and a touch of ability applied long and hard enough would lift a man into the propertied or professional class and give him independence and respect if not wealth and prestige. Failure to rise in the economic scale was generally viewed as a fault in the individual, not in society. . . .

This conception of the competitive world was by no means so inaccurate in Lincoln's day as it has long since become; neither was it so conservative as time has made it. It was the legitimate inheritance of Jacksonian democracy. It was the belief not only of those who had arrived but also of those who were pushing their way to the top. If it was intensely and at times inhumanly individualistic, it also defied aristocracy and class distinction. Lincoln's life was a dramatization of it in the sphere of politics as, say, Carnegie's was in business.7

By the early twentieth century, one did not need to presume a golden age of the liberal past in order to recognize that during the antebellum years the prevalence of owner or partner-managed firms had provided a relatively hospitable environment for liberal hopes.8 A small-scale entrepreneurial or proprietary
capitalism had furnished a basis upon which ideals of decentralized authority and individual freedom could be verified by actual economic experience. But such confirmation was increasingly undermined by the early twentieth century.

**Corporate Liberalism**

That erosion was produced by the rise of the business corporation. Initiated by its industrial and financial leaders in the upper middle class, the corporation represented a new form of capitalism, a collectivizing of private property into large-scale organization that provided for the centralized control of processes of supply, production, and distribution. It likewise created the reconstruction of the nation's politics. Efforts of political reconstruction were prompted by the growing reality that economic experience increasingly invalidated traditional liberal principles of decentralization and individualism.

The dominant response to the invalidation was "corporate liberal." Scholars have disputed what this concept means, but it can be understood as a designation for the politics that began to construct a collectivized social order compatible with corporate capitalism. Regulatory and other bureaucracies were built to operate like corporations and to preserve their scale of activity. Functionally specific groups were organized with aims that fell short of challenging corporate power. Technical experts, possessing advanced training from institutions of higher education, supplied the managerial skills to enable the new organizations to work smoothly. Corporate liberal society was formed principally through an alliance of business leaders with an expanding administrative state apparatus. When business leadership allied with this state, in concrete terms
embodied corporatist principles. These associations were designed to facilitate centralized coordination. They left to coordinators the task of conceiving their proper interrelation as a whole. Executing fragmented to differentiated tasks under centralized guidance, the groups were intended to be a harmonious, interdependent reflection of the internal workings of the business corporation. In agriculture, for example, the formation of commodity groups, marketing and purchasing cooperatives, and livestock-testing and breeding associations comprised such activities. To the extent that corporatism was successfully universalized throughout society, Americans began to live as if inside a business corporation. They started conforming to the pattern of corporatist principles and practices.

The image of the machine. The construction of corporate liberal society via corporatism was facilitated by a venerable analogy. Americans inherited from Europe the "reference-idea" or image of the world as a machine. Understood as a systematic arrangement of parts for the transmission of power, and in Sir Isaac Newton's projection of it to the cosmos as functionally subdivided and harmoniously interconnected, the machine offered metaphorical guidance in the establishment of corporatism's similarly constituted structure.

The image of the machine had long influenced a liberal tradition where the marketplace itself could be viewed as a self-regulating mechanism for the behavior of the individual atoms operating within it. But in ascendant corporate liberal society corporatist usage accented a different sense of the image. The "social machinists" in the New Class grasped it as the efficient and harmonious
management of the world by experts who understood how the machine worked and how to realize its social extension.\textsuperscript{16} In a liberal society the machine took care of itself according to natural law; in corporate liberal society the centralized administering of expert knowledge took care of the machine. On the assumption that some people must control the machine’s operation while others functioned as parts of it, an image was seized upon that simultaneously became a precise expression of corporatism and an anti-democratic denial of popular initiative regarding the decisions that shaped living conditions.\textsuperscript{17}

\textbf{Theory and Method}

This study develops a theoretical explanation for the transition from a liberal to a corporate liberal society. It argues that the transition is evident in an important section of the American past, specifically in the activities of the leaders of land-grant agricultural colleges.\textsuperscript{18} First, it is important to discuss the theoretical vision that informs the investigation.

\textbf{The Critical Departure of Cultural Marxism}

"Cultural Marxism" takes its inspiration primarily from the work of the young Georg Lukacs, Antonio Gramsci, and the Frankfurt School.\textsuperscript{19} Against the determinism in both orthodox Marxist tradition and in non-Marxist, "positivist/empiricoanalytic" thought,\textsuperscript{20} it views knowledge as the product of intentional effort to understand and achieve liberation from a social totality of relationships structured by the domination of some people over others. That is, a cultural Marxist researcher is guided by the concept of \textit{praxis}, the aim of using theoretical tools
for the production of knowledge that will assist practical action against a structure of oppression.\textsuperscript{21}

The cultural Marxist is morally and politically committed to emancipatory thought and behavior.\textsuperscript{22} This does not mean flight from the attempt to discover objective social processes. Nor does it signify escape into a subjectivity of pure intentionality and willful volition. To the contrary, it upholds Gramsci's view that "reality does not exist on its own, in and for itself, but only in an historical relationship with the men who modify it."\textsuperscript{23} Human beings cannot conduct empirical investigations as detached or passive observers; rather, their inquiry involves relational changes of both themselves and what they perceive. Cultural Marxists desire that this change be liberating.\textsuperscript{24}

They follow the theoretical admonition to study a specific subject in light of the total social context that surrounds it. This obedience seeks a synoptic vision of the wider relationships that condition those in special spheres of society. Without attention to the whole of which something or someone forms a part, liberating action is impossible.\textsuperscript{25} This dissertation thus examines the leadership of the land-grant agricultural colleges in the context of the larger changes in American liberalism.

Ultimately, cultural Marxism proceeds as "negative thinking." It raises questions about what constitutes the politically desirable ends of freedom, justice, and humanity, and asks whether a given social order can possibly attain them. If not, it thinks of "negating" that order. In this sense, it is critical. It departs from the "positive thinking" of an instrumental reason that concerns itself
with the elaboration of operational techniques, while neglecting the political issue of selecting ends that determine whether or not the techniques are valuable. This instrumentalism is positive thinking because it effectively affirms whatever an order is. Cultural Marxism, on the other hand, opens debate on the matter of what an order ought to be.26

The Conceptual Apparatus of the Study

The analytic and synthetic concepts of the study employ the critical vision of cultural Marxism. They are drawn principally from the thought of Antonio Gramsci, but they also bear the imprint of others of a cultural Marxist persuasion.27

Hegemony and culture. Gramsci contended that ruling classes and groups in a society could assert their control over the populace through either of two methods: by using coercion and the armed force of the state, or by applying a more sophisticated "hegemony." The latter refers to the cultivation of some degree of voluntary popular consent to the sway of the rulers.28 This consent is produced when the institutions of "civil society" -- educational, religious, and various private associations -- cooperate with the state in universalizing what one Gramsci scholar has called the "values, attitudes, beliefs, cultural norms, legal precepts," that is, the normative principles and practices that oblige the populace to restrict their hopes to an order that functions to guarantee the interests of the rulers.29

Hegemony consists of attempts to persuade the masses of people to adopt a particular culture. Although it is a complex and confusing notion,30 "culture"
can be used in an anthropological sense to mean, in Stanley Aronowitz's words, "all forms of human activity: human sexuality, ways of interaction among persons, ideologies, attitudes and belief systems." More precisely, he indicates that social life is made meaningful by having mental activity inscribed, patterned, congealed, or "sedimented in institutions, practices, habits of everyday existence." By connecting this definition with Gramsci's thought, we grasp that when the cultural process is successfully carried out on behalf of rulers, hegemony is secured; when there is failure to so establish it, coercive force remains as the only option for those who would maintain their dominance. Domination always rests on a precarious balance between persuasion and force. If the costly use of the latter is to be avoided, then the social order must be anchored in the predominating leadership of the former.

Historical bloc and class. Gramsci argued that hegemony is liable to falter, particularly when rulers shift the "terrain" of a basic mode of economic organization (for example, as happened in Western capitalism when a corporate landscape increasingly supplanted that of an entrepreneurial past). If other cultural Marxist views are blended with Gramsci's, it can be considered that the fresh terrain occasions economic experience that disappoints the hopes raised by the previously dominant principles and practices. Responding to the disappointment, mass movements arise that challenge the interests of the rulers. The rulers respond by struggling to establish a new hegemony that will protect their power.
Gramsci theorized that a "historical bloc" of elite alliances, formed between and within classes, can rise to advance that struggle. In keeping with the aforementioned blend of views, we find that the bloc meets the rupture of economic experience and erstwhile principles by propagating normative assumptions that congeal in practices which are compatible with the new terrain. This propagation engenders the restoration of ruling persuasion, induces the wider populace to live a culture that is adapted to the altered economic landscape.

Gramsci argued that during the process of the formation of the bloc, each of its constituents manifests economic interests and mental ideals that contradict those of others involved in the budding union. Such contradictions are resolved through a pattern of compromises conceding to each party something they most desire. The result is a body of united adherents who are wedded to the diffusion of the new hegemony. However, a bloc is not merely a coalition of interest groups. Instead, it signifies a deeply bonded union at both the level of interests and ideals.

The conception of a historical bloc raises the difficult issue of what a "class" is. Here, following Marx, it can be defined as either "in-itself" or "for-itself." The former refers to an objective economic relationship to the means of production, in which the dividing lines between classes (and among groups within them) depend on how much income-earning property or capital each possesses. The latter refers to consciousness of economic position and hence to the capacity of groups to act as cohesive agents on behalf of aims as class aims. One commentator on the cultural Marxism of E.P. Thompson offered a criterion for
determining whether agents have class consciousness. He indicated that it can be inferred from the degree to which these protagonists advance organizations or "distinctive institutions" that mark their awareness of themselves as actors who have class purposes conditioned by their location in economic relationships.\textsuperscript{41}

**Passive revolution, the state, and politics.** Gramsci often pointed to a political strategy of "passive revolution" conducted by the leadership of a historical bloc.\textsuperscript{42} In order to defend their economic interests, leaders sometimes must initiate radical or fundamental societal reforms.\textsuperscript{43} These serve to contain mass movements by channeling them away from comprehensive structural proposals and toward fragmentary, single-issue preoccupations. The containment safeguards the new economic terrain from the competing radicalism of mass movements that would have modified the economic structure in a manner contrary to ruling interests.\textsuperscript{44}

In containing challenges, the bloc extends the activity of the state into new bureaucratic linkages with the wider society.\textsuperscript{45} Here the "state" must not be understood to signify merely the apparatus of government, but, rather, that apparatus as stretched into multifarious social relationships.\textsuperscript{46} The fresh linkages are designed to stabilize rule from the top by permanently removing the popular initiative that could destabilize it in the name of control from below.\textsuperscript{47}

To avoid the exercise of force, the bloc mobilizes the state to seek stability by acting as an "educator." That is, again combining Aronowitz's cultural point with Gramsci's message, state instruction sediments normative principles in practices that are compatible with the economic terrain of the rulers. The
The populace learns expectations appropriate to the recent stage of material development that the ruling classes have instigated. As Gramsci wrote, "In reality, the State must be conceived of as an 'educator,' in as much as it tends precisely to create a new type or level of civilization." The populace, having had no part in initiating the creation, are motioned toward passive assent to it. An emergent hegemony of the rulers is thus en route to security against popular challenge.

Gramsci crowned his concept of hegemony with an inclusive understanding of politics. That concept is designed to comprehend a way in which rulers rule, a manner in which human beings are controlled and their destiny determined. And politics encompasses a totality of social practices -- alternately issuing in cultural, economic, educational, governmental, and like expressions -- that bear on the production of the collective future. Ultimately, hegemony means a political exercise of leadership via the cultural process of persuasion that implants normative principles in popular practices.

**Historical Method**

This study employs historical method as construed by the noted British historian, E.P. Thompson. He defines it in the following way: "The disciplined historical discourse of the proof consists in a dialogue between concept and evidence, a dialogue conducted by successive hypotheses, on the one hand, and empirical research on the other." During the course of investigation, concepts (hypotheses or provisional explanations) are repeatedly interacted with evidence (objective facts in the form of ideas and events) until a synthesis of the two begins to emerge in the final composition. At that point, concepts are
fleshed out with historical detail. Facts, in turn, are conceptually interpreted as
the product of class action in a social totality of determinations, and hence they
are presumed neither to originate independently of human authorship nor to
speak for themselves.\textsuperscript{53} Still, they retain an ineluctable objectivity. Before the
point of emergent synthesis, this requires that concepts be repeatedly tried and
discarded until those selected achieve a proximate fit with real evidence.\textsuperscript{54}

Accordingly, for example, it would be a mistake to assume that the author
of this study simply chose cultural Marxist concepts and then applied them in a
straightforward fashion to the subject of inquiry. Actually, he made several
conceptual alterations before settling on general ideas that seemed appropriate
to the documentary materials that undergird his narrative presentation of
evidence.\textsuperscript{55}

Thompson's method of gathering factual proof of historical probabilities is
consistent with the traditional practice of historians. That practice has consisted
largely of efforts to determine the authenticity and credibility of evidence through
the use of "external" and "internal criticism." The former refers to the process of
authenticating the authorship and date of documents and other contemporary
materials. The latter alludes to ways of establishing the meaning and veracity of
contemporary observations.\textsuperscript{56} These methods of analysis are fundamental to
historical investigation and, under their scrutiny, the documentary materials in this
study provided an empirical foundation for conceptual explanation.\textsuperscript{57} The
methods fortified the evidence that could be placed in dialogue with cultural
Marxist concepts.
To the reader, the use of such concepts may connote bias and inappropriate exercise of value judgments in scholarly work. Bias can be viewed as a passionate commitment to a particular persuasion, an engagement that prevents evidence from being properly weighed. No scholar can be completely free from this. The best protection against it lies both in frankly stating one’s commitment and in contrasting it with opposing views.\(^58\)

The related matter of value judgments is addressed by Thompson.

Such judgement must itself be under historical controls. The judgement must be appropriate to the materials. It is pointless to complain that the bourgeoisie have not been communitarians, or that the Levellers did not introduce an anarcho-syndicalist society. What we may do, rather, is identify with certain values which past actors upheld, and reject others. We may give our vote for Winstanley and for Swift; we may vote against Walpole and Sir Edwin Chadwick.\(^59\)

Correspondingly, in the American context of the narrative that follows, the author sided with the Populists and against the leaders of the agricultural colleges.

It is appropriate for the researcher, as a valuing creature, to make choices in favor of past expressions of values. As Thompson proclaims, "I am not in the least embarrassed by the fact that, when presenting the results of my own historical research, I offer value judgements as to past process, whether openly and strenuously, or in the form of ironies or asides."\(^60\)

Regardless of the values that one embraces, however, Thompson insists that a good test for the truth of one’s interpretation rests in "the praxis of eventuation." The transformative outcomes of a historical process will "throw light back upon the ways in which the elements were previously related." And, "In this
sense the eventuation confirms or disproves, hardens or qualifies, the explanatory hypothesis." One tries, both without arguing post hoc ergo propter hoc and without postulating identical later conditions, to grasp how social relationships formed a pattern that appears in subsequent development. Historical investigation allows for "testing every hypothesis in an outcome." Therefore, Chapter 5 of this study highlights post-World War II critiques of the agricultural colleges that tend to confirm the author's observation of collegiate practices in the "progressive" era.

Finally, the practical arrangement of the study adheres to a topical organization of chapters that can be surmised by reading ahead to the capsule presentation of the narrative contained in this chapter.

Statement of the Thesis

This dissertation argues that the political hegemony of American liberal society ruptured in the 1890s and lost the capacity for effective verification of its cultural principles in economic experience. In succeeding years, that rule was replaced with the beginnings of the political hegemony of a corporate liberal society. The transition from the dominant politics of liberalism to that of corporate liberalism was evident in the activities of the leadership of the land-grant agricultural colleges. This passage was conveyed through their assistance in the construction and advance of what the author has elected to call "the corporatist culture of organized social machinery." This refers to the extension and sedimentation of corporatist principles and practices in a social world that was
imagined by college leaders to be a machine. The outcome of the conveyance was the furtherance of hierarchical social relations and a contribution toward the decline of political initiative among American farming people. Among this population, democracy was sent into recession.

The Narrative in Brief: Toward a Synthesis of Theory and History as Exemplified by Focus on the Leadership of the Land-Grant Agricultural Colleges

This section allows theoretical concepts previously discussed to elucidate an actual historical process. Such an infusion of theory can accomplish two tasks. It can enlighten the concepts and make them more understandable, and it can prepare the reader for the narrative chapters that follow. Any effort toward a synthesis of this nature encounters the difficulty involved in trying to wed opposites. Theory as abstraction is static; history as process is concrete and fluid. Therefore, attempts to join them are tentative, aiming at a purpose or direction for inquiry.

The Narrative in Brief

The social context. Chapter 2 observes that in the nineteenth century various agencies practiced a cultural persuasion touting the promise of a liberal society. Workers learned that with hard work and frugality they could join the propertied middle class. Farming people discovered that abundant land would enable them to pursue the autonomous dreams of their families. In a word, Americans discerned that a decentralized government, responsive to local
aspirations, would bespeak a world that imposed few restraints on the general desire to seize opportunity.

Eventually, however, leaders of business corporations moved to secure economic advantage both by corrupting legislatures and by threatening competitive opportunity through establishment of experimental corporate arrangements that concentrated wealth and authority. By the 1890s, as the desire for land clashed with the closing of the frontier, and as economic depression foreclosed the hopes of many, it became impossible for growing numbers of people to realize the liberal promise.

In the name of fundamental modification of the economics of land, transportation, and finance, Populism rose to challenge corporations. More inclined than Populists to respond to Socialist appeals for mass control of production, workers initiated unparalleled strike action against their employers. In many strikes, corporate leaders pressured government to use force to maintain their dominance. Liberal society ruptured and new popular agencies emerged with the hope of comprehensively redirecting it.

Land-grant liberalism and the challenge of Kansas State. Chapter 2 also finds that the land-grant colleges and universities were among the agencies that practiced liberal persuasion. Beginning with their nationalization under the Morrill Act of 1862, they were immersed in the democratic inheritance of the middle class. This immersion was expressed both with a high estimation of decentralized state autonomy and with the conviction that opportunity came with self-help that was derived from application of science and geared to the purpose of
unleashing unlimited production. Some within the institutions embraced a distinct agrarian liberalism: American democracy depended on the independent farmer who, because of his self-reliant possession of property and proximity to the harmony of nature, guaranteed republican stability.

Amid the rupture of the 1890s, however, the Populists secured control of Kansas State Agricultural College. This opened an area of American society to a program of land-grant education that questioned whether individual self-help could resolve social and economic maladies. The Populists desired to provide knowledge farmers could use in a sweeping political reconstruction of the economy. They identified the deficiencies of liberalism in a nation faced with the emergence of corporations and the widening interlock of technologies of transportation and communication -- all of which dwarfed the small-scale prerequisites for liberal relations. In effect, the Populists raised the question of what would happen to liberal principles now that economic experience no longer confirmed them.

Heading subdivisions of the land-grant institutions, the leadership of the agricultural colleges sought after 1900 to incorporate those principles into a contribution toward social reconstruction that radically altered the substance of liberalism. These leaders conducted this reorganization in a way that could scarcely be called Populist.

The social context of the early twentieth century. Chapter 3 maintains that in the new century, as industrialization increasingly came under the control of large corporations, nationalism, organization, and social cohesion became
watchwords of the "progressive" era. For most New-Class intellectuals and upper middle-class business leaders, however, the mass of farming people constituted the cornerstone of a "rural problem" that belied such watchwords. The latter were faulted both for not producing at a level that would ensure cheap food for expanding urban markets and for clinging to locally isolated neighborhoods. Thus, in nationalist terms, they were considered to be among the most uncohesive and disorganized people in the United States.

Class contradictions. Chapter 3 continues by noting that organized farmers and various businessmen of the middle class were under the residual hold of the liberal heritage, and thus clamored for practical self-help techniques that would increase agricultural production and trade and thereby bolster their individual autonomy in the marketplace. They viewed the rural problem largely as a practical question of how to raise production. Meanwhile, upper middle-class business leaders frequently echoed the demand for practicality. They believed, however, that the problem was primarily a question of how to redirect localist living patterns into the integrated society of the corporation.

In the agricultural colleges a portion of the New Class increasingly upheld the meritocratic principles of professionalism. This posture committed them to the advancement of their scientific expertise and esoteric specialties. The commitment promised no quick payoff in practical terms and thus contradicted middle-class demands for self-help aids. Agricultural scientists, for example, were especially angered by appeals for immediate results since they viewed
these as a detour from the fundamental research that was necessary to rationalize agricultural practice.

The professionalism of the New Class thus contradicted the practicality of constituencies within the traditional middle class, while the rural problem contradicted both the aim for greater productivity and the desire for an integrated national order. If they were to solve the problem, New and middle-class antagonists would have to resolve their own differences in a manner that would facilitate a concerted effort to refashion the patterns of practice in farming neighborhoods.

Organizing a bond. Chapter 3 also asks the question, "On what principles could New and middle-class opponents be united?" During the nineteenth century social unity had depended on shared respect for individual freedom. But the individualist ideal now stood in polar opposition to experience in the "age of organization" and exerted a persuasive power designed to secure adaptation to an economic landscape that no longer existed. Clearly, a new union would have to be grounded in new principles.

Acting within the sphere of agricultural education and as the principal federal regulators of the colleges, New-Class leaders in the Office of Experiment Stations of the United States Department of Agriculture helped forge such a union. They assisted college leaders in the completion of the most important development in the history of land-grant policy: the unitary formation of the tripartite organization of agricultural resident instruction, research, and extension. The enactment in 1914 of the Smith-Lever extension law (to complement the Morrill and Hatch Acts
which established federally supported teaching and research in 1862 and 1887) fixed a functionally differentiated pattern of class compromises that congealed in organizational practice.

Within the "tripod," professional and practical ideals were wedded. Through the steady advance both of graduate education in agriculture and of experiment stations as departments for "original" investigation (federally sanctioned as such in the Adams Act of 1906), New-Class teachers and scientists gained domains where esoteric aspirations could be pursued with relative freedom from pressure for practical results. Simultaneously, organized farmers and businessmen were granted how-to-do-it short courses and extension aids in the form of practical farm demonstrations.

The tripartite structure signified a resolution of the contradiction between the New and middle classes. The resolution was inscribed in a bureaucratic pattern of relating based on corporatist principles. That is, the tripod embodied centralization of authority, priority of permanent offices over individuals temporarily occupying them, and fragmentation of functions for those who inhabited the structure and for those who were reached by the extension of its operation. Moreover, as a crystal achievement of functional subdivision, the triune arrangement's leaders viewed it as a realization of mechanistic imagining. They saw the tripartite organization as a machine they could control because they understood its workings; and they grasped it as a force for redesigning the construction of practices in the farming countryside.
The redirection of liberalism. Chapter 3 adds that Americans found their individual freedom -- the primary liberal principle -- increasingly incorporated into a variety of bureaucracies. The completed tripod signaled the way this was done in the agricultural colleges. In the 1860s and 1870s professors of agriculture had accentuated their individual autonomy by embodying the whole of their field in the activity of each professor. Around the turn of the century, however, autonomy was exercised within numerous departmental specialties and triune functions. The importance of individuals of breadth receded before that of the tripartite organization which reconceived autonomous behavior as conduct within the specialized fields that embodied the functional atomization of the tripodal machine. The possibility of acting independently of or apart from such bureaucratic specialization -- a genuine liberal ideal of self-government -- had lessened. Similarly, other Americans witnessed a comparable absorption of their individual freedom into special realms of organizations, an assimilation that shifted decision-making agency from individuals to organized groups. At the same time, however, for most farming people, spatial isolation and decentralized neighborhoods spelled remoteness from this process of incorporation, distance from emergent dominant organizational developments and influence, and the persistence of the rural problem.

The conveyance of organized corporatism to the countryside. Chapter 4 shows that college and business leaders advanced a nationalism that was inculcated into American society by new organizations based on corporatist principles. They sought a coordinated or integrated nation of associations that
externalized the internal operation of the business corporation. Accordingly, traditional localist patterns needed to be refashioned.

Resulting from federal and collegiate cooperation and from the catalytic support of business leaders, the Smith-Lever Act crystallized the expansion of the administrative activity of the state as a response to the rural problem. It linked college extension departments with emerging county farm bureaus. The latter constituted a reform of farm organization that did not challenge the spread of centralized authority, and that narrowed farmers' attention to the pursuit of specific aims (greater production and higher farm prices). When combined with a range of other organizational reforms that were directed toward comparable ends, the bureaus promised to universalize a form of organization that redressed the rural problem by reconstructing neighborhoods to perform like productive cogs in a national machine, designed, correlated, and managed by professional experts and their allies.

As parts of a social machine, farming people were guided toward the execution of specific, often fragmented aims. The fragmentation disintegrated a social whole that was reintegrated and comprehended by those who understood the design of the machine.

Most college leaders wished to convey to the countryside the signal achievement of their tripartite organization: the congealing of corporatist principles in practices. This entailed education to teach the "correctness" of mechanically subdividing human activities and harmoniously interconnecting
them through centralized supervision. Organizations like the bureaus gave the leaders the opportunity to realize their purpose.

The result: Popular passivity. Chapter 4 also observes that Populism had replied to the rise of the corporate economy by seeking its bottom-up, comprehensive political reconstruction. Corporatism responded by seeking to turn popular aims into fragmentary ones. The latter formed a strategy of reconstruction from the top that concentrated comprehension of the social whole and rendered farming people unable to grasp that totality and therefore unable to raise a structural challenge against those who ruled it. To the extent that corporatism was successfully implemented, farming people would be left with little recourse other than passive consent to the corporation as the true representative of the latest stage of industrial civilization. Such consent made business leaders less dependent on the use of force to maintain order and allowed them to profit from the allied action of the college agriculturists who helped to produce the assent.

The rupture of the 1890s was being repaired, but at the expense of popular initiative or democracy. As the individualist heritage was channeled into the hierarchical organizations of a new corporate liberalism, farming people began increasingly to lose control of their social destiny, a control that had depended on the spread of consequential decision making outward to open land, not upward to the offices of centralized authority.
Purpose of the Study: The Significance of and Need for Critical Examination of the Agricultural Colleges in the "Progressive" Era

Purpose

By focusing principally on their agricultural subdivisions, this study's primary purpose was to test the conventional assumption that the land-grant institutions have been democratic. As indicated above, the narrative was developed as a response to some questions raised by the primary objective. The salient questions include the following:

(1) Did the establishment of the tripartite structure signify collegiate alliance with people who were interested in diminishing popular involvement in agricultural decision making?

(2) Have college leaders related to farming people in a way that enhances the latter's control over their destiny?

(3) Did the construction in their institutions of a corporatist culture of organized social machinery implicate college leaders in the twentieth-century emergence of an "organizational imperative" that subordinates human aims to institutional aggrandizement?

Significance and Need

The study of agricultural colleges in the "progressive" era is important because the groundwork for their integral role in the twentieth-century American food system was laid during that period. The completion of the tripartite
organization made them one of the major producers and diffusers of the scientific knowledge that undergirded the development of the complex apparatus of American agriculture. Was this production and diffusion brought about in a manner consistent with democratic aspirations? Without this critical knowledge, it is difficult to discern whether the colleges need to be re-formed into such consistency. If their leaders were not democrats in a formative period, it is possible that they are not so now. Thus, most Americans might lose or might have lost control of what they eat. Historical investigation allows the researcher to test for the presence of long-range tendencies in collegiate behavior that either do or do not support such popular direction.

The land-grant institutions and agricultural colleges have usually been studied with an uncritical eye toward the celebration of their democratic conduct. The author knows of no critique of them like that of the "negative thinking" ventured here. Therefore, in order to help fill this gap or need, his treatment of the agricultural colleges enters the field of higher education as a critical or radical analysis of root assumptions. In recent decades such analysis has thrived in the history of education, the sociology of education, and in various regions of American history.

Limitations

These can be listed as follows:

(1) The focus on agriculture largely prohibited consideration of land-grant developments in engineering, home economics, and military training.
These are all substantial and special subjects in land-grant history. By right they deserve exclusive attention.

(2) A similar judgment of exclusivity can be made regarding the African-American land-grant institutions supported in the South under the provisions of the Morrill Act of 1890. Therefore, they were not explored in this study.

(3) It was a methodological necessity to consider the total social context that shaped the agricultural colleges. This opened the investigation to a limitless expanse of topics. In order to make the inquiry manageable, the author was forced to use an outline approach that addressed only the main features of any particular topic. His thesis attempts merely to draw the contours of an exploration that a dissertation is limited to commencing.

(4) The primary documents that undergirded the study were all formal or published records from the public domain. Often such documents do not disclose the private motivations that actuate people. The author's purposes could still be satisfied, however, because the culture under investigation was a public accomplishment.
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Boggs, *Two Revolutions*, 160. In this study, the qualities listed in the text (and others like them, e.g. ideals, images, etc.) are often subsumed under an inclusive sense of normative principles as fundamental cultural assumptions or taken-for-granted mental groundwork. Further, as stressed by Perry Anderson, "The Antinomies of Antonio Gramsci," *New Left Review*, no. 100 (November 1976-January 1977): 7-44, frequently Gramsci was ambiguous regarding whether hegemony derived from agencies of civil society or from those of the state. As discussed below, however, he tended to view the state not as separate from civil society, but as actively related to it, indeed, as merged with it. Thus hegemony can be understood as a cooperative exercise carried out by both. Interest should be discerned in ordinary economic terms as the pursuit of a paying or profitable advantage. For suggestions to this effect, see Eugene D. Genovese, "On Antonio Gramsci," *For a New America: Essays in History and Politics from "Studies on the Left," 1959-1967*, eds. James Weinstein and David W. Eakins
Culture can be associated respectively with civilized refinement, internal development of a spiritual life, aesthetic expression, the elaboration of "ways of life" characteristic of particular groups, and with the cultivation of crops, animals, and the human mind. See Williams, Keywords, 76-80; and Williams, Marxism and Literature, 13-19.


Lynne Lawner, trans. and introduction to Letters from Prison, by Antonio Gramsci (New York: Harper Colophon, 1973), 42, 185-188, discusses the issue of balance and makes it clear that coercion is expressed not only through use of armed force, but also through judicial command. Raymond Murphy, "Power and Autonomy in the Sociology of Education," Theory and Society 11 (March 1982): 183-184, notes that a ruling group wishes to avoid the exercise of force or the "power to command." They are troubled by its "costly procedures" and prefer to rely on the "power to profit from" the action of allies who (through persuasive or non-coercive practices) dominate people on their behalf.

Anne Showstack Sassoon, "Hegemony, War of Position and Political Intervention," Approaches to Gramsci, ed. Sassoon (London: Writers and Readers, 1982), 98-102, observes that shifts in the terrain of late nineteenth-century capitalism undermined "traditional sources of investment" and led to dislocation that occasioned mass challenges to capitalist hegemony (p. 100).

The economy serves less to determine human behavior and more to pressure it by provoking experience that may be incongruous with customary cultural ways of grasping or handling the environment. See E.P. Thompson, The Poverty of Theory and Other Essays (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1978), 8, 164; Williams, Marxism and Literature, 86-87; and Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, 184.

Lawner, 42, discusses the challenge to the rulers; and Giroux, Ideology, Culture and the Process of Schooling, 25, states that hegemony "is a mode of control that has to be fought for constantly in order to be maintained."

Gramsci alternately prefixed bloc with a variety of other designations -- ideological, social, et al. -- and generally held that, during turbulent historical periods, ruling and subordinate classes could each form their own. The author has elected to focus on the formation of a ruling bloc. See Boggs, Two Revolutions, 227-229; Sassoon, "Hegemony, War of Position and Political Intervention," 108-109, 114; Giuseppe Vacca, "Intellectuals and the Marxist Theory of the State,"
ed. Sassoon, 57; and Luis Razeto Migliaro and Pasquale Misuraca, "The Theory

37Lawner, 42, reminds that this restoration never completely supplants the
need to use force.

38On class contradictions and their resolution, see Sassoon, "Hegemony,
War of Position and Political Intervention," 111-114; Gramsci, Selections from the
Prison Notebooks, 137, 168, 366; and Gramsci, Letters from Prison, 244; and on
the distinction between a historical bloc and coalitions of interest groups, see
Boggs, Gramsci's Marxism, 81.

39Class can refer respectively to economic groups that are scaled according
to something such as income, to status rankings based on relative possession
of items signifying social prestige, and, as we shall see below, to economic
relationships grounded in differential control of capital. See Williams, Keywords.
52-59, 251-252.

40See Karl Marx, Selected Writings in Sociology and Social Philosophy, eds.
167-202; and see n. 11 above.

41David Hogan, "Education and Class Formation: The Peculiarities of the
Americans," Cultural and Economic Reproduction in Education: Essays on Class,
Paul, 1982), 36; but one of the actions of rulers is to obscure this awareness
among the ruled. For example, rather than allow workers to discover and universalize class purposes that entail construction of an alternative order under their control, established rulers seek to channel them into organizations that pursue specific or narrow interests. The latter aim does not comprehensively challenge the ruling classes for structural control of a society; whereas "distinctive" class organizations could embody such a total intent. Agents of this totalization could embrace the view that satisfaction of their class aims depends on a complete overhaul of society. Rulers would correctly perceive that overhaul as a threat to their control. See Christine Buci-Glucksman, "Hegemony and Consent: A Political Strategy," ed. Sassoon, 120-121; and from Thompson, Poverty of Theory and Other Essays, 284, it can be inferred that this narrowing is hegemonic if wedded to a cultural process that universalizes it and hence enables it to supersede the use of force.

42On occasion, Gramsci ambiguously related this idea to concepts of
"trasformismo" and "revolution/restoration." These have the restricted sense of
elite attempts to coopt oppositional demands. Passive revolution, on the other
hand, has the broader sense of total social reconstruction. See Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, 58 n. 8; Boggs, Two Revolutions, 52-53, 176-177; Boggs, Gramsci's Marxism, 50; and Anne Showstack Sassoon, "Passive
Revolution and the Politics of Reform," ed. Sassoon, 131, 134, 143; and for further clarification of Gramsci's use of the idea, see Hoare and Smith, introduction to "Notes on Italian History," Selections from the Prison Notebooks, by Gramsci, 46.

49Here radical refers to a root social reconstruction that may be conducted either popularly from the bottom-up, or unpopularly from the top-down. That is, it may or may not derive from popular initiative.

44The strategy and purpose of such containment are discussed in Sassoon, "Passive Revolution and the Politics of Reform," 129-130, 133-134, 140; and see n. 41 above.

45Apparently, following Migliaro and Misuraca, 74, Gramsci had in mind the wide extension of an official presence that could secure passive popular compliance with central directives -- a process of "structuring and stabilizing relations between the leaders and the led" [emphasis in original].

46Williams, Keywords, 243, 245, notes the seventeenth-century legacy of severing "society" (a voluntary association) from "state" (an organized apparatus of coercive power or government); but Migliaro and Misuraca, 72-73, explain Gramsci's view of the latter: In its various administrative, knowledge-production, and other capacities, the state interacts with private society as "the organization of relations between leaders and led" (p. 73). It is clear, then, following Sassoon, "Hegemony, War of Position and Political Intervention," 101, 115 n. 6, that Gramsci merges the institutional activity of society and state, and does not consign the latter to a role as purveyor of coercion. For further confirmation of this point, see Paul Piccone, "Gramsci's Marxism: Beyond Lenin and Togliatti," Theory and Society 4 (Winter 1976): 506; and n. 29 above.

47See n. 45 above; and Migliaro and Misuraca, 76.

48Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, 247. Again, to avoid misunderstanding, Gramsci means that state education embodies a plan to adapt the populace to the new terrain or stage of material development of "the apparatus of economic production." Further, here education signifies more than schooling. It does no violence to Gramsci's reading of the former if we view it, in Lawrence Cremin's inclusively loose but still useful terms, as "the deliberate, systematic, and sustained effort to transmit, evoke or acquire knowledge, attitudes, values, skills or sensibilities, as well as any outcome of that effort." Not only schools, but all social agencies can participate in this process. Quoted in J. Christopher Eisele, "Defining Education: A Problem for Educational History," Educational Theory 30 (Winter 1980): 26.

49Perhaps all the above commentary on passive revolution can be summarized in the following statements: "Gramsci uses the term passive revolution to
indicate the constant reorganization of state power and its relationship to society to preserve control by the few over the many." As such, it connotes the authorship "of various reforms and in varying degrees the expansion of an element of planning in the economy on the basis of a passive relationship between the mass of the population and the state." This passivity allows for elite-instigation of "substantial changes" throughout social life. Sassoon, "Passive Revolution and the Politics of Reform," 129.

50 On Gramsci's understanding of politics, see Eric J. Hobsbawm, "Gramsci and Marxist Political Theory," ed. Sassoon, 22-23; Boggs, Gramsci's Marxism, 105; and it is well to remember the dictum in Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, 144, which asserts "the first element [of politics] is that there really do exist rulers and ruled, leaders and led. The entire science and art of politics are based on this primordial, and . . . irreducible fact."

51 Thompson's understanding of historical method is in Poverty of Theory and Other Essays, 37-50; and he is known foremost for his classic study, The Making of the English Working Class (New York: Pantheon, 1963). Weiner, 18-19, 21, gives him a prominent place in cultural Marxist tradition.

52 Thompson, Poverty of Theory and Other Essays, 39.

53 From Ibid., 27-50, it is clear that Thompson views facts primarily as human products which, in their creation, are infused with human intentions that are shaped by class relationships. Thus the scholar cannot stand inert before factual particulars, cannot assume that they derive from some source of objectivity or extra-human power of authorship, but, instead, must be conceptually active and interrogate them for the relational reasons that prompted their existence in the first place.

54 In Ibid., 10, 32-49, Thompson is willing to concede that in the past certain things happened. These cannot be conceptually wished away and made to say whatever the researcher wants. They require empirical engagement. But this is different from being an empiricist. That is, facts are immediately given to the senses, but the class relationships that conditioned their emergence are not. Therefore, it is incorrect to rely on immediate sense perception for the acquisition of all knowledge.

55 For example, a range of theorists were considered before Gramsci was given center stage; and, notable, the various meanings of ideology were discarded in favor of using a concept of culture. On the study's documentary materials, see n. 57 below.

56 Robert Jones Shafer, ed., A Guide to Historical Method, 3rd ed. (Homewood: Dorsey, 1980), chs. 6-7, pp. 128-129, notes that the appropriateness of the "external" and "internal" labeling of these methods is disputed by
historians. The referents of the labels, however, are widely accepted. Historians seldom need to engage in external criticism (the public documents in this dissertation, for example, posed no difficulty of authentication). But internal criticism usually requires much effort. One must grasp the meaning of words in their historical and documentary context; determine which contemporary witnesses were in a position to offer credible accounts of events under investigation; and ascertain the biases, intentions, and audience influences that likely shaped the contemporary reporting. On his consistency with these methods, see Thompson, Poverty of Theory and Other Essays, 29.

57 The bibliographical note at the end of this dissertation contains an evaluation of contemporary and secondary documents on the land-grant agricultural colleges. The author secured most of the study's primary material through searches of the archives in the libraries of Montana State University and the University of Montana.

58 If the researcher is not frank in this regard, his or her commitment will be at work behind the back. See Shafer, 179.

59 Thompson, Poverty of Theory and Other Essays, 42.

60 Ibid., 41-42.

61 Ibid., 49, 48.

62 The author focused specifically on the agricultural colleges because of the priority placed on agriculture by the Association of American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations. The Association was the principal professional gathering wherein land-grant policy was formed. Its emphasis on agriculture was evident in its name, its internal organization, presidential addresses, and committee reports. See Lawrence Robert Mann, "The National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges: A Political Interest Group and Its Congressional Relations, 1887-1958" (Ph.D. diss., University of Illinois, 1979), 66-67; and on other matters pertaining to the leadership, see n. 18 above.

63 The author tried to minimize references to a monolithic class of "farmers." Most of them did not belong to farm organizations. These unorganized farmers, whether landed owners or landless tenants, are referred to as a mass of farming people. Since they either did not own their farms or did the predominant share of their farm labor, they must be viewed as ambiguously located between the traditional middle and working classes. In contrast, the author adverts to organized farmers of the middle class as the fewer number who had an interest in running their farms as any proprietor would a business. These were closely associated with the bankers, merchants, implement manufacturers, and other businessmen who had a vested interest in agriculture. They could readily be found in the National Grange of the Patrons of Husbandry, in rejuvenated
cooperatives, after 1910 in the emerging farm bureaus, and in various general and special associations. They should not be confused with those in radical Populist or neoPopulist farm organizations. The latter challenged the power of businessmen. For a good discussion of farming people and the relative size and composition of various farm organizations, see David B. Dandom, The Resisted Revolution: Urban America and the Industrialization of Agriculture, 1900-1930 (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1979), ch. 1; Robert L. Tontz, "Memberships of General Farmers' Organizations, United States, 1874-1960," Agricultural History 38 (July 1964): 143-156; and Lowell K. Dyson, Farmers' Organizations (New York: Greenwood, 1986), 14-15, 57-59, 243-244. A lucid treatment of the difficulty grasping the relationship of different farming strata (e.g. tenants, "small" and "large" landowners, etc.) to each other is presented in James Green, "Populism, Socialism and the Promise of Democracy," Radical History Review, no. 24 (Fall 1980): 7-40, particularly 26-29; and though his general inclusion of farmers (Grangers, Populists, etc.) under the umbrella of "agricultural" and "farm businessmen" is problematic, still to be recommended for its insight into agricultural class structure is William Appleman Williams, The Roots of the Modern American Empire: A Study of the Growth and Shaping of Social Consciousness in a Marketplace Society (New York: Random House, 1969).

64 The word democracy has a complicated history, but it has more or less landed on two major emphases. One stems from the liberal tradition and equates democracy with the practice of representative electoral government, the exercise of freedom of speech, and the like. The other stems from a radical populism and equates it with the popular capacity of the majority of people to determine their own destiny. The former emphasis is concerned foremost with a particular mode of government and with formal guarantees of rights. The latter is concerned with advancing equality throughout every sector of a society, i.e. with socializing it. See Williams, Keywords, 82-87. From Hartz, 75-76, 111-112, we learn that in America the liberal tradition has been fluid enough to alternately express itself in both; and Earle D. Ross, Democracy's College: The Land-Grant Movement in the Formative Stage (Ames: Iowa State College Press, 1942), argues that in the nineteenth century the land-grant colleges were a democratic expression of the Jeffersonian belief in equal educational opportunity. Given the dominance of a liberal society throughout much of that century, his argument is consistent with American political trajectory in the 1800s. Finally, the author favors the second of the above emphases and finds it eloquently presented in the treatment of farmers' Populism in Lawrence Goodwyn, Democratic Promise: The Populist Moment in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976).

65 On the difficulty performing the wedding, see Thompson, Poverty of Theory and Other Essays, 84.

66 On the nature of organized farmers and their difference from the mass of farming people, see n. 63 above.
On these principles and the New-Class belief in them, see n. 11 above.

On the meaning of democracy, see n. 64 above.

The conventional assumption that the land-grant institutions were forces for the egalitarian empowerment of all classes of Americans is described in Peter Hopkins Fitzgerald, "Democracy, Utility, and Two Land-Grant Colleges in the Nineteenth Century: The Rhetoric and the Reality of Reform" (Ph.D. diss., Stanford University, 1972), 1-34; and for a leading example if its employment, see Ross. Further, this study's far-ranging discussion of liberalism provided only a context for specifically testing land-grant democracy. For an important tenet of this democracy, see n. 64 above. Finally, as we can infer from the presentation of the provisions of the Morrill Act contained in Chapter 2, the agricultural colleges can be taken as representative of the larger land-grant institutions.

On such involvement in decision making, see the above discussion of Bowles and Gintis in the section on the general theme of the study. The significance of agricultural choices may be more clearly grasped by observing the mention of agriculture in n. 72 below.

William G. Scott and David K. Hart, Organizational America (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1979), particularly 43-48, 207-214, describe this imperative in terms of a "totalitarian trend" toward such aggrandizement; and their work may be traced to the legacy of scholarship handed down by David Riesman et al., The Lonely Crowd (Garden City: Anchor, 1953); and William H. Whyte, Jr., The Organization Man (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1956). The imperative may be viewed as a transformative outcome of twentieth-century American history (Thompson's "praxis of eventuation") that invited the author to query for some of its possible antecedents. Moreover, the second corporatist principle -- priority of office over individual -- would seem to corroborate the thesis that the imperative exists. For further discussion of this and other matters of eventuation, see Chapter 5 below.

Willard W. Cochrane, The Development of American Agriculture: A Historical Analysis (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1979), 105-107, 252-257, explains that, in conjunction with those of the United States Department of Agriculture, from 1897 to 1933, and formatively from 1897 to 1914, collegiate efforts helped to advance technological developments that streamlined agriculture as a system for the production, processing, marketing, and distribution of supplies that sustained an industrial society; and Eddy, ch. 5, notes that in the early years of the century the tripartite form and knowledgeable substance of collegiate contributions to agriculture were solidified.

For a polemic that maintains this control is in jeopardy, see Brett Silverstein, Fed Up: The Food Forces that Make You Fat, Sick and Poor (Boston: South End Press, 1984).
The celebration stems from acceptance of the conventional assumption mentioned in n. 69 above. See also the bibliographical note below. Fitzgerald, chs. 3-6, departs from convention by arguing that access to land-grant education did not always attain to announced ideals of openness; as does Grant McConnell, *The Decline of Agrarian Democracy* (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1953), ch. 5, by arguing that their role in establishing the farm bureaus turned college leaders away from the democratic heritage of agrarian tradition; and as do some of the essays in Lawrence Busch, ed., *Science and Agricultural Development* (Totowa: Allanheld, Osmun, 1981), by arguing that their support for capitalism implicated college leaders in the preferential treatment of select few farmers. But other departures essentially constitute critiques of the post-World War II development of the colleges. On these critical works, see Chapter 5 below.

On criticism as used in this study, see the above section on the critical departure of cultural Marxism.


The reason for focusing on agriculture is stated in n. 62 above.

On these documents, see n. 57 above.
THE NINETEENTH-CENTURY CONTEXT FOR THE TURN OF
THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES TOWARD
CENTRALIZATION OF AUTHORITY

The Rupture of Liberal Society in the 1890s

During the nineteenth century numerous agencies propagated the social
dominance of liberal principles. The antebellum Republican Party promised that
industrialization would, in the words of one spokesman, advance manufacturing
and commerce as "missionaries of freedom."¹ A growing economy would, in the
Party's view, ensure material progress and equality of opportunity in a society on
the move, where mobility was such that the worker of one day would become the
capitalist of the next.² Echoing the Party, after the Civil War a triumphant
Northern middle class employed a burgeoning array of newspapers, churches,
schools, and voluntary associations, to persuade laborers that rising to become
independent entrepreneurs and landed farmers was assured for those who
observed the Protestant ethic. Middle-class exponents hinged such advance­
ment on individual responsibility. They grounded it in the development of
"character" as manifested in the virtues of industry, perseverance, frugality, thrift,
sobriety, punctuality, honesty, and initiative. Of course, one could find the
upward path beset with hardship. But the morality of the work ethic offered the Franklinian hope that all might, like Horatio Alger, join those who had *Risen from the Ranks* (1874).³

When, in the 1850s, he proclaimed, "there is no permanent class of hired laborers among us," Abraham Lincoln affirmed the liberal assumptions.

The prudent, penniless beginner in the world labors for wages awhile, saves a surplus with which to buy tools or land for himself, then labors on his own account another while, and at length hires another new beginner to help him. . . . If any continue through life in the condition of the hired laborer; it is not the fault of the system, but because of either a dependent nature which prefers it, or improvidence, folly, or singular misfortune.⁴

Here was a vision in which class divisions were a nullity. For many had "made it," and there was the promise that many more would do the same. If access to the middle class was open, then all classes could relate harmoniously as they pursued opportunity.⁵ Preoccupations with classlessness were shared, moreover, by agrarian liberals who beheld the fee-simple, 160-acre provisions of the Homestead Act of 1862 as a ratification of desires for wide diffusion of income-earning property. Farming people would thence seek lives as independent yeomen.⁶

A related and natural consequence of these aspirations for opportunity was the egalitarian idea that dignified labor by designating those who performed it as "producing classes" (including worthy farmers, mechanics, and small entrepreneurs). Idle "speculators" and their kin among bankers and lawyers were scorned for profiting from the honest pursuits of the producers.⁷ Inventors, on the other hand, were exalted for uniting useful knowledge with productive power
to liberate Americans from constraints on self-development. Widespread prosperity promised to follow inventions and secure a suffusion of comforts that overmatched older fears of luxury and its resultant moral decay.⁸

Middle-class ideals also relied on John Locke's normative dictum that explicitly limited the power of government, allowing for the free interplay of individuals in a state of nature. Largely forgotten, however, was Locke's attendant point that a liberal society, freed from feudal ties, required government as the only remaining source of legitimate coercion. However, Americans could direct their attention to an expanding frontier, a natural setting where surely the Lockian standard could be realized. What need, then, of governmental intervention?⁹

In sum, the ideal of a producer democracy was championed, befitting the nineteenth-century "producer culture" noted by one historian.¹⁰ Such a democracy could prosper in an entrepreneurial society where producers (virtually everyone) controlled capital and traded in goods and services with other producers. Without a market in wage-labor, a rough equality would follow.¹¹ Americans further learned that the ultimate meaning of their democracy resided in its individualist nature. Late in the century, educator William T. Harris of St. Louis sympathized with middle-class individualism and gave voice to it.

Education should excite in the most ready way the powers of the pupil to self-activity. Not what the teacher does for him, but what he is made to do for himself, is of value. Although this lies at the bottom of other national ideas, it is not so explicitly recognized as in our own. It is in an embryonic state in those; in ours it has unfolded and realized itself so that we are everywhere and always impelled by it to throw responsibility on the individual. . . . It is the faith of
Americans that they will be able to accomplish all that any other civilization can do, besides adding thereto a culture in free individuality to an extent hitherto unattained.¹²

The nineteenth century provided considerable economic experience in which liberal ideals received some verification. Prior to the Civil War, individuals or small partnerships commonly owned manufacturing establishments. Northern firms hired an average of 10 workers. Landowning farmers in the North were double the number of tenants and farm laborers. Such an economic landscape partially validated the producer democracy ideal. Even after the War, opportunity abounded for "the Go-Getters." Foremost among them were the self-made industrialists who seemed, in their attainment of wealth, to demonstrate that with sufficient character and heroic risk-taking, anyone could join their ranks.¹³ Broadcast in schools, newspapers, and during Sunday worship was the message epitomized in the words of one self-help advocate: "We want the histories of our self-made men spread out before us, that we may know the ways by which they came up from the ranks of the people."¹⁴ The rags-to-riches message retained plausibility in an environment where railroad tracks were freshly laid, land newly settled, and factories initially built.¹⁵

Government itself was a vehicle for getting ahead. Decentralization of authority prevailed due to passionate local partisanship. This rendered coherent national policy impossible as federal appropriations became the target of whoever could grab them first. Once grabbed, they were assigned a local purpose. There was little in the way of a federal administrative apparatus to regulate their use, or the use of public lands, or the use of much of anything else.¹⁶
After its initial stages of development, however, industrialization gradually received form that eroded the verification of liberal ideals in people's daily economic experience. Following 1867, excepting depression years, more than 2,000 miles of railroad track advanced annually. Paired with achievements in telegraphy (and later with the telephone), the conduct of business sped and broadened. An integrated national market began to take shape. Factories expanded to accommodate increased sales. The Baldwin locomotive works exemplified the expansion as it grew from 600 workers in the mid 1850s to 3,000 two decades later. The discipline of the factory clock disintegrated the more relaxed pace of older shops.

In agriculture, the final third of the century witnessed developments in canning and refrigeration that enabled perishable products to be carried beyond local markets. In the Midwest, mid-century achievements of new techniques and machinery of farm production attained wider use and raised the stakes of competitive success. With the pressure to purchase the new equipment suited to each farm enterprise, the traditional maintenance of mixed activities, the basis of the self-sufficient union of home production and consumption, became too costly for many. Specialization accelerated, as did a commercial interdependence that lent to the travail of those farmers struggling with rising tenancy, indebtedness, and other factors eroding independence. In general, Americans witnessed decreasing access to capital among tenants and a growing class of workers who were not as temporary as Lincoln had assumed.¹⁷
At the same time, business leaders gained greater control of capital. Jacksonian temper notwithstanding, earlier in the century state legislatures were quick to establish "general incorporation laws." For a nominal cost of registration and a willingness to follow easy rules, these laws allowed businessmen rapidly to expedite the formation of corporations. By the 1870s and 1880s experiments in "vertical" and "horizontal integration" expanded the scope of corporate activity. The former obtained control backward to the source of raw materials and forward through distribution of finished products. The latter set prices in a particular industry, first, through informal cartels and, later, through trusts and holding companies (the last denoted the formation of corporations into larger corporations, a practice without sanction under the earlier general incorporation laws). Effected essentially to stabilize prices and restrain "ruinous" competition, these experiments met with varying degrees of success.

Small-scale competitors apprehended them as a threat to the opportunity-based ideal of "each man his own boss."18 For example, traveling salesmen increasingly found themselves transformed into employees of corporations integrating into marketing. In retrospective observations made around the turn of the century, P.E. Dowe, a representative of one of the travelers' associations, spoke of his apprehension. "This history of this country," he ventured,

gives examples of poor boys who became great men, beginning at splitting rails, tanning hides, driving canal horses, etc., and we all know personally some illustration of self-made men; we have listened to the stories of father and grandsire, telling the younger generation of early struggles, and many instances have been cited where a few hundred or a few thousand dollars started them upon a career to fame and fortune. Trusts have come, however, as a curse
Dowe echoed the earlier sentiments of Israel Washburn, a prominent antebellum Republican from Maine, who feared "that the money-power will be too much centralized -- that the lands and property of the country, in the course of time may come to be held or controlled by a comparatively small number of people."  

Even as corporations posed this threat to opportunity, they also appeared to undermine character. Honesty, for example, confronted what Chicago journalist, Henry Demarest Lloyd, noted in 1881: "The Standard has done everything with the Pennsylvania legislature, except refine it." Indeed, Standard Oil's reported use of bribery to get Pennsylvania legislators to secure its effective monopoly over that state's pipelines was only a salient instance of widespread corporate practice.

By the 1890s economic experience and liberal ideals diverged more than they had in the past. The Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890 represented an attempt to preserve the latter, but in the name of another menace to liberalism: stronger regulation by national government. The frontier's value for agrarian liberals, with its perpetual offer of "free land," met with Frederick Jackson Turner's announcement that "at the end of a hundred years of life under the Constitution, the frontier has gone, and with its going has closed the first period of American history." In Turner's view, this was the period during which the frontier produced a "dominant individualism," the foundation of democracy. Further, although liberal ideals took the correctness of the principle of unlimited production and
economic growth for granted (as the underpinning of progress), the depression of 1893 resulted ironically from fruition of that assumption: "overproduction." Markets could not consume at the level necessary for profit. As a result, 642 banks and 16,000 other businesses failed. Out of a work force of 15 million, three million lost their jobs. Farm prices sunk to new lows in a 30-year pattern of decline. Wheat dropped from $2.06 per bushel in 1866 to $.95 in 1874 to $.49 in 1894; corn declined from $.66 in 1866 to $.31 in 1878 to $.21 in 1896.

As economic decline frustrated middle-class aspirations, farming people began to protest. In 1890 the Farmers' Alliance of Lincoln, Nebraska, articulated their grievance: "The great middle class, including the farmer, is gradually being undermined and destroyed." Mass uprisings challenged corporate power. Emerging in 1890, the Populist Party drew on its roots in the National Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union. The Alliance attempted to radicalize cooperative buying and selling by giving them a mass foundation. Initiated at the grass roots, the Alliance claimed by the late 1880s more than 3,000 suballiances which reached into remote farming neighborhoods, particularly in Southern and Plains states. Neither the Alliance nor its Populist offspring ever organized the majority of farming people. But other contemporary farmers' organizations attracted far fewer adherents.

Following the Populist national convention in St. Louis in 1892, a nominating convention that same year launched the Omaha Platform. Included in its comprehensive approach to the reform of American society were planks calling for government ownership of railroads, elimination of corporate land "speculation,"
and release from a financial system controlled by bankers. The Platform aimed for an equitable distribution of resources in a "cooperative commonwealth." This goal rested on the premise of "antimonopoly," the "principle," said Populist, F.J. Ripley of Georgia, "that wealth belongs to him who creates it, rather than to those who by chicanery, legislation and fortuitous circumstances manage to get possession of it." As such ideas found expression in the electoral successes of Populism, corporate leaders grew nervous.

The Party's press explained that Populists intended to protect those who were or those who aspired to be among "the great and noble middle farming and laboring class." This class represented "the bone and sinew of the country," the guarantor of stable government and "the bulwark of any social system." Populists upheld a Jeffersonian-Jacksonian regard for the moral primacy of the producers and feared that that pre-eminence was endangered by America's increasingly stratified division between haves and have-nots. Hence, the Omaha Platform, fashioned as a "Second Declaration of Independence," voiced the egalitarian current long embedded in liberal republican tradition. Meanwhile, other farm organizations of the middle class and corporate apologists turned liberalism toward Social Darwinian, self-help and "cult-of-success" defenses of inequality. To the Populist Governor of Kansas, Lorenzo D. Lewelling, Social Darwinism produced "not the survival of the fittest, but the survival of the strongest." Others in the Party wondered about the sufficiency of individualistic self-help on an economic landscape where, as one "People's"
newspaper put it, "the corporation has absorbed the community." Countering this absorption surely required comprehensive social transformation.

The Populists were torn between their own liberal inheritance and the implications of reforms they advanced for meeting conditions of the emerging corporate economy. On the one hand, in keeping with the former's regard for the autonomous freedom of private enterprise and with Lockian-Jeffersonian principles of limited government, many in the Party feared the interventionism of the Omaha Platform and its overtones of Socialism. On the other hand, opposition from bankers and other businessmen had contributed to the failure of the purely business ventures of Alliance cooperatives. Populists, therefore, frequently concluded that only the active government of the Platform could accomplish the initial aims of the Alliance. Ensuing division within the Party undermined united action; by 1896 Populists were vulnerable to pressure to fuse with Democrats. But fusion eroded the comprehensive challenge of the Omaha Platform by redirecting Populist attention to the single issue of the free coinage of silver. The failure of that issue to catapult Democrats to victory in the presidential election of 1896 afforded a major reason for the subsequent decline of Populist fortunes.

Nonetheless, Populism left a lasting legacy as "an experiment in adult education" which, through its indigenous press, lecturers, and other means, taught masses of farming people to affirm a distributive justice that equally apportioned the money, property, and power that would enable them to take the initiative in determining their own destiny. Populism was an experiment in
democracy. Populist editors, moreover, provided a critical education that explored how the new relations of a corporate society rendered the tradition of self-help problematic. They were joined by Georgia's Tom Watson, one of the Party's most influential leaders, who explained that "day by day, the power of the individual sinks [while] day by day, the power of the classes, of the corporations, rises."\(^{42}\) Such teaching resonated with farming people who experienced a threat to their middle-class aspirations. As one letter to Populist leader, Ignatius Donnelly, in January 1891 stated:

I settled on this land in good Faith Built House and Barn Broken up Part of the Land. Spent years of hard Labor in grubing fencing and Improving are they going to drive us out like trespassers wife and children and give us away to the Corporations how can we support them. When we are robed of our means.\(^{43}\)

Meanwhile, urban workers found the post-Civil War decades marked by their descent into a permanent position as wage-laborers. This station, as E.L. Godkin of the *Nation* had warned, made the worker "a person who has surrendered a certain portion of his social independence, who has become dependent... 'for his bread and butter,' on another person's approval."\(^{44}\) Being "dependent" during the 1890s meant being vulnerable to unsafe working conditions. In 1893, for example, one of every 10 railroad employee operators was injured, and one of every 115 died on the job. Annually, throughout the decade, Pennsylvania miners suffered one injury for every 150 workers.\(^{45}\) When such conditions combined with depression, laborers confronted a widening discrepancy between the liberal promise of individual independence and their actual industrial experiences. The disparity had already been identified by the *National Labor
Tribune on the eve of the great railroad strikes of 1877: "In America we have realized the ideal of republican government at least in form." Beyond mere "form," however, this "ideal" summoned Americans to fulfill the desire to be "their own rulers." Yet, "These dreams have not been realized. . . . The working people of this country . . . suddenly find capital as rigid as an absolute monarchy."46

As the distance between promise and experience increased, so did the number of strikes. Strikes involved 129,521 participants in 1881 and 499,489 in 1886. By 1894 an unparalleled 750,000 laborers protested through refusal to work. Two uprisings, in particular, exemplified the tumult of the 1890s. In 1892 at Homestead, Pennsylvania, strikers engaged in armed struggle with Pinkertons hired by the Carnegie Steel Company. And in 1894, led by Eugene V. Debs's American Railway Union, a strike against the Pullman Palace Car Company at Pullman, Illinois, quickly spread across the nation as other workers joined in a boycott of railroads using Pullman cars. By mid-summer of that year thousands of tons of freight ceased to move.47 To the New York Times the boycott featured "the greatest battle between labor and capital that has ever been inaugurated in the United States."48 Working people comprehended a salient fact of the decade: Increasingly they could no longer "make it."

An expanding breach opened between the ideal and the reality in America. Business leaders were caught in the gap. Among them, in the words of one of their company, select industrialists had achieved fame as "daring men."49 They rose to leadership as the embodiment of the practical knowhow that had "tamed"
a continent. Reputedly, their Alger heroics turned that practicality not only into wealth for themselves, but into material progress and opportunity for all. A growing mass perception, however, now viewed them as corporate “plutocrats” who stole success from others.50 Their leadership faltered. Meanwhile, the uprisings of the decade stimulated fears among many in the middle class that the nation was on the brink of social revolution and, while their fears may have been unrealistic, the possibility of revolution stirred popular imagination.51

During the Pullman boycott, President Grover Cleveland’s Attorney General, Richard Olney, offered his interpretation of the new contingencies: “We have been brought to the ragged edge of anarchy and it is time to see whether the law is sufficiently strong to prevent this condition of affairs.”52 Strength of “law,” as Olney confided on another occasion, meant responding to the situation in Pullman with “a force which is overwhelming.”53 Disregarding the penchant of late nineteenth-century Presidents to stay on the sidelines of governmental operation (excepting exercise of their veto power), and over the objections of Governor John Altgeld of Illinois, Cleveland supported his Attorney General by sending federal troops to help break the strike. Numerous other strikes drew a similar government response.54

With liberal society on “the ragged edge of anarchy,” could any of its assumptions be truthfully related to reality? Could they any longer serve as a basis for order? Observing the violence that amounted to a negative answer, Americans might well have shared a sentiment expressed by President Rutherford Hayes in 1877. After his grudging use of troops to quash the railroad
strikes of that year, he lamented the insufficiency of force as a lasting solution for the nation's disarray. He did not consider it a "real remedy."55

The New Class and an Expanding Administrative State

Between business leaders and their contestants among farmers and workers, a New Class rose. After 1895 such groups as engineers, government administrators, corporate managers, and academic professors found their employment opportunities waxing as their occupations became more important to an industrializing society. By 1900 they totaled a population of more than 175,000. Although still only a small fraction of the some 76 million Americans, they grew at a faster rate than proprietors, manufacturers, and other groups within the traditional middle class. They also outstripped them in knowledge of the inner workings of an increasingly complex technological society.56 At one point, Andrew Carnegie referred to the special understanding that was necessary to manage and develop new techniques for the process of corporate production, conceding that "I am neither mechanic nor engineer, nor am I scientific. The fact is I don't amount to anything in any industrial department."57 But New-Class personnel did and this gave them influence out of proportion to their numerical strength.

The unity which the heterogenous New Class possessed resided in their common acceptance of the principles and practices of "professionalism." On the one hand, this commonality was a tenuous basis for unity. For many sought to dignify their occupations with the label "profession." Such effort signified the
desire to attach to their work the status long attributed to the classical professions of the traditional gentry. Successful claims of this nature lent legitimacy to a group’s interest in regulating the quantity of its practitioners, thus helping to boost their income and prestige. Privileged status, in other words, could be used as a defense against the competitive vicissitudes of nineteenth-century labor markets. But with numerous groups seeking its associated privilege, by the turn of the century "professionalism" acquired a slogan-like quality that obscured important distinctions between, say, professional academicians and professional nurses. Depending on the criteria used to establish a profession, the most unlikely bedfellows could claim comparable rank. Thus the unity of the New Class was elastic.

On the other hand, elasticity did not preclude a shared understanding that professionalism entailed a basic occupational preparation. The prospective professional reckoned on mastering a corpus of systematically organized knowledge acquired during advanced training at a degree or license-granting educational institution. This process of "professionalization" imbued the upstart both with a keen appreciation for the uniqueness of functional skills obtained from training and with regard for the principles upon which their practice rested.

Professionalization presumed three important principles. First, action must be grounded in specialized expertise. During the 1870s and 1880s this principle had already been solidified through the proliferation of some 200 associations organized to further particular fields of interest. Note, for example, the offspring
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science as outlined in Table 1:

Table 1. Offspring of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.\textsuperscript{62}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Offspring Organizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td>American Chemical Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>American Society of Chemical Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882</td>
<td>American Forestry Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1883</td>
<td>American Ornithologists' Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1883</td>
<td>American Society of Naturalists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1884</td>
<td>American Climatological Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1885</td>
<td>American Institute of Electrical Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1888</td>
<td>Geological Society of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1888</td>
<td>National Statistical Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1888</td>
<td>American Mathematical Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1889</td>
<td>American Physical Society</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So prevalent had the principle become that one medical professional worried, "There is now danger lest, all being specialists, none shall be general practitioners."\textsuperscript{63}

Second, expertise was attained on the basis of meritorious achievement. The Bar examination, the medical boards, and other tests and features of training, sifted for those competent to undertake a "career." This undertaking marked, in the words of the 1893 edition of the \textit{Funk and Wagnalls Dictionary}, "a complete course... abounding in remarkable actions or incidents," which was
tantamount to a "professional life or employment, that offers advancement or honor." Professionalization assumed that the best life was the one that proceeded in a sequential ascent to the highest accomplishment in school, and thence to comparable feats in a subsequent occupation.

A third key principle held that the practitioner's climb to the pinnacle of competence joined with the most esteemed of ideals -- service to a clientele. Irrespective of personal self-interest or partisan causes, the professional's neutral application of expert knowledge boded well for all. "Civilization," spoke Daniel Coit Gilman of Johns Hopkins, in parlance common to the New Class, required such service in order to ensure the "highest welfare of mankind."

Specialized expertise, meritorious achievement, and social service -- these implied a distinctive idiom and source of authority for the New Class. The expert's speech was impersonal, anchored in a quest for invariable general rules that governed practice in all situations. Others might rely on experience in piecing together a common-sense understanding of their immediate surroundings, but the professional, in the search for universal standards, countered with an unremitting examination of everything experiential. Professionalism, then, celebrated a cosmopolitan disregard for the localist assumptions of traditional liberalism. The inclusion of "National" or "American" in the name of associations evidenced the departure from localism.

The rising importance of science furnished authoritative justification for the fresh course. Social convulsions of the nineteenth century, according to New-Class reasoning, exposed the inadequacy of sectional and common-sense
methods of organization. As early as 1869, President William Folwell of the University of Minnesota had declared, "We are building our great national fabric according to the rule of thumb." Too many were "mere empirics and journeymen at handling the terrible social problems which the war, the migration of races, and the sudden growth of great cities are thrusting upon us." There was need for a foundation of "science not only under technical arts and learned professions but under commerce, government, and social relations." To New-Class representatives, the finest service would consist of diffusing scientific training to "professionalize" or elevate the less meritorious advocates of common-sense practicality. Professional principles signified aspirations for a vertically built society -- composed of those below who needed scientific guidance and those experts above who were prepared to give it.

Under the leadership of important representatives of the New-Class (like university presidents and officials in charge of emerging learned societies), professional principles increasingly congealed in institutional practices in two important ways. First, it was evident in attempts to construct a smoothly articulated "educational ladder" from lower levels through university graduate schools. Integral to these efforts was the desire to resolve the function of secondary schooling on the ladder, thereby enabling college and university entrance requirements to be raised and standardized. Such resolution allowed promising youth to be channeled into the meritorious vanguard of subject-matter specialties. It meant re-forming public high schools (which, in the late nineteenth century, increasingly superseded older academies as the favored form of
secondary schooling) into institutions with adequate preparatory standards. Among the reforms designed to redefine high schools in accordance with college and university admission policies, New-Class figures concentrated on developing accredited high school diplomas and uniform examinations. Newly established agencies, like the North Central Association of 1894 and, eventually, the College Entrance Examination Board, helped ensure the practicability of these reforms through standardized accrediting of high schools and through provision of competence in the development of exams. Also emerging by the mid-1890s were plans to standardize college entrance requirements on the "unit" system. Here a specific amount of "time exposure" to particular subjects promised suitability for college. After the turn of the century, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching did much to promote the unit method of basing admission on the completion of courses carried for a specific number of days each week of the high school year.\textsuperscript{70}

Second, on the highest rung of the ladder, professional principles steadily jelled into the practices of university faculty. Befitting the university's growing function as the repository of science and of expertise, and, thus, as the signal source of legitimacy for New-Class aspirations, the faculty demonstrated professionalization in action. Spearheaded by Johns Hopkins University and rising graduate schools of arts and sciences, by the late 1880s and early 1890s the Ph.D. degree gained recognition as an essential stamp of professorial competence.\textsuperscript{71} Some, like William James of Harvard, might term the degree "a mere advertising resource, a manner of throwing dust in the Public's eye," but
at the century's end permanent appointments at leading universities usually depended on having one.\textsuperscript{72} Indeed, the degree exemplified a distinguishing characteristic of the New Class: Their credentials certified the acquisition of skills that entitled them to claim incomes proportionate both to an achieved level of schooling and to other meritorious accomplishments. Thus the higher faculty ascended the ladder of degrees, the greater was the claim. Recognition from professional associations could be transformed into remunerative appointments. Winning the race to "Publish or Perish" by writing for journals and university presses often built reputations upon which careers depended. During the 1890s, moreover, these varying credentials signified mastery of the esoteric specialties that growing university departmentalization accommodated. Such credentials also promised promotion up the newly solidified departmental hierarchy of academic ranks.\textsuperscript{73}

Overall, faculty professionalization and the routinization of an educational ladder marked New-Class interests in organized expertise and centralized accrediting powers. Such organization and centralization seemed to be a great distance from the individual inventor's unregulated quest for useful knowledge, from the entrepreneur's common-sense practicality, and from the general celebration of \textit{laissez-faire} local autonomy. They also shared little in common with a persistent middle-class sentiment derived largely from memories of a classical education considered by many to be irrelevant to practical pursuits: "Book learning is something," the financier, Daniel Drew, once asserted, "but thirteen million dollars is also something, and a mighty sight more."\textsuperscript{74}
Contradiction Between the New and Middle Classes

To the old middle class, the values -- practical utility, common sense; a general Alger heroics -- of the self-made "average man" overmatched the perceived laziness of the college graduate. In this view moral character, not intellectual proclivity, was the principal source of merit. The outlook was especially pronounced during the pioneering days prior to 1890, but it persisted after that date, partly because of efforts to remind egalitarians like the Populists that economic misfortune referred to individual failure rather than social injustice. Industrialists and other business leaders of the corporations, notwithstanding their moral lapses of the Gilded Years, often shared the view, particularly its emphasis on practicality. Carnegie, for example, presumed the erstwhile values when in 1889 he deprecated the product of classical collegiate training.

While the college student has been learning a little about the barbarous and petty squabbles of a far-distant past, or trying to master languages which are dead, such knowledge as seems adapted for life upon another planet than this as far as business affairs are concerned, the future captain of industry is hotly engaged in the school of experience, obtaining the very knowledge required for his future triumphs. College education as it exists is fatal to success in that domain.

Such disapproval fell on more than classical schooling; it extended into a general anti-intellectualism. New-Class leaders countered middle-class opposition by defending a meritocratic order that would be under their leadership. Already, in 1869, Charles Eliot, the president of Harvard, had warned of the "national danger"
represented by assumptions that gave rise to "but a halting faith in special training for high professional employments." He continued:

The vulgar conceit that a Yankee can turn his hand to anything we insensibly carry into high places, where it is preposterous and criminal. We are accustomed to seeing men leap from farm or shop to court-room or pulpit, and we half believe that common men can safely use the seven-league boots of genius. What amount of knowledge and experience do we habitually demand of our lawgivers? What special training do we ordinarily think necessary for our diplomatists? They evinced a New-Class divorce from liberalism. It indicated instead their devotion (particularly on the part of German-inspired scientific researchers) to eighteenth-century Enlightenment rationality, to liberalism as expressed in the Jeffersonian emphasis on a "natural aristocracy" of the meritorious. Opposed to deriving one's station in life from inherited wealth, caste, and a host of unnatural privileges, New-Class representatives shared the liberal yearning for opportunity to advance on the basis of individual character. But New-Class experts ascribed more to character than the moral-practical attributes of thrift, industry, and the rest. They added the seasoning of intellectual training. To be trained in science, to grasp the conceptual foundation underlying a special activity, signified the expert's possession of a greater fortitude, a sturdier perseverance, the enduring attributes of mental initiative and intellectual self-reliance. By sustaining the investigation that could isolate and control relevant natural and social factors, these attributes furthered the effort to extend the frontiers of knowledge. They lent themselves to the quest to
discover permanent laws governing the world's operation -- Jefferson's "crusade against ignorance." 81

To professionals, this crusade formed the bulwark of national progress. Whereas to business leaders and many others in the middle class, it was in the main necessary to turn Jacksonian practicality toward Alger's pursuit of "thirteen million dollars." To the latter, nothing quite matched money as an incentive for stimulating productivity and progress. 82

Thus a contradictory rift opened in liberal society, not only between business leaders and their adversaries among workers and farming people, but between those leaders and New-Class professionals as well. Of course, while liberalism had never spoken with one homogeneous voice, 83 Americans nevertheless had bonded across class lines by presuming the normative principle of individual freedom. Faith in this freedom had long provided ideological glue that held liberal society together. 84

Consequently it was of considerable moment when various academicians, particularly social scientists, availed themselves of their version of the faith -- academic freedom -- and took pro-labor and pro-Populist positions on sundry issues during the 1890s. Increasingly prominent as college and university trustees since the Civil War, business leaders found such positions intolerable. They exerted pressure for the trial or dismissal of the rebels. Even an incomplete roll call of those squelched is impressive: Dr. George M. Steele, president of Lawrence College, dismissed (1892); H.E. Stockbridge, president of North Dakota Agricultural College, dismissed (1893); Richard T. Ely, professor of
economics at the University of Wisconsin, tried (1894); I.A. Hourwich, docent at the University of Chicago, dismissed (1894); Edward W. Bemis, economist at the University of Chicago, dismissed (1895); John R. Commons, economist at Indiana University, dismissed (1896); and James Allen Smith, political scientist at Marietta College, dismissed (1897). The decade's characteristic breach between liberal ideal and actual experience extended to university faculty as well.85

Duly chastened by the punishment that could follow gestures of alliance with farm and labor movements, presidents and their professors were subsequently more willing to hinge academic freedom to the professional norms of nonpartisan neutrality and the refusal to speak on matters outside the sphere of specialized competence. In other words, as one commentator noted, a "cautious liberalism" came to prevail in universities, where fear of controversies that would offend wealthy donors coupled with tolerance for a faculty's autonomous inquiry into esoteric specialties.86 Confronted with contradictory relations to business leaders, professionals sought individual freedom within the confines of a politically safe area of expertise.

Still it was a contradiction that contained the seeds of a happy resolution. The New Class needed business leaders: Between 1878 and 1898 businessmen gave $140 million to emerging universities. Philanthropy was a traditional source of sustenance for colleges and universities; but after 1890 it became something of a vogue. A celebrated instance of this fashion was John D. Rockefeller's contribution between 1889 and 1892 of $2 million to further the endowment of the new University of Chicago. Business leaders, in turn, needed New-Class
professionals: Corporations required both the scientific production of new knowledge relevant to industrial activities, and the technical expertise attending to the management of their far-flung operations.

Moreover, the university movement, unlike the classical colleges with their affirmations of the cultured gentleman and pious devotee of the disciplined mind, had already represented an accommodation to middle-class norms. For example, among the movement's accomplishments was the peculiar genius of the elective system. Beginning in the 1870s, it allowed students to select their courses of study, thereby satisfying both New and middle-class interests. On the one hand, it opened the curriculum to practical subjects the middle class could utilize in adapting to the requirements of an industrializing division of labor. On the other hand, it fueled the specialization that culminated in the research emphasis of the New Class's emerging graduate schools. The elective system thus crystallized the incipient achievement of America's complex array of universities. In broad outline, the researchers at Johns Hopkins could stand for a Jeffersonian natural aristocracy; the professional's middle-class-accommodating tilt toward practical service could find ample expression in the more Jacksonian land-grant institutions; and the state universities could combine these emphases in one comprehensive structure. Such was the path to resolution of the class contradiction.87

While retaining their distinctive identity, many in the New Class prepared to work harmoniously with business leaders. Though some professionals, like one social scientist, remained wary of the "soulless mechanism of modern Mammon,
that Frankenstein of the laboratory of Belial, the syndicate-trust," nonetheless an accelerated corporate expansion after 1896 attracted an increasing number of university graduates into managerial positions in the rising bureaucracies.88

Elsewhere, however much they might lament it, business leaders increasingly understood that the tide was turning on Horatio Alger. Frederick D. Underwood, president of the Erie Railroad, remarked: "The demand for technical skill and commercial ability has lessened the promotion of men from the ranks, and must . . . continue to do so."89 And Carnegie, once awakened to the difference between classical and scientific training, affirmed as early as 1890 that "we have begun to realize that a knowledge of chemistry . . . is worth a knowledge of all the dead languages that ever were spoken upon the earth."90 A shared interest in adjusting to a new corporate economic landscape motivated the growing concord between business leaders and professionals.91

Expressing the developing merger of New and upper middle-class action, in 1899 businessmen of the Chicago Civic Federation spearheaded a drive to hold the Chicago Conference on Trusts. The Conference afforded an occasion for both leading academicians and captains of industry to discuss the social impact of corporations. In his keynote comments to the Conference, Professor J.W. Jenks of Cornell University raised questions that not long before any Populist would have happily engaged.

Are we to consider the new form of organization [trusts] a means of saving energy comparable with a new invention like the steam engine or the railroad, so that we may be fairly sure that, although temporary suffering occurs, there will be enough savings to lower prices and to increase the demand for goods to so great an extent that the total
demand for labor will in the long run be increased and the public benefited? Or, on the other hand, is the new form of organization a conspiracy of the few rich and powerful to oppress the many?92

Across the nation many New-Class professionals effectively issued affirmative answers to the first of these queries. It was a question about the economic efficiency of the corporation. If the "trust" measured favorably on that yardstick, then it received justification from its "public benefits." More difficult questions of its relation to social equality and distribution of power could be transposed to the language of "lower prices" and "total demand for labor."93 Future expansion of the economic pie promised to dissolve class divisions. Or, according to William H. Maxwell, superintendent of the New York City public schools, "in a community in which every man had been trained to his highest efficiency the evils of monopoly and poverty would be alike impossible."94

An Expanding Administrative State

Whether preoccupied with reform of production sites or bent on overhauling the entire social order,95 professionals often equated the "highest efficiency" with expanding administrative activity. They sought, in particular, to staff and manage a federal attempt to build a state that could reintegrate the torn social fabric of the 1890s into a perfectly coordinated whole.96

The endeavor was exemplified by the efforts of the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) in business regulation and by the conservation movement's scientifically guided proposals to regulate the public domain. Both aimed to maintain an Olympian supervision over railroads, shippers, and the various users
of natural resources. By securing this comprehensive oversight, professionals believed they could ameliorate the impact of the corporation on the nation. They would be able to efficiently adjust its relations to nature and society.97

This policy of centralization promised a practical fulfillment of the vertically oriented principles of professionalism. Experts commissioned from the top could best serve society by impartially regulating the shortsighted aims of those below. The policy signalled what one historian has called a prescription for a “technocratic collectivism," a planned approach to countering social disarray.98 And growing numbers of corporate leaders, in spite of their propensity to label even the first hints of regulation as "socialistic," became receptive to planning that might check the competition that adversely affected prices and which might undercut radical challenges to their power.99

But designs to expand the administrative state stumbled in the face of opposition from traditional practices. Americans took pride in their historic commitment to the decentralized authority spread among the various state governments. Coordination of these (such as it was) depended on locally-based political parties and on courts determined to protect time-honored devotion to *laissez-faire*. Notably, the Supreme Court utilized both the Interstate Commerce Act’s (1887) ambiguity regarding extension of administrative supervision and its location of enforcement powers in the judiciary to invalidate ICC rulings that sought to prescribe future railway rates.100 The influence of the parties, meanwhile, provided additional frustration of centralizing efforts. In 1898, a year before assuming his duties as president of Yale, Arthur Hadley delivered the
presidential address to the American Economic Association. Speaking on "The Relation between Politics and Economics," he drew attention to this frustration.

The economist shows how the largely independent action of the parts may be made to conduce to the collective good of the whole. The practical workings of representative government, making each member primarily responsible to his district -- or one might better say the members of his own party in his district -- means that the collective action of the whole is made to fulfill the separate wants of the parts -- even though the satisfaction of those wants may antagonize the general interests of the nation.101

There remained, then, the professional task of persuading Americans to accede to an order conducive "to the collective good of the whole." Professionals understood that that order could not be shaped to fit the aspirations stimulated by an earlier propagation of the virtues of an entrepreneurial society. The economic landscape had changed too drastically, pressuring for a new social adjustment. As Stanford University's Ellwood Cubberley later asserted: Small entrepreneurs increasingly lost ground "to large mercantile and industrial concerns." He continued:

No longer can a man save up a thousand dollars and start in business for himself with much chance of success. The employee tends to remain an employee . . . the worker tends more and more to become a cog in the machine and to lose sight of his place in the industrial process.102

The disappointment of older aspirations raised questions of how best to adapt the populace to the new landscape and of how to do so without resorting to the force that President Hayes found so displeasing in 1877. Perhaps a few answers resided in the particular varieties of education advanced by some educators.
The Liberalism of the Land-Grant Institutions
and the Case of Kansas State

An Overview of Land-Grant Beginnings
and Development

The nationalization of the land-grant colleges and universities occurred in 1862. The Morrill Act of that year provided for grants of public land and land scrip to the states and territories. The magnitude of each bestowal corresponded to the size of a state's congressional representation. Sale of land and scrip furthered the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one college where the leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical studies, and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such manner as the legislatures of the States may respectively prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions in life.103

For at least 25 years following the Act's passage the leaders of the new institutions encountered various obstacles as they struggled to implement these provisions. The Act was a vaguely worded compromise among competing interests. Left in confusion was the question of how leading should be the "leading object" of instruction in agriculture and mechanic arts. Classical educators in the various colleges and universities exploited the confusion by redirecting agricultural funds toward traditional uses. Initially, many organized farmers of the middle class opposed the new colleges. In their view, knowledge of practical farming could only be gained from common-sense experience, from
rules of thumb passed by one generation to the next. Other farming people felt indifferent toward the upstart schools since they were barely aware of land-grant activity. Perhaps the most important hindrance was the lack of trained experts in agriculture. Without opportunities for professional development and instructional materials for the applications of science, early professors of agriculture found themselves frustrated in their efforts to promote the growth of agricultural faculties.¹⁰⁴

As the grants of land failed to provide expected capital, as states refused to offer extensive financial support, and as enrollments (particularly in agriculture) remained low, the Morrill Act's venture did not seem promising. At first it appeared that businessmen would be among the few actually to benefit from the Act. Between 1864 and 1873 they used its land provisions to acquire large holdings of both timber land in the lake states of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, and grassland in California's San Joaquin Valley.¹⁰⁵

Yet by the 1880s leaders of the fledgling institutions welcomed new legislation that helped them overcome obstacles. As agricultural industrialization accelerated, organized farmers increasingly awakened to the practical and profitable results that could flow from scientific investigations. In the forefront of such research were the chemists who explored the food and fertilizer requirements of animals and crops. Thus, with the waxing support of farm organizations and with the assistance of the Commissioner of Agriculture, Norman J. Colman, several years of agitation enabled leaders to rejoice in the passage of the Hatch Act of 1887. The Act nationalized agricultural experiment stations as
departments within the land-grant institutions. It stimulated the production of scientific textbooks, erection of laboratory facilities, and strides toward graduate study. By 1898, 54 main experiment stations operated in all the states and territories.106

Organized farmers soon received returns for their support of the law. For example, in 1890 Stephen Babcock of the Wisconsin station developed an easy means of determining the butterfat in milk. In part the test allowed dairy farmers to gauge the kind of husbandry that suited higher butterfat production.107 "The Babcock test," declared Dean William A. Henry of the Wisconsin College of Agriculture, "was to associated [cooperative] dairying what the Morse electric telegraph was to railroad operation."108

Further financial help facilitated land-grant development. Drawing on support comparable to that which yielded the Hatch Act, the "Second Morrill Act" achieved passage in 1890. It provided each institution with an additional endowment of $15,000. This amount would be obtained from the sale of public land; appended to it would be payments of $1,000 each year until the installments reached a total of $25,000. The Act spurred state legislatures to lend greater assistance. By 1892 contributions from state sources accounted for two-thirds of the $4 million land-grant budget.109

The land-grant institutions as a whole, and the agricultural colleges within them, benefited from a growing appreciation of their significance for an industrializing society. This importance attached especially to the divisions of mechanic arts in the institutions. As early disputes regarding the interpretation of the name
"mechanic arts" increasingly resolved in favor of defining it to mean engineering, those divisions captured greater enrollments than their agricultural counterparts. Though both were increasing in absolute numbers from the mid-1890s to the end of the decade, engineering attracted almost twice as many students as agriculture.110

Following years of successive increases in both figures, by 1898 the land-grant colleges and universities enrolled 31,658 students under the instruction of 1,722 faculty members. When students arrived on campus that year, they attended one of basically three types of institution. In 27 states and territories they went to a separately organized agricultural and mechanical college; in 20 others to a university with an agricultural division attached to it; and in Massachusetts to the only institution devoted exclusively to agriculture.111

Land-Grant Liberalism

Liberalism grounded all land-grant educational institutions. In subsequent decades the literature on these institutions mounted a refrain: The Morrill Act, with its provision for instruction in agriculture and the mechanic arts, aimed to raise "practical education" to parity with its classical predecessor. By establishing colleges for the "industrial classes" (American producers), their "several pursuits" would be lifted to a position of dignity that rivalled that of physicians and clergy. Equality of subject matter signified equal opportunity to partake of advancing economic growth and material progress. Individuals of all occupations would learn the skills they needed to prosper amid the competition and mobility of nineteenth-century America.112 Deeply Jacksonian, the land-grant institutions
promoted the ideal of an "open door" to a schooling where, as expressed in the famous saying of Ezra Cornell, "any person can find instruction in any study." This promotion was a special instance of that wider educational effort of numerous agencies to practice liberal persuasion after the Civil War.

Land-grant leaders had considerable persuading to do. For prior to the War the earliest major influence on the development of the new dispensation in higher education came from eastern agricultural societies. Initially these were associations of the very prominent -- influential politicians, wealthy businessmen, agricultural editors, and "gentleman farmers." Predominantly located in urban centers, their purpose entailed meetings to discuss means of enhancing the productivity of farming and of furthering agricultural schools. But they had no mass base of support. Members of the societies typically viewed the farming masses as ignorant, superstitious, and unproductive. Such unpopular beginnings help explain the low enrollments in land-grant institutions before the 1890s. Eugene Davenport of the Illinois institution recollected the influence generated by the societies: "In no case, by any stretch of the imagination, could it have been called a popular movement." Nor was it a popularly enticing motion.

Thus land-grant popularization depended on the articulation of principles with an egalitarian flavor. These assumptions received their foremost expression from Jonathan Baldwin Turner (1805-1899) of Illinois. From him land-grant leaders inherited the unparalleled statement of their liberalism. Farm bred, graduate of Yale, by the late 1840s and the 1850s Turner rebelled against the classical tradition. Later he told Davenport that in his youth he and Lincoln
had "dreamed out together the hope for a new education in the practical things of life." Although not wedded solely to practicality, his strong appeal to emerging industrialists rested on their sympathy with the Jacksonian ideals that radiated from his public pronouncements.

These ideals shone in his famous address, "A Plan for a State University for the Industrial Classes," delivered before Illinois teachers and farmers in the early 1850s. In it he expounded:

All civilized society is, necessarily, divided into two distinct coöperative, not antagonistic, classes: a small class, whose proper business it is to teach the true principles of religion, law, medicine, science, art, and literature; and a much larger class, who are engaged in some form of labor in agriculture, commerce, and the arts.

The latter was "the industrial class"; and Turner asked where are the universities, the apparatus, the professors, and the literature specifically adapted to any one of the industrial classes? Echo answers, Where? In other words, society has become, long since, wise enough to know that its teachers need to be educated; but it has not yet become wise enough to know that its workers need education just as much.

The aim of the university should "be to apply existing knowledge directly and efficiently to all practical pursuits and professions in life, and to extend the boundaries of our present knowledge in all possible practical directions." On the assumption "that work alone is honorable, and indolence certain disgrace," Turner pleaded for opportunity for the producing classes, for expanding access to the middle class. This plea grew from his belief that interclass harmony depended on disallowing any stratum to "wield their power more or less for their own exclusive interests, and the interests of their friends."
Turner's ideas became a major force in the eventual passage of the Morrill Act. Organized farmers in Illinois rallied to the educator's plan and in 1853 induced the state's legislature to petition Congress on the proposition's behalf. In the words of the entreaty, Turner's proposals contained "too many popular elements not to find favor with a land-giving Congress, if pressed forward in season." The legislature requested that federal representatives consider those components "adapted to the manifold wants of a practical and enterprising people." And, though Justin Morrill insisted on his accomplished authorship, Turner's intellectual rationale infused the Act.

Aside from the influence of Turner, in the final third of the century land-grant leaders lived on an economic landscape that generated faith in the correctness of unfettered production. They accepted the creed that the government's function in a frontier society involved assisting the protagonists of self-help in learning scientific applications that would enable them to be more productive. The leaders appreciated both the risk-taking that developed the nation and its reliance on practical inventiveness and ingenuity. Most of them decided to adapt their colleges and universities to such principles and practices.

President W.J. Kerr of Oregon took the truth of these assumptions for granted. After the turn of the century he delivered a retrospective account of the "new spirit" of the land-grant mission. He found its unquestionable verity distilled in four major characteristics. These consisted of "the spirit of initiative" exemplified in the pioneering applications of science that antedated the formation of a trained body of experts; "the spirit of growth" as based on the progressive
achievements of applied science; "the spirit of equal opportunity" as expressed in devotion to an anti-aristocratic equality of subject matter; and "the spirit of helpfulness" as revealed in land-grant efforts both to diffuse new practices of production and to spread the fresh psyche "into the thought and ideals of the people."\textsuperscript{127}

Leaders also recognized that the Morrill Act, like the Homestead Act, drew on the agrarian legacy of Jefferson. The Virginian's estimation of farmers as "the chosen people of God," as those whose distance from urban corruption and proximity to nature made them bulwarks of republican stability, filtered into the Republican Party's "free-soil" commitment to upholding the independent yeoman.\textsuperscript{128} The college Act was of a piece with that promise.\textsuperscript{129}

None verbalized affirmation of the yeoman more eloquently than Seaman Knapp, president of the Iowa institution in the mid-1880s and later a representative of the United States Department of Agriculture. Early in the twentieth century he spoke as if he belonged in the late eighteenth. He held

that the ownership of land is a mark of honor, that a patent to land is a title to nobility, a right to sovereignty. The ownership must be absolute and subject only to the state, so that each proprietor is the independent sovereign of a portion of the United States, with the final authority through the ballot to control the local, county, and National governments -- a position of great dignity and power. . . . [E]ach citizen must own and control something. In a sense he must be lord of a certain territory. This territory is called a farm, but legally it is a subdivision of the state, to which the farmer receives perpetual title in order that he may have the means to support his position as an independent sovereign with dignity and by absolutely governing a small portion of the United States learn to assist wisely in governing the whole.\textsuperscript{130}
When writing the charter of the University of Virginia in 1818, Jefferson declared the purpose of a state university to be that of fostering "a sound spirit of legislation, which banishing all unnecessary restraint on individual action, shall leave us free to do whatever does not violate the equal rights of another." The charge was the advancement of individual freedom. Similarly, when looking back on land-grant development from a twentieth-century vantage point, E.A. Bryan of the institution in Washington state viewed the Morrill Act as a realization of this principle. In its protest against retaining the higher learning for an "aristocratic organization of society," the Act gave rise to schools that were "permeated by the very spirit of freedom which is of the essence of democracy." It unfettered the individual. Correspondingly, upon examination of the meaning of its provisions, Bryan discovered in the Act that "escape from subservience to authority is also there."

Yet an individual's actualization of liberal ideals presupposed open access to upward class mobility. Especially by the 1890s varying strata saw such entry as a diminishing possibility. To some of them, liberal land-grant orthodoxy accordingly became increasingly untenable.

The Case of Kansas State

After influential leaders of the local Bluemont Central College Association secured the benefits of the Morrill Act, Kansas State Agricultural College opened for instruction on September 2, 1863. It formed as a separate agricultural and mechanical college and eventually concentrated predominately on agriculture. Its location at Manhattan placed it amid the Flint Hills grasslands, some 150 miles...
eastward of the 20-inch rainfall line. Put under way by the early 1870s were its modest experimental beginnings in helping prairie farmers on the frontier of western Kansas adapt their husbandry to a climate that featured severe weather in summer and winter. During the administration of President George T. Fairchild (1879-1897), enrollment for the institution as a whole rose from 214 to 734. The agricultural division -- consisting primarily of the departments of agriculture, horticulture and entomology, and the experiment station -- advanced as well. This progress evidenced foremost when passage of the Hatch Act led to the establishment of the station in 1887 and 1888. Agricultural investigations thereafter expanded to include a broad range of topics.\(^{133}\)

In the final decades of the century the College was decisively shaped by a political atmosphere charged, as one historian of the institution has noted, with "individualistic, \textit{laissez-faire} notions" that appealed to "local Republican politicians who championed the Gilded Age crowd and the principles of the Gospel of Wealth -- that is, if you can pile up a large amount of money, you deserve it."\(^{134}\) Already having faced the rigors of the frontier and concerned with their individual success in this political economy of self-aggrandizement, farmers belonging to organizations such as the Grange continuously demanded that College personnel provide them with improved production techniques. Farmers believed these would bolster self-help in the struggle to cope with competition. Agriculturists at the College responded favorably to the demands. Thus, for example, at an increasing rate from the late 1870s to the early 1890s they initiated test plots of
corn, alfalfa, and wheat. By 1887 the "Early May" variety of winter wheat was conclusively recommended as excellent for conditions in Kansas.\textsuperscript{135}

But in this period of "overproduction" and sharply declining farm prices, the Republican commitment to self-help clashed with the experience of economic reality. Early in the 1890s Populists enlarged their influence in the state. Under the banner of "social reform," a slogan that distilled the failure of individualism, the "People's" stalwarts, Lorenzo Lewelling and John W. Leedy, won the governorship in 1892 and 1896, respectively. For much of the time from 1892 to 1898 Populists supplied considerable direction of the state government in Topeka. Lewelling, Leedy, and their supporters in the legislature wrested control of the Board of Regents of Kansas State from the Republican Party. By 1897 five Populists outnumbered the two Republicans on the Board. That same year the Regents compelled President Fairchild to resign from office, and in April further demanded a wholesale overhaul of the faculty that culminated in five dismissals and three resignations. Fourteen faculty managed to retain their positions. A Populist sympathizer, Thomas E. Will, who had served the institution as professor of political economy since 1894, assumed the presidency. He remained in office until 1899.\textsuperscript{136} Strong sentiment roused from all sides of these events at Manhattan. One historical account of the College noted that "the excitement on the campus and in Manhattan, among citizens, faculty members, students, and alumni, reached a height never attained before nor since."\textsuperscript{137}

Earlier, the rise of Populism in 1890 had prompted Fairchild to use the faculty periodical, the \textit{Industrialist}, to express the hope that farming people would
avoid a sweeping approach to reform. He called for a narrowing of farmers’ aims and a willingness to focus their attention on practical possibilities of concrete solutions for their hardship. Yet he scarcely detailed the nature of those remedies.\textsuperscript{138}

During his term as president, Will, on the other hand, recognized that Populist control of Kansas State opened an area of American society to views that challenged pragmatic prescriptions. In 1898 he delivered a commencement address that emphasized the breach "between the existing civilization" of industrial society and "the new conscience" of comprehensive social reform.\textsuperscript{139}

His words reinforced the desire of the Populist Regents to utilize the resources of Kansas State to examine economic laws "which govern the distribution of wealth," a task that they believed would develop a "healthy inquiry among the people into the causes that depress industry and paralyze agriculture."\textsuperscript{140} They reasoned that the College should not be limited to a focus on production techniques that enhanced self-help. Instead, in 1897 C.B. Hoffman, a leading light of the Board, wanted the producing classes to receive knowledge of the power relations that shaped the economic factors of finance, marketing, taxation, and transportation.\textsuperscript{141}

Such calls for economic instruction reflected the characteristic Populist concern for distributive justice and their belief that education could lead people to initiate an egalitarian democracy. In a July 1898 supplement to the \textit{Industrialist}, Will defended the emphasis on economic studies by writing, "Because nowadays one may work hard and skillfully and produce abundantly and yet
remain poor in a rich country. Economic science teaches why this is true and how to improve upon such conditions.  

Though later versions of the Populist takeover have viewed it as an unfortunate instance of political partisanship prevailing over a sounder policy of professional neutrality, in the 1890s the conduct of the Will administration demonstrated achievements with which most New-Class members could agree. Successful efforts were made, for example, to upgrade the faculty through the addition of four holders of the Ph.D. (Previously, just one faculty member had acquired that degree.) Further, enrollments for graduate study climbed from 46 in the first year of the administration to 57 in the second. Each of these figures exceeded those of both the two years prior to Will's term and the two that came directly after. In the words of one historian, although the Populist renovation of the faculty dealt "a severe blow to such tradition of academic tenure as may have existed," nevertheless "the new professors that were hired were the best obtainable for the salary that was offered. Immediately, that [Kansas State] college began to emerge from the high school ranks.

Populism at the institution signalled the attempt of a portion of the New Class to ally themselves with farming people in an effort to eliminate the conditions that produced hardship for the latter. The popular radicalism of the former distinguished them from others in the New Class. Not surprisingly, this radical departure incurred the enmity of New and middle-class opponents. Presidents Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia University and David Starr Jordan of Stanford, following misleading press accounts, decried the partisanship that
supposedly had transformed Kansas State into an outpost of socialism. Bankers and other Republicans in Manhattan and around the state were similarly agitated.147 But the Manhattan Republic, reflecting its frequent sympathy with the Will administration, replied that attacks against the Populist institution were often engineered by the "First National Bank crowd," a group in the community who held "the contemptible view that the College exists for the direct benefit of such citizens of the town as can get at its treasury or the pocketbook of its students."148

Most of the nation’s land-grant leaders refused to allow their inherited liberalism to turn in the direction charted at Kansas State. Instead, they embraced the cautious posture enunciated by Lotus D. Coffman of Minnesota. He explained that higher institutions must not succumb to being "arenas for the promotion of any particular social theories."149 Beyond affirmations of professional neutrality, after 1900 E.A. Bryan joined other leaders in recounting the uprising at "a western agricultural college," an occasion whereupon "many of us laughed; but, while, perhaps, we might have criticized the detail, the idea underlying was correct." Populists had erred, that is, in their approach to reform. Yet they had rightly pointed to problems associated with an integrating national market. It was important to heed their directive, because "in these economic questions which are so intimately connected with the agricultural development of the country, we are far behindhand."150 Land-grant leaders, then, like the Populists, began to recognize that the liberal faith in the sufficiency of self-help techniques no longer matched the reality of economic experience. But, unlike them, they linked this
recognition to a completely different pattern of class alliances, and they expressed it in the name of contrary principles regarding the way the world should work.

In Kansas, as internal division and external opposition eroded Populist strength, by 1898 Republicans increasingly reasserted their control of the state government. In 1899 they again captured a majority of the Regents. The dismissal of Will and his principal supporters soon followed, thus ending the Populist experiment in educational democracy.

The New Class and the Vertical Turn of the Agricultural Colleges

Jonathan Turner never intended entirely to relinquish his university to the middle-class champions of extreme practicality. His remarks of the 1850s elaborated his full intention.

In our country we have no aristocracy, with the inalienable wealth of the ages and constant leisure and means to perform all manner of useful experiments for their own amusement; but we must create our nobility for this purpose, as we elect our rulers, from our own ranks, to aid and serve, not to domineer over and control us.

This creation of an intellectual "nobility" would improve on common sense.

As things now are, our best farmers and mechanics, by their own native force of mind, by the slow process of individual experience, come to know, at forty, what they might have been taught in six months at twenty; while a still greater number of the less fortunate, or less gifted, stumble on through life almost as ignorant of every true principle of their art as when they began. A man of real skill is amazed at the slovenly ignorance and waste he everywhere discovers on all parts of their premises, and still more to hear them boast of their ignorance of all 'book farming,' and maintain
that 'their children can do as well as they have done'; and it certainly would be a great pity if they could not.\textsuperscript{156}

In these words Turner united the land-grant mission with a Jeffersonian quest for a meritocratic aristocracy. He, like the man from Monticello, sought leaders with a scientific grasp of laws that governed practical exercise of the experiential arts. Such leadership could eradicate "slovenly ignorance" from social life. In the final third of the nineteenth century, such intellectuals began to assemble in land-grant settings. As they did so, they espoused the characteristic principles of the Enlightenment -- faith in progress premised on the use of scientific rationality to transform society and nature into a perfect order of things.\textsuperscript{157}

Agricultural college leaders wanted a trained nobility to be in charge of the complex practices that emerged on the changing economic landscape of American agriculture. Throughout much of the nineteenth century farmers raised production primarily by bringing new land under cultivation. The availability of abundant westward territory also dampened land prices, making it comparatively easy to occupy particular areas. With ready access to cheap yet fertile land, numerous farmers needed to maintain only a minimum investment in animals and machines in order to generate increased output and a modest profit for themselves -- all the while avoiding strict attention to questions of fertility. After the Civil War and especially after 1880, however, rich soils became scarce. Their price increased and the competitive struggle in farming intensified. To remain financially solvent, farmers needed to achieve greater returns on land and labor. Thus farm mechanization accelerated, as evidenced during the 1890s when
steam tractors replaced horses to propel the giant grain combines used in the
Far West.

To assure a permanent source of food in a nation with a diminishing base
of loamy soils, college scientists worked late in the century to develop higher-
producing plant varieties, means of limiting animal and plant diseases, better
feeding rations for livestock, and methods of sustaining soil fertility.\textsuperscript{158} In 1895
Alfred True of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) observed the
changing landscape. He noted that if its new machinery and techniques were
to be handled properly, then farming would demand the exercise of considerable
intelligence. He stressed that "greater technical knowledge will be required to
be a successful farmer in the twentieth century than has hitherto been needful."
The requirement was unavoidable when "every year it becomes more difficult for
the ignorant farmer to secure even the necessities of life."\textsuperscript{159} Such observations
fortified collegiate determination to bring husbandry under the guidance of
empyrean science and its empyreal scientists.\textsuperscript{160}

\textbf{The New Class in the Colleges}

College leaders used the principles of professionalism to anchor the
formation of a scientific leadership in agriculture.\textsuperscript{161} They advocated meritorious
achievement and equality of opportunity as doctrines that supported the
Jeffersonian quest to tailor higher schooling to the aspirations of the best and
brightest. In the final years of the century they struggled to raise collegiate
entrance requirements above a common school preparation. And they held that
only science itself, the neutral arbiter of who and what standards qualified as
meritorious, could be trusted to derive examination procedures that sifted for the best entrants.\textsuperscript{162}

The agricultural faculties followed a direction that often received its first clear utterances from land-grant presidents. As early as 1867 Daniel Read, head of the University of Missouri, celebrated his institution as a meritocratic order made possible because science "has come down from heaven to dwell among men." Having so descended, it met "the demands of the age" by surpassing experiential learning and by imparting a grasp of natural laws that ruled the practice of an art.\textsuperscript{163} In later historical reflections on the purpose of the Morrill Act, President William Oxley Thompson of Ohio State University observed that the law's mission in a "democracy" was to "level up" the masses and not to "level down" the superior people.\textsuperscript{164} Other presidents closed the nineteenth century with the expression of similar convictions.\textsuperscript{165}

Meritorious achievement marked the attainment of specialized expertise. In 1869 William Folwell of Minnesota traced the development of professional education from its classical beginnings to its preparation for multifarious occupations of an industrial society. He deemed one of its greatest benefits to be the production of an expert for each line, and then commented on how the possession of advanced training demonstrated a distinction from capitalistic owners who did not have comparable occupational grounding.\textsuperscript{166} By the 1890s collegiate praise of the value of expertise had grown so common that in 1897 committee members of the Association of American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations (AAACES) worried about "the pernicious influence of
But not long after the concern was voiced, few leaders could be found who disputed the kind of conclusion that Dean Eugene Davenport reached when he hinged satisfaction of the nation’s food requirements on meeting the "need for well-trained men and for intense specialization in agriculture -- a degree of specialization hardly yet dreamed of and certainly not yet attempted in any of our institutions." Nor would many quarrel with the type of recommendation that Davenport highlighted when he called for greater departmental subdivision as the principal "machinery for dealing with the technique of the [agricultural] profession."168

To justify the creation of an aristocracy of intelligence, especially after the mid-1880s, college leaders pointed to the expert’s usefulness as a social servant.169 A twentieth-century retrospect provided Davenport with the occasion to proclaim that "the Spirit of the Land-Grant Institution is the Spirit of Service through the application of exact knowledge to the ordinary affairs of life." He recounted that once legislators of the late nineteenth century saw the employment bear fruit in the form of farmers who became "intelligent operatives," they started opening purse strings to agricultural instruction. This generosity, Davenport continued, reinforced the penchant of professional agriculturists for maintaining that their highest ideal consisted in "a service in which the student and the individual is always a means to an end and that end an ever-advancing civilization."170

Other leaders affirmed that industrial progress depended on a diffusion of science sufficient to professionalize growing numbers of farmers.171 In 1895, for
example, True suggested what was involved in this professionalization. He noted that the experiment stations served farmers by teaching them to upgrade their husbandry in accord with scientific specifications. Then he made the following remark: "In a number of lines their [the stations] work has shown that to be thoroughly successful the farmer must himself be an experimenter." Increasingly, then, scientists served farmers the notice that knowledge was capital, that it could translate into a "successful" claim on income.

Several significant developments allowed college leaders to begin congealing professional principles into institutional practices. The Hatch Act of 1887 and the Morrill Act of 1890 fueled the expansion of agricultural research and instruction. The former, in particular, sped the pace of specialization by stimulating increased graduate work. It also formed one part of a three-piece accomplishment that included the establishment of the AAACES as the main organ of collegiate professionalism, and which involved the erection of the Office of Experiment Stations (OES) as the branch of the national Department of Agriculture that regulated college activity.

Beginning with the Convention of Friends of Agricultural Education held in Chicago in 1876 and at a series of subsequent meetings, collegiate figures and Commissioners of the Department discussed ways to cohere a national direction for the colleges regarding issues of research and administrative organization. The meetings helped shape efforts that resulted in the Hatch Act. Moreover, under Commissioner Norman Colman's guidance, a gathering in 1885 produced the birth of the AAACES. Formally established in 1887, its constitution called
for "the consideration and discussion of all questions pertaining to the successful progress and administration of the colleges and stations included in the association."\textsuperscript{175} Its membership policy enrolled institutions -- notably each college, each station, and the Department.\textsuperscript{176}

Association attention initially focused on the specialized concerns of scientists. By 1892 this allocation evidenced in the completed formation of sections on Agriculture and Chemistry, Horticulture and Botany, and Entomology. Association scope gradually shifted, however, to the original constitutional mandate to consider matters of organization. Station scientists responded by increasingly turning their special interests to the American Society of Agronomy, the Society for the Promotion of Agricultural Science, the National Association of Official Agricultural Chemists, the American Association of Economic Entomologists, and the Experiment Station Veterinarians.\textsuperscript{177}

Ultimately the AAACES constituted a vehicle for cosmopolitan transcendence of localist views on organization. Rather than confine their thought to the isolated perimeter of their respective institutions, college leaders used the Association as a forum for the nationalization of their consciousness.\textsuperscript{178}

In this capacity the AAACES operated as a launch pad for the OES. At the 1885 meeting the newly forming Association passed a resolution calling for the erection of an agency in the national Department that would coordinate federal and state activities in agricultural research and instruction. Commissioner Colman rallied to the resolution and called for cooperation among the colleges,
stations, and the Department. He noted that all needed a "central head through which to report and compare results with each other." The official establishment of the OES on October 1, 1888 satisfied the mutual need. The Office afforded means to implement the provision in Section 3 of the Hatch Act, requiring the Commissioner of Agriculture occasionally to inform station leaders of "such lines of inquiry as to him shall seem most important; and, in general, to furnish such advice and assistance as will best promote the purpose of this act." Following from this minimal sanction, the OES developed into a central clearing house for agricultural information bearing on issues not only in research, but in graduate instruction, extension, elementary and secondary schooling, and in a host of other areas as well. Office personnel also exercised voting membership of the USDA in the Association.

Under the successive leadership of Wilbur O. Atwater until 1891, Abram W. Harris until 1893, and Alfred C. True until well into the twentieth century, the OES vigorously defended and extended the stations as semi-autonomous divisions for the development of scientific expertise. In one respect, this defense required a strategy that attempted to satisfy both the demands of organized farmers for research with an immediate payoff, and those of scientists for the freedom to undertake long-term investigation. In 1888 Commissioner Colman had already outlined the strategy. He maintained the OES could "serve as an exchange or distribution point for information in two ways, negotiating between the stations and the agricultural public on the one side and between the stations and the world of science on the other." In order to execute his plan to "mediate between
the stations and the agricultural public," the Office in 1889 presented the first issue of the *Farmers' Bulletin.* (Eventually it changed to a general series of the USDA.) And in the attempt to act as his "mediator between the stations and the world of science," in the same year the OES circulated the first volume of the *Experiment Station Record.*

The *Record* provided scientists with an opportunity to display their research and build their professional reputations. It also brought them into contact with the latest national and international developments in scientific agriculture. It evinced the cosmopolitanism of the Office.

The three-piece accomplishment of the Hatch Act, the AAACES, and the OES confirmed professional principles in institutional practices. One historian has noted that the attainment gave meritorious experts in agriculture the means to advance "the forces of enlightenment." In a historical address on station development, Henry C. White of Georgia complimented the Office for trying to secure the research institutions as scientific laboratories "in the fullest and purest sense." In that capacity they could set professionals free to control the "mighty processes of Nature."

Yet perhaps growing departmental specialization signified the greatest confirmation of professionalism in collegiate practice. In 1893 Liberty Bailey of Cornell University insisted that agricultural teaching could not (as it had especially in the 1860s and 1870s) be handled effectively by single, undifferentiated professors of agriculture. He indicated the desirability of appointing a multiplicity of professors to conduct instruction in a range of new specialties. Apart from
individual institutional variations, particularly from 1895 onward, college leaders
heeded motions of this nature and began establishing a pattern of specialization
that included chairs in agricultural chemistry, dairy chemistry, animal husbandry,
dairy husbandry, agricultural physics, horticulture, entomology, botany, bacteri­
ology, and mycology.\textsuperscript{189}

Class Contradiction

The Morrill Act of 1862, with its provision refusing to exclude "other scientific
and classical studies," seemed to sanction the highest intellectual endeavor.
Having struggled for years to overcome obstacles that hindered the development
of agricultural science, college agriculturists seized every available opportunity
to give their fields the scholarly repute of a Johns Hopkins. But their institutions
retained the strong impression of Jacksonian birthmarks, as many in the middle
class were quick to remind them.\textsuperscript{190} The prodding echoed advice like that issued
in the 1860s by a Philadelphia agricultural newspaper.

\begin{quote}
Instead of introducing the student of agriculture to a labora­
tory and chemical and philosophical apparatus, we would
introduce him to a pair of heavy neat's leather boots and
corduroy pants, and learn \textit{sic} him how to load manure and
drive oxen. We would put him through a course of really
practical farming, and we would select as professors such
men as the Cornells of Bucks county, and the Conrads of
Chester county, who could not perhaps make critical analy­
ses of soils but who could raise good crops of corn and
potatoes, and wheat and barley.\textsuperscript{191}
\end{quote}

Such calls disdained collegiate service that proposed to professionalize
farmers through trickle-down diffusion of scientific understanding. Instead, the
summons demanded both a straightforward, utilitarian training for husbandmen
and a comparable fitness for farmers' children. The young could acquire this preparation from a higher schooling that leveled down to the point where it was easily accessible to those who represented the hardworking "average." In 1873, in scarcely an exceptional piece of counsel, the *Maryland Farmer* said, "The student must enter college as young men do the accounting room or machine shop -- to learn a trade." Hence, with some gusto in the early years of the land-grant dispensation but with decreasing vigor as the century wore on, college leaders accommodated the work ethic by giving a curricular emphasis to manual labor. Increasingly they hoped to secure the curriculum for the training of an advanced technical leadership who could steer the course of agricultural industrialization.

Organized farmers, however, faced competitive pressures that threatened them with financial failure and loss of their independence in the marketplace. To protect themselves, they turned to college personnel for immediate answers regarding questions of the best yielding varieties and the most profitable breeds. They received the response that lasting solutions depended on the patient biological, physiological, and geological investigation that could discover the laws governing plant, animal, and soil development. The farmers rebutted with the sentiment expressed by one of their fold at an 1882 meeting of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society: "We do not want science floating in the skies," he proclaimed to those assembled, "we want to bring it down and hitch it to our plows." They proceeded to lower it by requiring that the instructional provisions in the 1890 Morrill Act make direct "reference to their applications in the
And even the Hatch Act, which tendered the enlightened call "to conduct original researches," simultaneously met farmers' demands for diffusion of "useful and practical information on subjects connected with agriculture." To college leaders, this "lowering" of science threatened their interest in forming a renowned leadership because it undermined their autonomy to advance the fundamental inquiry that grounded that formation. At the turn of the century two representatives of the USDA explained that "after the passage of the Hatch Act there was a large and sudden expansion of the amount of scientific and practical investigation along agricultural lines," but "it was soon found that the time was not ripe for the exclusive devotion of this fund to original research." Before it would be ready, much needed to be done "to diffuse among the farmers a large amount of compiled information" that would put them "in a position to understand and utilize the more scientific work of the stations." Farmers, in other words, needed to be sufficiently professionalized to facilitate their respect for New-Class ideals of building an autonomous and enlightened agricultural vanguard. In sum, although emissaries of both classes shared a high estimation of individual freedom, a contradictory breach opened between the market-oriented and laboratory-centered ways they proposed to exercise it.

During the 1880s and 1890s the contradiction mounted in struggles over whether to unite agriculture with state universities or to separate it in agricultural and mechanical colleges. On one side, organized farmers feared the former path would result in a centralization of instruction that would strip them of the power
to ensure that the land-grant mission focused on practical husbandry. On the other side, many collegiate agriculturists insisted that centralizing agriculture in universities promised to bring students in contact with first-rate intellectuals who could transform them into an equally first-rate leadership. Notably, farmers created political strength that removed agriculture from universities in South and North Carolina; and they raised serious yet unsuccessful attempts to do the same in California, Wisconsin, and Missouri.201

Developments at the University of Minnesota afforded a principal example of how the struggle over separation could be resolved without jeopardizing institutional cohesion. By 1887 Grangers, members of the State Horticultural Society, and others besieged the legislature with appeals to divorce agriculture from the University -- for the reason, in their view, that agricultural appropriations frittered away in aimless theorizing. University leaders countered with their chief argument that in the event of separation the departing students would be deprived of access to the best facilities of curriculum, laboratory, and library. Apparently finding both positions convincing, at first legislators deferred any final action. Before legislators acted, University officials, with the assistance of prominent Grangers, orchestrated a brilliant maneuver to defuse the discontent of farmers.202

The officers, in the husbandmen's parlance uttered by a contemporary, proposed establishing a "right-down-regular-regular-regular" School of Agriculture.203 Distinguishing it from the College of Agriculture which offered a four-year program, they conceived of the School as offering a two-year course that
emphasized practical study on the secondary level. The shorter program would accommodate farmers' seasonal pressures by opening in mid-October and closing in mid-April. It would also feature manual labor. Legislators eventually embraced the secondary idea. For their part, though not entirely happy with the arrangement, in following years farmers never protested loudly for separation as they had prior to the School's initiation. In a word, the School of Agriculture represented an ingenious plan to allow New-Class instruction to proceed in the College while simultaneously meeting middle-class demands with a detached secondary unit. This dual pursuit signalled preservation of the unity of the University organization.204

The Minnesota resolution stood out as a reconciliation of class tensions that college leaders almost universally admired, and it sent them searching for a comparable design, a generally applicable prescription, that could be adapted across the country. None of the helmsmen experienced exemption from the class contradiction that conditioned the need to make each agricultural division a "dual-purpose cow" -- able to further the cause of practicality as well as that of scholarship.205 A nationwide solution awaited the twentieth century.

The Vertical Turn

By the 1890s the college leadership brooded over a nation of "Go-Getters," a place where virtually anyone could raise an individual obsession to the plateau of social virtue. Among the dangerous consequences that they deduced from this individualistic fervor, leaders pointed to a reckless dissipation of soil fertility as the care of the earth was sacrificed to the aim for immediate profits.206
Speaking for many of them in 1895, Alfred True expanded on their concern about "a period of perpetual change and motion" in which "'hustle' seems to be the highest virtue, and it is well-nigh impossible to make men see that 'haste makes waste.'" He added that "one might imagine from current newspaper talk that many among us believe that our nation's fate is trembling in the balance all the time and that total destruction may come with any passing strike." In this climate, he concluded, too many Americans felt compelled to give their lives to transient, impermanent purposes: "'Act in the living present' is the only motto that seems worth regarding."207

In the search for a path out of the turbulent 1890s, leaders seized on a "progressive" solution for disorder. In 1893 Charles Kendall Adams, president of the University of Wisconsin, called for efficient administrative regulation of the decade's contending groups. He maintained that such service would ameliorate the tribulations of "advancing civilization." If given comprehensive regulatory oversight, nonpartisan experts might well resolve difficulties by treating them as a "business crisis where prudence requires a careful examination of the securities and title deeds."208 A year later, President Andrew Draper of Illinois intoned that centralizing efforts met the needs of people "all over the land" who "are thirsting for a management which is rational."209 These proclamations sought social stability in a policy that centralized authority and rationally ordered competing interests. They expressed the vertical or hierarchical principles of professionalism.210
Although the leadership jealously guarded their own institutions from excessive intrusions of federal authority, they shared the New-Class determination to surpass America's historic localism. After the turn of the twentieth century, for example, Bailey of Cornell sounded against the farmers' individualism that "conduces to isolation of ideas." This exclusion of the wider society produced a "centrifugal" pattern of behavior during an age when the country required a coordinated, "centripetal" policy to address such national concerns as the retention of soil fertility.

Bailey hoped, as he would throughout the early decades of the new century, to unite agrarian independence with centralizing tendencies. The union involved "questions of adjustment between the self-help and the state-help forces as expressed in the complex terms of present society." He continued: "One force works from the inside outward, the other from the outside inward. Both are essential." But he observed the ascent of "nationalism" to higher priority. It represented "a new type of mind," and farmers needed to accommodate its irresistible momentum.

The mid-1890s provided an occasion for leaders to signal collegiate adjustment. In 1893 the Secretary of Agriculture, Julius Morton, reported to Congress that the Hatch Act did not sufficiently enable him "to direct, limit, control, or audit its itemized expenditure." He claimed he should "have the power to direct and to restrain the disbursements of the Government moneys in each of the experiment stations of the United States." Congress conceded the point, and in the USDA appropriation act for 1895 the Secretary received
authorization to prescribe the form called for in the Hatch mandate that "each of said stations annually . . . make . . . a full and detailed report of its operations, including a statement of receipts and expenditures." The Secretary also acquired the accompanying authority to use administrative visitation as a device for ensuring station compliance with Hatch provisions regarding permissible expenses. The OES assumed responsibility for executing the new policy.

Observers in the USDA noted that the expanded audit powers "led to much closer relations between the Department and the stations than had hitherto existed." College leaders, meanwhile, issued an AAACES resolution "heartily" favoring the expansion and eagerly embracing "the closest scrutiny of the work of the stations." Favor came from both Association and Departmental leadership because each viewed increased national supervision as the way to sanction the bend of Hatch expenditures toward "original researches," and away from lower-grade investigations demanded by local constituents.

Later comments by E.A. Bryan pointed to the fortification that stemmed from collegiate disassociation from localism. He spoke of how leaders drew strength through being "tied together" by national laws that imbued them with a "national spirit" and "solidarity of interest" that transcended differences originating out of the peculiar conditions of particular states.

That mutual dependence extended to concord with a growing USDA. Under the guidance of James Wilson, the Secretary of Agriculture from 1897 to 1913, the Department marked enlarging regulatory and research capacities through the formation of new bureaus devoted to plant industry, soils, chemistry, forestry,
entomology, and the like. Its number of employees grew from 2,444 in 1897 to 13,858 in 1912, while its budget increased from $3.6 million to $21.1 million.221 In 1896, as these developments began to take hold, Charles W. Dabney, the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, spoke to those assembled at the annual meeting of the AAACES. Noting that increasing numbers of scientists enrolled in the USDA, which now formed "primarily a scientific and technical institution," he assured college leaders that in time it would represent "a national university in fact, if not in name." He added a promising note for his collegiate listeners:

The relations between the Association . . . and the . . . Department . . . have always been quite intimate, and it is expected that this intimacy will increase from year to year. Through your agricultural experiment stations you are closely connected with the Department, whose scientific divisions constitute, in fact, a great central experiment station to assist and supplement your stations in many ways, while the Office of Experiment Stations acts as a clearing house for the results of their investigations. Hence our community of interest must be recognized by all.222

These words announced preparation for a large governmental extension of an administrative state that would act as an educator.

Looking Ahead

As the new century dawned, college leaders began to articulate the principles of a fresh order. Henry Prentiss Armsby of the Pennsylvania station used his 1899 presidential address to the AAACES to sound Enlightenment themes and the purpose of professionalizing farmers. It was "the function of the experiment station," he said, "to enlarge his [the farmer’s] knowledge of the natural forces which drive his farm, as the steam drives the engine" and "to teach
him to control them instead of being controlled by them.223 Shortly afterward, W.J. Beal of Michigan echoed that farmers needed to be taught techniques for mastering particular enterprises -- orchards, truck crops, and livestock to name but some. He called attention to the skills and cost entailed in managing each and emphasized the corresponding necessity for specialization in one or the other. The age of the "general farmer," whose mixed activities served the cause of family independence, was not that of contemporary economic reality. Instead, "agriculture is destined in most neighborhoods to be divided and to be conducted by numerous experts in definite lines, after the manner of merchants and manufacturers."224

Others counselled a departure from the kind of entrepreneurial pattern which in 1876 led Lawson Valentine, a New York merchant, to establish a privately run experiment station at Houghton Farm in Orange County, New York. When Valentine died in 1888, his station (wholly dependent on his individual support) passed with him.225 Counter to such individualistic enterprise, True took a number of opportunities in the 1890s to appeal for "permanency in institutions."226 He especially desired this for agricultural research, because brief institutional duration undermined the long-term effort required for thorough investigations. As an example of the ideal residence for sustained inquiry, True referred to the corporations where manufacturers employed scientists. Corporate leaders, he insisted, perceived advantage in staying with a project until the day when it might "pay a thousand times over for all the expense which the chemist has caused."227
But was it possible to side both with the corporation and with the land-grant heritage of middle-class democracy? Further, in reference to the New-Class roots in that legacy, was it possible, as Turner had believed it was, to create an intellectual "nobility" who would not "domineer over and control us"? What, indeed, was democracy? Did it mean establishing ease of admission in the effort to level down to Jacksonian society's common or average person? Or did it signify a levelling up of entrance requirements in order that a meritorious few might govern a redirected liberalism? Or did it imply the distinctly Populist surge of popular self-determination? Seeking guidance through the thicket of difficult questions, at the turn of the century Whitman H. Jordan of the New York Agricultural Experiment Station invoked the wisdom of "the great clock of the universe." His invocation would turn out to be anything but exceptional.
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After 1896 Populism gradually declined as a force affecting public policy. Business people grasped the relaxation of mass initiative as an opportunity to propel their own kind of "organizational revolution." They populated the landscape with a surge of trade associations, chambers of commerce, civic associations, antiunion leagues, and groups specializing in matters of foreign trade. "We are living in an age of organization," proclaimed John Kirby, Jr., a prominent antiunion official within the National Association of Manufacturers, "an age when but little can be accomplished except through organization." Ironically, these words epitomized the understanding of people who, by and large, still affirmed an American individualism that frowned on extensive organizational scale and activity.

Business leaders of the upper middle class spearheaded the revolution by accelerating the movement for corporate consolidation. A billow of mergers from 1897 to 1903 produced 40 industrial companies possessing more than $50 million in capital. At the earlier date there had been merely eight. Each year
between 1895 and 1905, larger entities swallowed some 300 independent enterprises. By 1919 concerns with over $1 million of annual output constituted just 3.6 percent of all firms but they employed 56.9 percent of the nation's workers and generated 67.8 percent of the nation's manufacturing production.$^5$

This trend toward concentrated control of capital meant greater corporate charge of the technical achievements of industrialization -- particularly with respect to the use of chemicals for petroleum, fertilizer, and other products, and with regard to the manifold applications of electricity.$^6$ It also augured a corresponding upper middle-class acquisition of riches. "There are going to be more great fortunes in this country," the New York Times predicted in January of 1900. "Millionaires," it continued, "will be commonplace and the country will be the better for them, better for their wealth, better for the good they will do in giving employment to labor in the industries which produce their fortunes."$^7$

Although the depression of the previous decade abated in 1897, thence lending some support to such Alger rhetoric and other proclamations of prosperity, the fact remained that between 1896 and 1903 workers generally confronted rising costs for a range of commodities. As late as 1914 these costs could barely be met with real wages that rivalled the earnings of 20 years earlier. Many laborers knew the difference between rhetoric and the reality they experienced: 1,779 strikes occurred in 1900, followed by 2,924 in 1901, and 3,944 in 1903. The numbers exceeded those of the mid-1890s. American society remained fractured.$^8$
Mechanistic Imagining

In 1900 leading lights among captains of industry established the National Civic Federation (NCF) as the means to cohere unity from national breakage. Relying on alliances with New-Class academics and with officials in the American Federation of Labor, and hoping to obviate the need for armed force to resolve labor disputes, the NCF supported welfare measures and federal regulation of corporations. Its regulatory ideas subsequently were embodied in the Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914. NCF businessmen wished to establish interclass harmony by demonstrating that corporate leaders could act with social responsibility and that their organizations could be harnessed to the beneficent supervision of impartial experts. Corporations would thus represent a positive social good in an order where professionals engineered a reciprocal adjustment between the companies and the mass of citizens. If, the captains reasoned, the corporation was the finest example of economic efficiency, it logically followed that a world adapted to its operation would also engender the greatest social efficiency -- the maximum capacity to work as coordinated parts of an administrative design originating in the central office of an expert. By 1907 the 1,500 members of the NCF (over 5,000 in 1912) used numerous conferences to educate scholars about this conception of the route to efficient interclass accord.9

The NCF vision resonated with academics who came independently to a comparable viewpoint. As late as 1914, D.H. Hill, the president of North Carolina’s land-grant institution, spoke in the past tense when referring to "the
single-handed individual who accelerated social and industrial progress." He found that "progress is now largely made by the united efforts of individuals organized for special service." This was preeminently true in "vast corporations" where "the individual is virtually lost sight of in the corporate combination." Hill concluded that no schooling completed the training of its students unless it adapted them to such an organization by making them "efficient men among forcible workers." 10

Hill's comments had been presaged in 1904 by those of his colleague from Ohio, William Thompson. The Ohioan noted that nineteenth-century heritage disposed land-grant leaders "to look upon education from a purely individualistic point of view." This led to "forgetting oftentimes that what it does for the individual is but the beginning of its real service." Thompson wanted this forgetfulness to be remedied by a wider adoption of "the collective point of view." The true end of education was then evident.

It is when the pursuits of life have been made more efficient, and through the efficiency of these pursuits men are made more efficient, and through the greater efficiency of men society itself is more efficient and stable, that government finds its beneficent purposes realized and its investments [in land-grant education] justified. I regard it as of the highest importance that these ideals shall become the common property of our people. . . . Our banner must float in full view of the civilization which we encourage. 11

Beginning on the basis of enhanced technical and economic efficiency, it logically followed (if popular assent obliged) that the accompanying social efficiency would restore collective stability.
Like the business leaders in the NCF, Hill and Thompson spoke for those who embraced the "age of organization" by arguing that the world must work in a decisively altered fashion: Society's first requisite consisted in coordinating a group's individual specialties rather than in accentuating individual independence apart from group activity. Owing to a common acceptance of the ideal of centralized social efficiency, and to the willingness of businessmen to trade employment opportunities in a corporate future to professionals for a return in managerial expertise, leaders of both classes proceeded with establishing a mutual accord for the advancement of the new pattern.12

Rhetoric in favor of efficiency bespoke a positive appraisal for the technologies of transportation and communication that crisscrossed the landscape and increasingly bound the populace to an expanding marketplace. It also suggested a high regard for the corporation as a means to integrate the expansion.13 With such integrative capacities in mind, and with a penchant for subsuming everything in the nation under corporate reach, the railroad baron, James J. Hill, took the imaginative flight of declaring that the country's President and governors should be viewed as a board of directors presiding over the "great economic corporation known as the United States of America."14 For the sake of national efficiency, he might have added, could governmental and social structures be seen in any other way?15

Many in the New Class maintained that elected officials governed during the occurrence of a pivotal development: America was an increasingly complex industrial apparatus of interrelated and moving parts. And if a machine could be
understood as a systematic arrangement of parts for the transmission of power, then this unfoldment was best grasped as a social equivalent. Not surprisingly, in 1906 Frederick W. Taylor, engineer and principal figure in the period's mushrooming infatuation with "scientific management," blended esteem for the corporation with that for systematized social machinery. He merged them into a single imaginative stream that projected the essence of a new order:

True cooperation, cooperation upon the broadest scale, is that feature which distinguishes our present commercial and industrial development from that of one hundred years ago. . . . [it is] that [concert] of a well-organized manufacturing establishment, which is typified by the cooperation of the various parts of a watch, each member of which performs and is supreme in its own function, and yet is controlled by and must work harmoniously with many other members.

Of course, there was nothing new about appeals to Newtonian harmony. The Constitution itself embodied such an interplay of checks and balances. But it relied on natural law as an extra-societal coordinating mechanism that (if not tampered with) would operate to protect the unity that derived from sharing individual freedom. In Taylor's imagination, however, the coordination followed a corporate pattern. Thus it entered society as a function of managerial expertise. While campaigning for President in 1912, Woodrow Wilson, the former chief executive of Princeton University, elucidated the difference between the respective origins of social union. "What is liberty?" he queried imminent voters, and then answered:

Suppose that I were building a great piece of powerful machinery. . . . Liberty for the several parts would consist in the best possible assembling and adjusting of them all, would it not? . . . The piston of an engine [will] run with
absolute freedom ... not because it is left alone or isolated, but because it has been associated most skillfully and carefully with the other parts of the great structure.¹⁹

Less sanguine voices were raised against this mechanistic vision,²⁰ but many in the New and upper middle classes embraced it as an ideal expression of a harmonized order, as mental guidance toward a regulatory grip on a fractured nation. It suffused important efforts in the period’s movement to establish administrative control of a range of social practices.²¹

Persistent Contradiction

In his autobiographical reminiscences, the muckraker, Ray Stannard Baker, described the “progressive” years in words that captured much of their discontent.

What a different world I knew from that of my ancestors! They had wilderness, I had crowds. I found teeming, jostling, restless cities; I found a labyrinth of tangled communications. I found hugeness and disorder . . . . While we were not without evil enough there on the frontier, it was not concentrated and complex and overpowering.²²

Numerous reformers struggled over how best to humanize industrialization in the age of organization. Some advocated social welfare measures, muckraking attacks on corporate malfeasance, and other methods of preventing the obliteration of communal affections. Some thought it sufficient to supply the rule of efficiency -- maximum output for minimum cost -- to the interworkings of the entire society, or at least to its individual plants and firms; the resulting productivity would somehow cure all social ills. But while these reformers found
concentrated organization unavoidable (and often desirable), at the same time a lingering liberalism called for its rejection.  

Ironically, among the very businessmen who initiated the organizational revolution, there remained, especially for those who owned relatively small and mid-level concerns, a traditional middle-class view articulated by one who gave his estimation of the role of the financial community: "In an era of . . . great combinations aiming at the restriction if not the entire removal of competition . . . the banks have gone on in the old way . . . wedded to the idea of individuality and independence as a cherished tradition." Other businessmen, particularly large property holders of the upper middle class, equated organizational expansion with progress. The contradiction riddled not only the business community but many individual minds as well.  

In 1905 Peter S. Grosscup, a judge for the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, used the pages of *McClure's* to sympathize with proprietary heritage. He claimed that corporate centralization was a disturbing trend because

the soul of republican America . . . is individual opportunity. . . . The loss that republican America now confronts is the loss of individual hope and prospect — the suppression of the instinct that . . . has made us a nation of individually independent and prosperous people. [Corporate concentration bodes that] the acquisition of property, by the individuals who constitute the bulk of the people, will cease to be one of the opening and controlling purposes of their lives. This means that, as a republican political institution, America will have lost the spirit which alone promises its life.  

This impassioned defense of proprietorship negated the period's equally strong desire to build organizations that transformed independent owners into
employees, operatives, or functionaries who executed but did not control the plan that governed their lives.

To New-Class authors of planning, it was important to counter-assert that "democracy does not dispense with leaders," as Elmer Ellsworth Brown, the United States Commissioner of Education, termed it in 1907. He stressed that people must follow the guidance of "scientific experts" and learn to "act intelligently upon . . . directions and regulations." As late as 1916 the Experiment Station Record expressed frustration with the residual influence of a common sense that grounded its assessments of the world in "self-reliance" and "business instinct." Farm proprietors, in particular, too often rejected science as ill suited to "guide . . . the practical man," failed to grasp that "scientific facts are derived more accurately than personal impressions," and hence could not see the limitations of conclusions drawn from the peculiar experience of "purely local conditions."

In the 1890s, and even after the turn of the century, Frederick Taylor discovered that not all corporate leaders were prepared to substitute professional wisdom for practical acumen in the organization of factory labor. They sometimes opposed his proposals to place the arrangement of production under the control of engineers who would inhabit scientifically authored planning departments. Taylor concluded that "employers derive their knowledge of how much of a given class of work can be done in a day from their own experience, which has frequently grown hazy with age."
America's changing economic landscape furnished built-in pressure, however, to resolve the class contradiction in favor of accelerating the trend toward large-scale organization. In 1905 Montana's land-grant president, James Hamilton, affirmed a primary liberal principle when he said "educational values are subject to the same laws as commercial values." He knew "some will claim that there is a residue in education that escapes the tapeline of the practical man and refuses to be measured in terms of money." But, in keeping with an important current in land-grant heritage, Hamilton posed the irrefutability of the following determination: "There is an educational market just as surely as there is a grain market." Across classes, many intoned that the irresistible market operated with an extra-human will of its own. Once this irresistibility was conceded, Alger's individualist aspirations had no recourse from being drawn into a larger structure. For the market worked primarily to benefit those competitors who could avail themselves of concentrated corporate power.

Moreover, evolutionary theories provided means to rationalize the belief that such concentration resulted from economic decree beyond human control. For example, a less fashionable but still admissible Social Darwinism focused the mind, first, on a jungle-like law of individual competition, and then on the transmutation of that law into a higher one: the harmonious operation of society as a large, complex, and functionally differentiated organism. On one occasion a land-grant figure from Maryland voiced this manner of thinking:

The oneness of all nature, the grandeur of the whole, the correlation of all of its parts, the interdependence of one upon the other, and the appreciation of the fact that in all the realm of nature not one discordant note is found, save
as man modifies the operation of law in the great symphony
of the universe -- I say that we have found that this can only
be taught by directing attention to the individual law, and
from this leading up to collective law.\textsuperscript{36}

Others blended the organic imagery of evolutionary thought with that of the
machine, a move accompanying the felt necessity to accommodate the mixture’s
tangible institutional embodiments -- notably the highly differentiated business
corporation. As individual atoms concentrated into bigger organizational collec­
tions of atoms, all contradictions might dissolve into the organic-mechanistic
whole.\textsuperscript{37}

\textbf{The Mass of Farming People and}
\textbf{the Rural Problem}

At the beginning of the century most of America’s 5,737,372 farms were
populated by people who lived without inclination to be incorporated into big
organizations. At the century’s turn at least three out of every five inhabitants of
the United States lived in a rural setting. Of these, probably two-thirds actually
resided on farmsteads. In the some 2,800 counties of the nation, while working
the average of 2,500 farms included in each, the vast majority of the people who
tilled the soil tried to live as if the organizational revolution was not occurring.\textsuperscript{38}

Many did so, in part, by seeking to uphold the autonomy of the family in
their affairs. Although self-sufficient production had long before yielded to a
greater emphasis on cash crops, farming people still clung tenaciously to such
mixed ventures as vegetable gardens, poultry yards, and smokehouses. These
activities helped sustain semi-autonomous homes. The farming masses also
gathered their families together in neighborhoods of only a few miles in diameter.
Smaller than formal jurisdictions of counties and townships, these districts constituted the effective seat of school and local government pursuits. Farming people accepted the need of some county governance for purposes like taxation and elections. They wished, however, to restrain the reach of any regency beyond that level.39 One observer noted that at the turn of the century the farming multitude behaved as if "the end of the neighborhood was almost the end of the world."40

Lack of communication with outside regions reinforced such behavior. Telephones and good roads were rarities in the country hinterlands. The Federal Aid Road Act of 1916 authorized over $75 million for initial construction of a national highway system, but by the 1920s pavement and gravel still failed to supersede the quagmires of mud that made travel difficult. In addition, following its start in the late 1890s, rural-free delivery of mail struggled to get under way while the implementation of parcel post awaited the end of the century's first decade.41 In 1914, T.N. Carver of the national Department of Agriculture commented that farming masses exceeded others in their remoteness from "long-distance" developments in transportation and communication. He concluded that since it blocked adaptation to a technologically interconnected society, this kind of "isolation means stagnation."42

To many farming people, however, sequestered location afforded the protective distance for them to realize the radical decentralization of neighborhood authority that a contemporary and later commentator have termed "practical anarchy."43 Such localism signified both a determination to approximate the
agrarian ideal of an independent yeomanry, and a decision to keep government within reach of everyone affected by it. With utter seriousness, these outlying inhabitants embraced the promise of republican egalitarianism. They shared the assumption expressed by one Pennsylvania farmer: "We are too thoroughly American to allow any one to boss us."

On the one hand, the economic landscape in agriculture provided a setting conducive to the persistence of traditional patterns of neighborhood and family self-reliance. In the first decade the rate of increase in the nation's population surpassed that of farm production by two and one-half times. This furnished substantial reason for commodity prices to rise continuously until they hit peaks during the famous "Golden Age of American Agriculture" that lasted from about 1910 to 1914. The resulting prosperity exerted a breaking influence on economic pressure to change customary practices. Farmers could make a living without introducing costly innovations. On average, then, as the century opened, farms operated with machinery valued at less than $131, and most farmers labored with draft animals and rudimentary tools. Ten years later the periodical, The World's Work, contained an author's estimate that elementary implements commonly remained in operation. Most farming people desired to live as self-reliant separatists and their prosperity allowed them to do so.

On the other hand, in keeping with long-term trends, the landscape offered a decrease of rich and productive soil. Agricultural productivity increasingly depended on capital-intensive mechanization and science-based practices. After 1902 the growing adoption of the gasoline tractor epitomized this dependence.
Although its use would not become widespread until the 1920s, the new machine signalled the onset of investment expenses that many farming people could not meet. The ensuing hardship served as one reason for an accelerating exodus from farms, a departure that weakened neighborhoods. With perhaps the exception of the automobile, no machine surpassed the tractor as a symbol of a technological age that foretold of the erosion of localist autonomy in the countryside. In sum, though the Golden Age provided a hiatus that slowed this corrosion, it did not stop tendencies that attenuated the viability of insulated farming neighborhoods.

Meanwhile, New and middle-class contemporaries pointed to that insulation as a source of a "rural problem" that imperiled the nation. In their view, it sheltered practices that led to frightening shortfalls in production. In 1912 Hoard's Dairyman complained that "the great body of farmers" went their own way and clung to "methods that prevailed fifty years ago." Others maintained that this inefficiency was inexcusable during a period of growing population, and in the century's first decade they found it responsible for a rate of increase in the wholesale price of farm goods almost three times that of the general price level. Calls for "cheap food" received extensive urban publicity.

In 1908, J.L. Snyder, president of Michigan State Agricultural College, used his presidential address to the national land-grant association to focus attention on the urgency of the rural problem. Sympathizing with middle-class assumptions, he observed that agriculture was fundamental to the nation's well-being, that "the city cannot exist without [the natural resources of] the country." Here
he upheld the "agricultural fundamentalism" rooted in agrarian liberal tradition. He went on to affirm the belief that interclass harmony derived from efforts to realize the principle that "the working man of today may be an employer of labor tomorrow and a capitalist next week or next month." Indeed, "So common is it in this country for the poor boy to rise to a high position, that we give it no notice." But the rural problem threatened to undermine mobility-based accords. That is, signifying the basic importance of agriculture, "if our agricultural output does not increase as rapidly as our population increases," then high food costs could lead to diminished opportunity for the "working classes," and to their consequent willingness to "get into the same political party and perhaps gain control of the national government." To avoid this, Snyder recommended the governmental construction of a state that could "assume the responsibility of directing" and coordinating an increase in farm productivity.

While Snyder hoped to save the interclass claim on Alger's self-help by establishing its antipode in the form of expanded state-help that could overcome the remoteness of farming people, the Country Life Movement arose from a comparable aim to integrate the masses into a cohesive national order. Extending the compass of the rural problem to include more than economic issues of production, the Movement represented a microcosm of the period's larger amalgamation of "progressive" reformers. Like them, its educators, journalists, ministers, businessmen, and others groped for the optimum way to adapt Americans to the era of organization; but, unlike them, they concentrated the search in rural areas.
"Efficiency is the demand of the age," declared two Country Lifers. Some in the Movement worried, however, that the isolation of farming neighborhoods prevented this "demand" from being met. Moreover, they perceived a level of tenancy in 1900 that had renters operating in excess of one-third of the nation's farms, and they feared that mass seclusion from mainstream socializing influences would combine with frustration of the aspiration to climb the "agricultural ladder" to independent ownership. The mix might provoke a widespread turn toward neo-Populist rebellion. During the period there was enough popular radicalism in the countryside to substantiate the fear.

Keeping with one reformer's counsel regarding economic issues, many in the Movement sought to organize the masses on principles that would "Henry Fordize agriculture in the whole sense." Such organization would obtain order that resembled the cohesive interrelation of mechanical parts. "The farm and the factory must go side by side," explained B.T. Galloway of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) in 1907, "in order to bring about the greatest progressive, intellectual, and industrial development." Country Lifers found mass association in the name of Henry Ford to be a less fearful proposition than that in the name of Lorenzo Lewelling.

In a similar vein, Kenyon L. Butterfield, president of Massachusetts Agricultural College and a key figure in the Movement, wrote that Populist militancy had rested on "delusions" that encouraged farming people to attempt global reforms that were beyond their capacity to sustain. Instead of fomenting "a farmers' party" of protest, Butterfield implied that time would be better spent
building organizations with functions -- exclusive pursuit of higher prices and specific work to develop productive breeds of livestock -- that could be coordinated in a way which did not endanger harmonious "social efficiency" on behalf of "the general good." The farming masses, he believed, needed a realistic "administrative leadership" who could unite their particular interests with "the national welfare."\textsuperscript{64}

The Social Context and the Readiness of Agricultural College Leaders to Meet Its Class Oppositions

The attempt to "Henry Fordize" societal practices depended on the ability to counter the centrifugal disintegration of liberalism. It hinged on the power to instill a universal regard for the necessity, if not the desirability, of constructing finely tuned social machinery. Lest class tensions explode this project, it also required that middle-class practicality be welded to New-Class expertise, and that farming people be brought to order. In the words of one reformer, farmers must be taught "to cooperate and to obey."\textsuperscript{65} Social engineering might succeed in binding what American individualism had failed to hold together.

In their sphere, the leadership of the agricultural colleges and the USDA acquired increased resources and duties that marked their readiness to face the difficulties of the new century. The colleges shared both in a jump in land-grant income from $5,178,580 in 1897 to $14,560,537 in 1907, and in a rise in land-grant enrollment from 22,565 in 1895 to 73,536 in 1910. The Office of Experiment Stations (OES) exemplified Departmental expansion through the exercise of a gamut of functions related to agricultural research and schooling -- notably, those
involving studies of nutrition, irrigation, and drainage, and that concerning support for graduate training in the colleges. In 1908 President Theodore Roosevelt tendered the national government's confidence in both agencies by turning to the land-grant institutions and the USDA for three of the seven appointees that composed his famous Commission on Country Life.66

An observer wrote in 1909 in the periodical, The Independent, that the USDA's rising prominence as an educator and researcher, along with its intimate ties to the colleges, made it a "superintending power which should be recognized as the National Industrial University, rather than as a branch of the Executive Department." Thus, "Secretary [of Agriculture James] Wilson might or might not hold his place in the Cabinet; it is far more important for agriculture that he be considered the chancellor of a great industrial educational system, that touches every State." He understood that the USDA linked with the colleges in an expanding state apparatus. As a countermeasure to the "danger today" arising from "the breeding of anarchy" in society, this expansion boded well for a more peaceful "time when every farm in America . . . will constitute, in fact, a branch of the agricultural college."67

The collegiate leadership focused their attention on the furtherance of integral components of the apparatus. In 1904 Kenyon Butterfield summoned the leaders in each state to develop as rapidly as possible a definite tripartite organization that will reveal the college in its three-fold function -- as an organ of research, as an educator of students, and as a distributor of information to those who cannot come to the college. These are really coordinate functions and should
be so recognized. The colleges should unify them into one comprehensive scheme.68

The tripartite arrangement of investigation, resident instruction, and extension would eventually be considered the most remarkable of land-grant achievements.69 In the meantime, in the sphere of collegiate influence, it promised a way systematically to resolve the antagonism between the New and middle classes. It also raised the prospect of providing means to address the disassociation of farming people from the age of organization.

Resident Instruction

In 1905 Andrew Carnegie gave $20 million for the establishment of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (CFAT). He wanted the Foundation to reward selected academic professors with retirement pensions. Under the guidance of Henry Smith Pritchett, the former chief executive of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the first president of the CFAT, the industrialist's gift went far beyond care for professorial superannuation.70

Pritchett came to the Foundation with an understanding that "the problem of organization is the problem of the civilized world today, and particularly of our own country."71 He saw the solution as a task for engineers who, in his broad conception, included all professionals. Wedded thoroughly to the principles of meritorious achievement and specialized expertise, Pritchett viewed the CFAT as an agency that would foster the scholarship and leadership required for effective social engineering. He reasoned that their disinterested competence, scientific
autonomy, and cosmopolitan vision would enable such leaders to provide effective national coordination.\textsuperscript{72}

By 1906 Pritchett wrote in the \textit{Outlook} that the CFAT's board of trustees comprised "a central agency in educational administration," one "which represents not a locality or a single institution, but which aims to take into account the educational needs of all sections." Therefore, the Foundation's scope "as a centralizing and standardizing influence in American education promises to outweigh in importance the primary purpose of the fund [i.e. pensioning], great as that primary purpose is."\textsuperscript{73} Foundation leaders aimed to raise and standardize college entrance requirements to include four years of high school with 15 "Carnegie Units."\textsuperscript{74} They withheld pension benefits from institutions that did not comply with the admission standard. (CFAT officials later shifted their emphasis from units to standardized tests.) Their central idea involved creating a smoothly articulated educational ladder that would culminate both in greater expansion of graduate education and in a corresponding reliance upon the Ph.D. degree as the basic prerequisite for faculty appointments. This vertical structure might produce the engineering leadership that Pritchett so esteemed.\textsuperscript{75} Not surprisingly, the Foundation's president doubted the value of a democracy that catered to the aspirations of "the average member of society."\textsuperscript{76}

Meanwhile, agricultural college leaders rallied to the same ideals as those of the CFAT. During the period they pressed for the establishment of graduate programs that would take once provincial students and supply them with a
cosmopolitan vision, and that would begin developing doctoral study as the capstone of training for the leadership of American agriculture. In 1910, W.M. Hays of the USDA noted that successful development of the top course depended on the maturation of the lower ones. These needed to be shaped in a particular fashion: "In this country we have standardized the parts of our farm machinery, so that they are interchangeable." Now it was imperative to do something comparable with "all parts of the [agricultural] school ladder." A year later, at the meeting of the Association of American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations (AAACES), J.C. Hardy of Mississippi motioned with pride when he drew the attention of his colleagues to a notice published in the Southern Commercial Appeal. According to Hardy, the newspaper had commented that in his state his "college had established a new order of society, based on the aristocracy of efficiency, as distinguished from the old aristocracy of blood or the parvenu one of wealth." 

College leaders had an immediate interest in sharing Foundation ideals. The early twentieth century witnessed a rising demand for trained agriculturists that the colleges struggled to satisfy. Pensions constituted a major way to attract and retain capable teachers who could meet the entreaties for graduates able to fill the increasingly science-based occupations of agriculture. Hence, beginning in 1905 the AAACES Executive Committee requested that CFAT officials accept the land-grant institutions as beneficiaries of the Carnegie fund.

But organized farmers constrained collegiate freedom to move in the direction of the Foundation. Framing science as a means to secure an instant
payoff, as a method for getting two blades of grass to grow where one grew before, they mustered little patience with efforts to cultivate an elite scientific leadership. One apologist for their position complained that the colleges already contained too many professors who were "mainly theoretical," and lamented "the teachers being simply theorists." Such faculty constituted "the fifth wheel to the farmer’s wagon." He wondered about the paying prospects of the farm future if academic inclinations led to putting "little or no value on the agricultural college as a place where boys may be taught practical farming."81 The farmers wanted their children to have access to instruction that embodied downright pragmatism.

In keeping with historic land-grant responsibility, Dean Eugene Davenport of Illinois took occasions to remind college leaders of the importance of heeding the concerns of those "middle-class men and women" who formed the collegiate constituency. He noted the egalitarian principle of admission that "obliged" the leadership "to ‘take everybody’ without much regard to scholastic preparation, because all men could claim equal rights."82 Since college helmsmen confronted the need to accommodate this middle-class principle, and since the development of rural high schools lagged behind that of their urban counterparts, it was understandable why until about 1913 a majority of colleges did not require a complete secondary course as a condition of admittance to programs that were often severely practical in character. Lax standards prevailed particularly in the West and South. But across the country students frequently came directly from the common schools -- though this practice predominated more in separate mechanical colleges than it did in agricultural divisions attached to universities.83
In 1908 Henry Pritchett delivered an address to the AAACES convention. He explained that before it could be determined whether the agricultural colleges should receive CFAT pension benefits, the Foundation would require a clear understanding of their educational purpose. He noted the different types of land-grant institutions and remarked that the question of aim posed an especially problematic issue in the separate colleges. He asked if these were "institutions of higher learning" that intended to enforce entrance requirements that included "the standard four-year high school" course. Or were they secondary schools that aimed to teach practical farming only to please local constituencies? Pritchett stressed that the answer to these questions would be the decisive factor in determining if the colleges might share in the Carnegie fund. He concluded by saying that land-grant figures could not expect their case to be treated with the application of "special standards" of entitlement.84

After a period of deliberation, in 1909 the Foundation's Fourth Annual Report issued the CFAT decision to deny the colleges access to the retirement fund. Holding the separate institutions particularly liable to reproof, the Report charged that the colleges failed to have "a consistent educational ideal." They were especially "open to the gravest criticism on the ground of low standards." The college leadership did not adequately "differentiate between" a collegiate education that trained "the leaders in agriculture," and a "trade" schooling that prepared for the vocation of farming. The Report called for a moment of reckoning:
We have now come... to a point where the agricultural college ought clearly to define its own mission. That mission seems... to be the work of a true college, with its experts and experiment station and its means of distribution. ... Under such a conception the agricultural and mechanical college should hold to college standards and drop secondary education altogether.85

CFAT officials wanted to see land-grant contributions to a functionally differentiated educational ladder. Thus the Report emphasized that if the collegiate leadership refused to dispense with secondary training, then at least they should consider emulating examples like that being set at the University of Minnesota. There "the necessity to distinguish between the agricultural college and the agricultural trade school has been met by establishing two distinct schools," one a four-year institution "upon a college basis," and the other a two-year "school of agriculture upon practically a trade school basis."86

In the first flush of the CFAT's rejection, college leaders defended themselves on the ground of their most deeply rooted liberal inheritance. W.J. Kerr of Oregon announced in his 1910 presidential address to the AAACES that the Foundation's Report represented "perhaps the most unwarranted disparagement and criticism to which the land-grant institutions have ever been subjected." In his rebuttal Kerr insisted that Jonathan Turner had left the colleges with a legacy of clear educational purpose: They "should meet the needs of the industrial classes" by training them to apply "science to all practical pursuits and professions in life."87 W.O. Thompson of Ohio later intoned that the colleges must remain close to their constituency, close to farmers, for their roots bound them to "the industrial classes, that is to say, the common people." He was
convinced, accordingly, that the "standards of these [land-grant] institutions will be approved by the people and will not be subjected to the formal requirements of any outside organization." He believed "it to be a humiliation for any state institution . . . to accept the beneficence of the Carnegie Foundation . . . upon the condition that the standard or methods . . . shall be measured by the Foundation." 88

Faced with the judgment of New-Class gatekeepers that their schools were not the peer of the nation's elite universities, the leadership bristled at what seemed to them to be an unfair CFAT ruling. And for a moment they sought to revitalize a heritage that Albert Storms of Iowa had already praised. In 1905 he affirmed the land-grant rejection of the aristocratic idea of a "scholarly class" and embraced the "democratic ideal of equality." Storms maintained that, in tandem with all applied courses, agricultural schooling must enhance the opportunities of the "thrifty industrial classes." Agricultural instruction would then represent "the average" people who embodied the American repudiation of aristocracy. 89

Storms, however, quickly summoned his colleagues to "bear in mind that we live in a quite different age from that of the founders of these colleges." He then sided with a liberal current that barred egalitarianism from taking a levelling turn. Equalitarianism did not mean that all men are alike capable of higher education and efficiency, but it does mean that the line of division between classes shall not be artificial and arbitrary, but natural and spiritual. The educational ideal of democracy is that the privileges of education and of higher education shall be open to all who have the initial ambition, the perseverance, and the talents to improve such opportunities. 90
This kind of ratification of a Jeffersonian "natural" aristocracy of the meritorious signalled that college leaders shared a pronounced desire to move in the same direction as the CFAT. Indeed, after their initial hurt subsided, they came to view the Foundation's decision as a spur to raise the academic standing of agriculture. Some may have remembered that in 1901 Abram W. Harris, president of the institution in Maine and former chief of the OES, advised them to distinguish between "industrial" instruction for farmers and "technical education" for that "class of citizens" who constitute the "thinkers and leaders" of the nation. Amid the heat of his colleagues' anger, Storms in 1909 asked that they not take "a sort of critical and uppish attitude toward the Carnegie Foundation." He added that the CFAT "is undertaking a great public service in trying to standardize educational institutions." Thus, "I believe we ought not to yield too easily to the complacent notion that we can not and ought not to establish a regular standard for admission. This talk about getting nearer to the people is most of it bosh." They did not surrender to such complacency. At the end of the period, C.E. Thorne of Ohio thanked his fellow agriculturists for striving to make agriculture a field with "opportunity for the exercise of the highest intellectual faculties at least equal to that offered by any other profession."

The leadership infused much of the agricultural curriculum with meritocratic assumptions. Aside from a customary emphasis on specialized expertise in fields devoted to agricultural production, around 1910 leaders made tentative starts at establishing rural economics and rural sociology as subjects that could
address the societal ramifications of the rural problem. Notably, while Populists had raised the urgency of social study as a way to help eliminate a maldistribution of power that injured life in the countryside, college helmsmen grasped this study as a means to cultivate a leadership with sufficient knowledge wisely to manage the resultant conflict. President C.A. Duniway of Wyoming observed the era's "real danger that class consciousness and class interests may produce chronic struggles for supremacy." Professionals, he concluded, could effectively moderate among contending classes only if they understood "the relations of their special work" to the totality of economic factors of "production, distribution and consumption." But no leader exceeded Kenyon Butterfield in concern to establish the professional's managerial role in socio-economic relations. He often argued that social subjects would round out the agricultural curriculum and ensure that the "worker in scientific agriculture will have a thoroness [sic] and breadth of preparation possessed only by the elect." The elite with such training would be able to secure "efficient rural progress" by bringing expert coordination to factional efforts in country reform.

Throughout the period, then, college personnel aimed to make their instruction a source of meritocratic respectability. Noting in 1912 that the CFAT "continues to deny the agricultural colleges and agricultural departments of the state universities, as a class, the benefits of the retiring allowance," President Winthrop E. Stone of Purdue University suspected that the Foundation "clings to the view that there is something inherently crude and unintellectual in agriculture as a subject of study." With OES assistance, however, the collegiate leadership
had already busied themselves with the effort to prove the fallacy of this manner of seeing. As early as 1894 and 1895 the AAACES formed a Committee on Entrance Requirements and one on Instruction in Agriculture. These pointed the way toward higher standards for college admission and graduation. When he became chairman of the latter body in 1902, Alfred True parlayed his position as director of the OES into the requisition of information that would help to guide a cosmopolitan equalization of college requirements across state boundaries.98

In addition to developments at the undergraduate level, at the AAACES convention in 1899 Thomas F. Hunt, dean at Ohio State University, proposed the idea of establishing an interstate graduate school of agriculture. The proposal received a warm response from his colleagues. Thus, under the control of officials of Ohio State, in the summer of 1902 the first session of the school unfolded at that institution. After the AAACES Committee on Graduate Study secured charge of the school, from 1906 to 1916 leaders conducted a biennial summer session in a different state each time. Teachers and researchers from the colleges, USDA scientists, and promising students attended the convocations. True repeatedly served as dean of the exercises, promoting training for a leadership in agriculture that would be second to none produced by any other profession.100 In 1906 the Committee on Graduate Study drew special attention to this purpose when its members said that the school "expresses the conviction of the association that agricultural subjects are as capable as any others of advanced study."101
Along with the interstate effort, intrastate activity also propelled the rise of graduate education. Deans like Hunt, Davenport of Illinois, Liberty Bailey of New York, Harry Russell of Wisconsin, and presidents such as Raymond Pearson of Iowa subdivided departments to facilitate advanced specialization and lobbied for resources to sustain the expansionary logic of subdivision. By 1918, 10 colleges conferred doctorates in various agricultural fields. Moreover, sensing the opportunity to build their professional reputations by publishing in official experiment station bulletins, many students experienced apprenticeship in the laboratories not only as a mark of graduate distinction, but as a stepping stone to a future career as well.

OES officials consulted with rural school administrators regarding ways in which the latter could obtain appropriate equipment, qualified teachers, and effective curricular designs. And this consultation redounded to the assistance of college leaders who wanted an educational ladder to collegiate work in agriculture. But in 1908 Howard Edwards of Rhode Island wondered if it is "true that these students of ours, beginning at the lower grades, are anxious to accept our nicely arranged programmes and to go through from the kindergarten to the university; is that true?" Fearing that such a ladder would concentrate resources at the top, he asked, "Is it democracy of education that provides for the favored few, favored either in will power or favored in money?"

Liberty Bailey previously had written about the increasing determination of college leaders to raise entrance requirements. This resolve meant that the colleges
tended to grow away from the 'plain people,' and they have in some measure made themselves incapable of serving the very ends for which they were established. In the early days of the agricultural colleges the field for work of a distinctly collegiate or university grade was not foreseen. It was expected that the agricultural college should stand in intimate relation with the plain farmer. For the most part the agricultural college has left what was designed to be its constituency.105

Bailey told his colleagues that "we have been training leaders: we need also to train followers." After all, "degrees necessarily must be the hope of the few." He called, therefore, for a wider recognition of the college's "two co-ordinate functions as an organ of civilization," one to cultivate leadership, and the other to provide practical instruction that would please constituents.106 As one of the main constituencies, organized farmers might object to being viewed as "followers," but few questioned their aspiration for practicality.

College helmsmen gave them "short courses." Like the "Practical Working Boys' Course" that J.C. Hardy advanced in Mississippi, these expressed the ideal of self-help through pulling one's self up by one's bootstraps. Their ambiguous line of development stemmed from two principal sources. Following the precedent of the School of Agriculture at the University of Minnesota, programs usually of two years duration could be offered. Or, in the pattern of classes established at the University of Wisconsin in 1885 and thereafter, winter courses might last anywhere from a few days to a number of weeks. Although the former served perchance as preparatory training for four-year undertakings, the prevailing effort involved differentiating them as non-degree schools that de-emphasized preparation for advanced study. The latter proved less susceptible to preparative
construction and fully exemplified the short-course practice of admitting all who came. Both resonated with the workaday realities of farm life. By 1907 college leaders increasingly viewed the most "abbreviated" courses as kindred to off-campus extension teaching. As late as 1917, the two-year schools operated in 41 colleges, while the shorter "shorts" functioned in 38 institutions.\(^{107}\)

As a whole, and without damaging the New-Class integrity of regular four-year degree programs, the short courses constituted a differentiated attempt to satisfy the utilitarian desires of college clientele. Thus, perhaps without knowing it, when Pritchett and company advised professional agriculturists to more adequately demarcate between collegiate and trade school instruction, they preached, as it were, to those already saved.

In sum, the *Report* of the CFAT provided an extra stimulus for college leaders to resolve the contradiction bearing on agricultural resident instruction. Viewing the resolution as something to be secured with correct administrative organization, the AAACES Committee on College Organization and Policy reported in 1911 that it was necessary for each college to loosen its secondary work from its collegiate teaching. Such partitioning, the Committee continued, expressed a "machinery of organization" that could meet the "popular interest" of constituent farmers which "expects to be satisfied in a popular way." This differentiation could also respond effectively to "the appeal of scholarship, of eminence in research, of measuring up with other institutions in the aristocracy of education."\(^{108}\)
The leadership welcomed middle-class interests and ideals into the college organization, but on the principle that they be removed to the detached practice of short courses. Simultaneously, the helmsmen advanced New-Class aspirations on the principle that they be centralized in the practice of four-year and graduate degree programs. During these years, progress toward this differentiated resolution was sufficient to mark the threshold of a class unity based on the routinized practice of principles that allowed each class to go their own way, but under central authority that carefully held them together in one organization.

**Agricultural Research**

From the middle decades of the nineteenth century, many agricultural researchers found their highest ideals inscribed in Charles Darwin's *The Origin of Species* (1859) and in Justus Liebig's *Organic Chemistry in Its Applications to Agriculture and Physiology* (1840). The former pointed to biological laws that governed plant and animal breeding while the latter explored the chemical foundations of soil fertility. Growing numbers of American scientists hoped to embody such intellectual monuments in laboratories that conformed to European examples. These models, notably the Moeckern station established in Germany in 1851, emphasized research in a profession undisturbed by pressures to diffuse practical results to farmers. Samuel W. Johnson and Wilbur O. Atwater incorporated this emphasis into the founding of the Connecticut State Agricultural Experiment Station in 1875 -- the first state supported institution of its kind in the United States. To varying degrees in the years before the passage of the Hatch
Act of 1887, the Connecticut venture was echoed in the establishment of several independent, extra-collegiate state stations. Their directors aimed these at the emulation of Darwin and Liebig, at an exploration of natural laws that relied on effort to realize the ideal of autonomous scientific expertise. Directors of college stations eventually tried to match that imitation.  

Early in the first decade of the new century, however, most land-grant scientists devoted themselves to research that appeased the demands of business and farm organizations. Appeasement meant responding to lay interest in investigations for profit. It involved forfeiting uninterrupted freedom for fundamental investigation and entailed sacrificing long-term inquiry on the altar of impatience for immediately useful findings that determined the cheapest method of fertilizing crops, or that proved the value of different feeding stuffs. Scientists made the sacrifice largely because it was an important way to garner constituent support for legislative action that sent resources to the stations.  

In 1906 the *Experiment Station Record* editorialized against the "false ideals" of subordination to utilitarian objectives. The *Record* warned scientists that this subservience endangered the integrity of agricultural research.

The earlier years of the stations' existence were given to winning the farmers' confidence and support by doing work which would appeal directly to his practical sense, and since then we have been busy trying to answer, usually in the quickest way, the questions he has showered upon us. There has been an increasing demand for such work, and there has grown up a too prevalent idea that, as the stations belong to the farmers, their duty is to serve the farmer in his own way. In our desire to recognize him we have gone to the extreme in some respects, and it has affected our progress as scientific institutions. It has done more; it has
affected our standards of ourselves and of our own require-
ments. An increasingly conspicuous and vocal minority of station personnel
defended research grounded in professional principles. Often sympathetic to
German influences and frequently possessing graduate training in the basic
sciences, they found prominent spokesmen in Whitman Jordan, director of the
independent New York Agricultural Experiment Station at Geneva, and in Henry
Armsby, director of the college station in Pennsylvania. Inspired by Johnson and
Atwater, both Jordan and Armsby wished to make the stations organs of
professionalism.

This desire was articulated in Armsby's 1907 presidential address to the
Society for the Promotion of Agricultural Science. Speaking on the subject of
"Research as a Career," Armsby concerned himself primarily with the kind of
preparation needed for investigative work, and with the requisite conditions for
attracting capable scientists to the stations. The first, he reasoned, included
graduate instruction that would teach the prospective researcher to seek more
than "the immediate application of his results to an increase of the profits of
farming." As important as such relevance was, it should not be allowed to take
priority over learning "the causes of phenomena, the hidden relationships which
bind them together." The search for this fundamental causation would imbue the
trainee with an appetite to be a leader of agriculture, one who relished the
acquisition of "special training in addition to that which may suffice for the
practical farmer."
Second, among the conditions that attracted competent scientists, Armsby held none to be more vital than the academic freedom that sustained unfettered inquiry into specialized subject areas. The true scientist insisted on a "large degree of independence" from intrusions on time, from distractions that impaired concentration, and from efforts to suppress autonomous judgment. But Armsby implied that in the stations this autonomy could not equal that of erstwhile inventors. For the public laboratories needed "to develop that esprit de corps" which derived from teamwork, from the cooperation of specialists pursuing a common end -- a practice "as requisite in research as in athletics." Here individual freedom signified "independence" within a field of specialized expertise. It connoted liberty within the perimeter of one's position on the team: Group, not self, ultimately received the higher value.

Jordan echoed Armsby's remove from concern for the applications of science. At one point the Geneva director offered his evaluation of the scientist's proper proximity to everyday realities:

> It is not necessary that you take a man out on the soil in order that he may work out a truth tremendously important to agriculture. And sometimes the very best things are worked out by men who are shut up by themselves and stay there.\(^{116}\)

But none of the station investigators who esteemed Jordan and Armsby ever took paeans to the seclusion of the laboratory as far in the direction of "pure research" as did, say, Thorstein Veblen in his homage to "idle curiosity."\(^{117}\)

When in 1899 he likened the operation of nature to that of machinery, Armsby embraced scientific relevance by pinning expertise to the service that
professionalized farming through teaching the farmer "knowledge of the natural forces which drive his farm, as the steam drives the engine." Similarly, Jordan stressed on repeated occasions that "pure" and "applied" research should not be severed from each other. Cultivation of the former, he explained, impelled the agricultural scientist toward "the advancement of his professional standing," while attention to the latter reminded of "the higher ideals of labor and of service." Some experts might aim for total detachment from worldly usefulness, but agriculturists needed to recognize that "if we measure the worth and dignity of knowledge by its utility in . . . industrial life," by "its relation to man's physical welfare in giving him increased control over his environment," then "it is clear that applied science is in this respect the all-important and triumphant factor of the twentieth century civilization."

Simultaneously, Jordan retreated from a service that, in his judgment, rested on an inferior mode of inquiry: "Experiments of a mere local significance and those of a business nature, touching merely questions of profit, may well be regarded with suspicion as a means of progress." For these experiments sought immediate results; while the greatest long-term payoff ensued from "truths . . . which are most slowly and laboriously revealed." In sum, Jordan determined that if station leaders were to realize the highest ideals of "pure" inquiry, then necessarily they had to couple this quest with a high idea of service that could still legitimize their claim on public resources.

If we cultivate this [long-term] conception of experiment station usefulness, and if legislative and administrative powers will grant autonomy, time and means to those who feel themselves called to the labor of research, the scientific
future of this masterful [American] people will be the most brilliant and beneficent that the world has ever known.\textsuperscript{120}

Jordan appealed for the governmental support that would enable completion of the Enlightenment project of perfecting control over the environment -- both natural and social.

To the extent that this grand plan penetrated station practice, it might be expected to fuel an inegalitarian penchant for concentrating authority in the hands of the perfecters. In 1907 Jordan used Enlightenment heritage as a source of legitimacy for dividing the world into scientific experts and those who passively relied on them for direction.

In all ages man has been prone to seek the guidance of authority. He listened in faith to the prophets, sought the counsel of the ancient oracles, accepted the dogmas of the church as arbitrating all truth, both temporal and spiritual, and has been the dupe of the necromancer and the fakir. But now we have turned to science, and, excepting in things spiritual, it utters the final word. . . . Comparatively few use knowledge in a discriminating way. Indeed, few are qualified to do so, for in this, as in many other weighty matters, the masses walk by faith, and not by sight.\textsuperscript{121}

In subsequent years station leaders distanced themselves from identification with farming people who either did not understand or did not like scientific method and vision.\textsuperscript{122} College dean and station director, Eugene Davenport of Illinois, penned a letter to the journal \textit{Science} in order to explain that in his state the great mass of "uneducated and uncritical farmers simply ignore the station and all it says. They do not count one way or the other in its policy, nor do they constitute or even characterize its constituency."\textsuperscript{123} But it was Jordan who often spearheaded the distancing. He noted that it would be "wildly utopian" to strive
for a time "when all the people, or even a majority, will possess the knowledge and ability necessary to a wise discrimination in civic and economic affairs." The agricultural college, in any event, could "never come into efficient touch with the many as it does with the few."¹²⁴

In previous years, however, it was difficult to contemplate the realization of elitist purposes because the scientific expert functioned with very limited autonomy. Early in the first decade this freedom suffered amid the prevailing conditions affecting scientists. In 1901, of the 688 people employed in the stations, 325 engaged to some extent in college teaching. In 1903, 375 of 757 did so, and by 1905 such instruction demanded time from 423 out of 845. When one accounted that many of the station personnel were secretaries, treasurers, librarians, clerks, stenographers, and gardeners, it was all the more evident that a considerable proportion of scientists could not give undisturbed concentration to their research.¹²⁵

Numerous investigators traced responsibility for the disturbance directly to the Hatch Act. The law required that each station (excepting the independents) be organized as a college department. Subsequently, the door opened for college officials to divert station funds and staff toward the performance of collegiate functions. Moreover, by mandating not only "original researches" but diffusion of "useful and practical information" as well, the Act did not avoid sanctioning the pattern of catering to client interests. And few things interfered more with the investigative process than treks to speak at Grange meetings -- unless it was the distraction of mounting correspondence with clientele, or the
swelling demand for constituent-pleasing regulatory work (e.g. routine analysis of fertilizers and seeds).126

Under the pressure for diffusion, the stations often became veritable extension departments for assistance in practical agriculture. One historian has observed that directors could behave as "research-entrepreneurs" and accede to this development by trading useful results for backing in legislative chambers. He found that the exchange flourished in the early years of station history when client support first needed to be cultivated.127

Jordan and Armsby consistently sided against the dispersal of scientific energies into a multiplicity of functions other than research proper. When a similar stance appeared in such influential organs of opinion as the 1908 report of the AAACES Committee on Station Organization and Policy, rising numbers of directors joined the chorus for investigative autonomy.128 In particular, colleagues could scarcely resist the persuasive appeal of Jordan's oratory.129 In ex cathedra pronouncements, he warned them of the "gravity" of a situation where "agricultural and business interests" thrust them into support of efforts that exalted "the man with a so-called practical touch," who "hustles about doing things," and who made them scurry approval from people who did not have a "vision of the scholar as an essential factor in agricultural education and research." Unless this pandering stopped, Jordan told them that investigation "shall mostly continue to halt on the outskirts of great problems whose solution would render to agriculture the highest possible service."130
Meanwhile, at the turn of the century, European-inspired ideals of independent inquiry so contradicted the demands of the clientele that the unity of the AAACES nearly ruptured. A circle of directors moved to split the Association into separate college and station sections. They reasoned that only separation would properly convey AAACES sanction for research as an autonomous undertaking. College presidents, though always sympathetic to professional aspirations, resisted the move because they were responsible for entire land-grant institutions, and during a time of rising enrollment they did not want the Association to give any hint of approving a motion that would stimulate scientists to attempt a withdrawal from the classroom. To the chief executives, such a departure would mean impairment of collegiate teaching performance. But the presidents especially feared AAACES countenance of activity that would jeopardize the practice of diffusing useful results in return for legislative support of the colleges. Although they appreciated the scientific desire to be free of the practical constraint, they did not yet see a way to end this mode of dependence on constituents. If not for a unity-preserving compromise worked out in 1902, the Association might well have fractured.\footnote{131}

In the meantime, as strategic mediators, the OES leadership entered the task of resolving the class contradiction. With the help of Edwin W. Allen, assistant in charge of the Office, Alfred True took one step toward resolution by pushing for federal legislation that would aid in realizing the high aims for agricultural science that Atwater had earlier propounded. In 1902 the AAACES joined the effort by adopting a resolution that called on Congress to provide
greater funds for the stations. Late in the following year, Dean William Henry of Wisconsin mobilized the support of his friend, Representative Henry Cullen Adams of the same state, in the drive to open federal coffers. Shortly thereafter, True assisted Adams in drafting a bill. More than two years of intricate parliamentary maneuvering finally resulted in the passage of a law.132

On March 16, 1906, President Roosevelt signed the Adams Act. Aside from doubling the stations' federal income, the Act, unlike its Hatch predecessor, limited its appropriations "only to paying the necessary expenses of conducting original researches or experiments bearing directly on the agricultural industry of the United States." Moreover, in an unparalleled authorization of centralized authority over land-grant investigators, it provided that

> the Secretary of Agriculture shall ascertain and certify to the Secretary of the Treasury as to each State and Territory whether it is complying with the provisions of this act and is entitled to receive its share of the annual appropriation for agricultural experiment stations under this act and the amount which thereupon each is entitled, respectively, to receive.133

This provision empowered Secretary of Agriculture Wilson to administer the law on the basis of the following points: (1) a definition of "original researches" in terms of "specific projects" for investigation, and (2) a policy of prior approval of proposed station plans, that is, securing compliance with the stipulation of originality before funds would be allocated. The policy constituted a logical extension of the audit powers the OES secured in 1895, and, as in that instance, the Office assumed responsibility for its execution.134 The *Experiment Station Record* reviewed these administrative developments and declared their
ensurance that the Adams Act would stand as a national bulwark of scientific autonomy against "the view that all [station] work must have a decidedly local flavor or application." Less resource-dependent on sectional constituents, scientists now had greater freedom for esoteric exploration.

OES leaders wanted Adams projects directed at the patient discovery of natural laws that undergirded agricultural production. As an example of the kind of research the leadership had in mind, they pointed to the decades-long quest for the composition of plant proteins that Connecticut's Thomas B. Osborne had undertaken. In addition, Edwin Allen later praised the administration of the Act for its emphasis on splitting work into projects, and thus for facilitating departmental subdivision into various specialties. He observed that such a process of "segregation and definition" enabled investigative activity to be more easily distinguished from regulatory and other station functions. In general, Office leaders welcomed the fact that the very act of detailing a project enforced a planning disposition among laboratory personnel, while also generating acceptance of the principle that individual scientific freedom must operate within the perimeter of one's specialized location in the research organization.

Yet, in order to satisfy client demands and resolve the class contradiction, it was necessary to take a second step toward meeting constituent interests. During the period, branch or substations and various kinds of experimental "demonstration farms" sprouted in outlying areas. These undertakings represented both a concession to the appeals of organized farmers for immediate applications, and a response to those, such as town proprietors, who
wanted increases in the agricultural trade of their communities. The ventures also embodied the recognition by scientists that a state's diverse soil and climatic conditions posed research problems that could not be solved without travelling away from the main station. Hence, these distant operations often straddled a fluid, shifting, and frequently confusing line between practical diffusion and fundamental inquiry.¹⁴¹

OES leaders attempted to administer a policy that would clearly differentiate the two activities. Since Office personnel believed that multiple substations invited a dispersal of funds that detracted from main station efforts to solve original questions, the national regulators sought to prohibit the use of Hatch and Adams monies in the smaller enterprises -- a course of action aimed at channeling the branches toward state support. At the same time, True and company allowed federal financing of outlying demonstrations that formed a temporary supplement to the task of completing an Adams project. If, however, the exhibitions served merely to prove the viability of practical techniques, then OES overseers preferred that the work be viewed as extension exercises without claim to appropriations for research. Office figures also offered, as we shall see, to help create distinct college staffs who would handle the pragmatic duties of diffusion.¹⁴²

In 1913-14 some 70 substations operated in 23 states. By endeavoring to detach the branches from the Adams mission, the OES leadership made a major contribution to the effort of furthering a dual-purpose strategy that accommodated client interests while also sheltering investigative pursuits.¹⁴³ Middle-class
ambitions found a home in subunits or organizational fragments that counterpoised the New-Class drive to envelop research in the protection of centralized main stations.

Agricultural scientists spoke of the branch activity as a decentralized practice that grew from traditional democratic principles. Edward B. Voorhees of New Jersey maintained that the outlying work came into close contact with localities and therefore that it "helps them [farmers] to help themselves." But the subwings marked an increasingly prominent pattern of collegiate behavior: Decentralization of functions occurred without a comparable gesture regarding authority. Apart from the distant units, the design emerged in plans to shift regulatory responsibilities from the main stations to state agencies. In 1916 Director A.F. Woods of Minnesota noted that the transfer would be eased if government officials prepared effectively for the assumption of the new duties (e.g. publication of statistics, routine analysis of products, and law enforcement). He proposed that state officers find a domain for regulation that adhered to the following model:

Certain fundamental principles of organization must be kept in mind. The demands of efficiency make imperative a centralization of administrative authority and a correlation of functions. The former points to a state department [of agriculture] with a commissioner in charge; the later implies the need of coordinate bureaus [for each task] within the state department.

Similarly, an AAACES Commission on Agricultural Research issued a 1908 report that aimed to adjudicate state and federal spheres of investigative responsibility by asserting the norm that local questions should be handled
locally and national questions nationally. Lest the bifurcation be construed as a defense of decentralization in the form of states' rights, and in order to meet the complaint of one member who feared the division would threaten joint effort as "parts of one great instrument which exists for the general good," the Commission's majority insisted that the standard be viewed as a counsel for "wise differentiation of function on the part of the various [state and federal] agencies." The majoritarian position called reassuringly for centralized planning authority that could provide "close coordination" of respective endeavors.

The call received tangible embodiment in ventures like that of the AAACES Joint Committee on Projects and Correlation of Research. Established in 1913 and comprised of Association and USDA representatives, the Committee advanced the view that station and Departmental investigations could be best coordinated if treated as parts of one collective system. In the same year, the Department's B.T. Galloway echoed that national and state organizations should practice "team work all along the line."

When they valued such concerted action, station leaders indicated a receptivity toward the "group" approach to research that spread from the industrial laboratories of corporations. This orientation marshalled numerous specialists for the cooperative study of specific topics of inquiry. H.T. French of Idaho went beyond its laboratory conduct and embraced the corporation's general pattern of organization as a worthy example to follow: "Cooperation, it seems to me, could be used to advantage in scientific research as well as in business enterprises." Indeed, the period witnessed increasingly successful
corporate attempts to combine individual specialties into coherent collective operations.\textsuperscript{155} Director J.C. Kendall of New Hampshire thought that station policy needed to reckon with efforts to join specialists. He believed the cooperative tide would prove to be irresistible "in an age of specialization, in a time when efficiency is the keynote of business and manufacturing and when agriculture has felt its [the age's] influence."\textsuperscript{156}

Perhaps no one exceeded R.J.H. DeLoach, an investigator from Georgia, in providing a concrete picture of what "cooperation" meant. He noted that at his station "projects can be developed more systematically . . . when . . . planned by committees . . . than when planned and stated by individuals." Such joint activity allowed research to be conducted like a "game" wherein the director led the "line up" of personnel toward breakthroughs that constituted "a touch-down -- so to speak." This teamwork involved the recognition that individual scientific production formed a "unit," an atom of ambition within larger departmental units that composed the still larger, and effective, institutional unit. Individualists needed to accept a new motto: "Organization plus genuine investigators make the ideal institution, or Team of Agricultural Workers."\textsuperscript{157} DeLoach's comments served as a counterpoint to a tradition of individualism that persisted in scientific thinking.\textsuperscript{158}

In summary, when station directors examined overall accomplishments of the period, the leaders could isolate a twofold achievement. Middle-class interests and ideals received welcome onto the research team, but on the principle that they be consigned to the differentiated exercise of branch demonstrations.
New-Class aspirations, on the other hand, benefitted from the centralized protection of the Adams Act, which helped to insulate the main stations from constituent pressures. Progress toward this dual-purpose resolution, its increasing practice as a sedimentary routine in collegiate organization, marked the beginning of a class unity.

The organizational differentiation pointed toward the fulfillment of a vision that William Henry had articulated in 1906.

A manufacturing corporation employs workmen, inventors, draftsmen, pattern makers, office force, and lastly, but not least, a corps of commercial travelers, whose sole business it is to advertise and place the manufactured articles with the customers. The commercial traveler or middleman is of the greatest usefulness in the industrial world; it is time we recognize the necessity of the same factor in our college and station work.¹⁵⁹

He continued by observing that since Adams funds were "specially guarded that original research" be protected, and because "the act shuts out" practical engagement with constituents, it was imperative to turn considerable branch activity over to those who would "be strictly extension workers and demonstra­tors." Henry's remarks nodded to the role of a diffusion force in the college organization. As the analogous traveling salesmen of a business corporation, "they are to constitute the one great link now lacking, which will bind us to the people we serve."¹⁶⁰

**Agricultural Extension**

The early agricultural societies held meetings to discuss innovations in farming. These gatherings formed the seed of what later became "agricultural
extension" — off-campus instructional activities in rural areas. During the second half of the nineteenth century, various businessmen and organized farmers initiated institutes for education in the workaday skills of husbandry. By diffusing knowhow among assemblies of ordinary farmers, the institutes signified the first significant middle-class attempt to transcend the aristocratic pretensions of the older societies. Colorado grangers favored institute forums that involved "plain talks on plain subjects." And the Grange generally proved to be a vital source of support in the subsequent development of such assemblages.

Relative to organized farmers, college leaders were the newcomers to the movement for diffusion of agricultural knowledge. Not until the 1890s did anything like a full-scale dissemination effort commence in land-grant circles. This comparative sluggishness in advancing outlying instruction resulted partly from collegiate respect for the New-Class sentiment that considered extension teaching to entail a low-grade service to the crass pragmatism of the middle class.

Nevertheless, college helmsmen believed that diffusion might accomplish a higher order of service that could compensate for ruinous nineteenth-century practices. In this vein, William Henry observed that in America we have skimmed over the land and taken the best of its fertility. People buy land and when they ruin it, or get it up to a certain price, they go to another place. This is due both to lack of technical training, and to the business idea of getting the money out of the land and leaving it.
At the turn of the century leaders increasingly sought to steer resident instruction and the experiment stations toward cultivation of a professional leadership. Simultaneously, they viewed extension work as an opportunity for trickle-down professionalization of constituents, as a way to provide sufficient "technical training" to induce widespread deference toward the role of expert knowledge in land management. As a counterbalance to their proclivity to bring research and college teaching under centralized control, the leaders seized extension as a means to proclaim their continuing sympathy with the ideals of Jonathan Turner. They embraced dissemination as a method of testifying to their lasting commitment to the distributive "spirit of helpfulness" that imbued land-grant origins. When framed not as an expression of anti-intellectual pragmatism, but as a conveyance of professionalized practicality, extension might embody a high conception of service that aimed to improve practice and thereby legitimize the development of meritorious expertise in the other two divisions of the college.\textsuperscript{168}

To J.C. Hardy of Mississippi, this concept called for "uplifting" food production to "its rightful position of dignity and importance," whereupon "American civilization will become stronger and stronger, being based upon progressive agriculture."\textsuperscript{169} Alfred True trusted that expert-guided extension "would bring agriculture well into line with the great commercial and manufacturing enterprises of our day, which owe so much to technical education"; he deemed that such guidance "would greatly help to take away from agriculture the reproach of being a 'belated industry.'"\textsuperscript{170} Agricultural experts assumed that
Turner's democracy of diffusion could be wedded to the corporation-inspired organizational trends of the time.

Meanwhile, organized farmers and rural entrepreneurs viewed those tendencies as a threat to their individualistic survival in the marketplace. These land-grant constituents consequently advanced forms of itinerant education that would help preserve the heritage of individual freedom.

The Farmers' Institutes

With the exception of three states, in 1899 farmers' institutes operated nationwide. These one-day, two-day, or three-day meetings convened in rural towns, villages, and hamlets. Through state agencies of agriculture, or occasionally through county and private associations, businessmen and organized farmers controlled the gatherings in 26 states by 1903. College leaders maintained charge of them in 21. Collegiate control, however, was more formal than actual. In practice, local residents provided the meeting halls and publicity that determined whether or not an institute could be successfully conducted. As largely a farmers' mode of diffusion, and in keeping with earlier meetings founded by the Grange, the assemblies stressed practical topics of immediate relevance to farming for the market. One of the subjects discussed at a New Hampshire gathering in 1909, "How to Increase Profits in Dairying," was typical of a general institute regard for the bottom line.

During this period, most organized farmers valued the assemblages for their adherence to local control, for their gatherence of audiences composed primarily of adults yet usually undifferentiated or ungraded by age, and for their reliance
on lecturers who displayed a grasp of practical farming before they touted their credentials. Many farmers also expressed appreciation for discussions that ranged into what one observer called "the kind of 'back talk' that helps all to understand better." Husbandmen also governed the institutes in a fashion that set up and dismantled operations from season to season, leaving no permanent presence in the localities. Governance sometimes depended solely on the leadership of a single individual, a condition that raised the question of what would happen to future activity if the leader passed from the scene. This lack of bureaucratic organization prompted Kenyon Butterfield to observe: "It has been stated that in America we have no educational system -- that spontaneity is the dominant feature of American education. This is certainly true of farmers' institutes."

D.W. Working, an institute leader from West Virginia, explained that farmers vested the meetings with their own "real proprietorship." He maintained that the "true farmers' institute" did not have "teachers and other superior folk" but instead received its direction from "plain men and women with a little special preparation for helping other plain men and women in the working out of problems that are mainly their problems." Such a gathering constituted "an essential part of our American agricultural democracy." To the extent that assemblies were not "taken possession of by mere college professors," the assemblages would continue to stimulate farmers' democratic "independence." The desire of professionals to make the meetings into schools where expertise could be unfurled in the context of "relations of teacher and pupil -- relations very different from those that subsist
in the institute,"\textsuperscript{177} contradicted those notions of individual freedom for a level interrelation of plain folk. As Working emphasized, while interaction "with some people can be almost purely professional," for farmers relationships needed to "be personally agreeable in order to be at all helpful."\textsuperscript{178} The institutes embodied this personality and thus worked against systematization in education.\textsuperscript{179} But they did not constitute the only middle-class effort to infuse diffusion with individualism.

\textbf{Seaman Knapp and Farmers' Cooperative Demonstration Work}

Seaman Asahel Knapp (1833-1911) moved from one class location to another before deciding that agricultural business best expressed his own ideals. A physician's son from Schroon Lake, New York, Knapp parlayed preparatory training at Troy Conference Academy, in Poultney, Vermont, into successful graduation from Union College, Schenectady, New York. Ill health prodded him to take up farming in Iowa in 1866. After later serving as superintendent of Iowa's state college for the blind, as a Methodist minister, and as editor of \textit{The Western Stock Journal and Farmer}, by 1879 he landed a position as professor of agriculture at the Iowa State Agricultural College. Five years afterwards he undertook a brief term as the institution's president. But his experience in land-grant circles convinced him of academic impracticality, and thus in 1885 he leaped at the opportunity to work for a syndicate that proposed to settle skilled farmers in a portion of southwestern Louisiana. Along with this settlement
activity, Knapp found time to serve as president of the Southern Real Estate Loan & Guarantee Co.\textsuperscript{180}

As a favor for his old friend from Iowa, James Wilson, in 1898 Knapp agreed to become an agent of the USDA and to conduct a global search for new plant varieties. By 1902 he worked in a larger capacity as the Department’s special agent for the promotion of agriculture in the South. Operating out of the USDA’s Bureau of Plant Industry, Knapp immediately set about reforming that region’s reliance on the single cash crop of cotton, a pattern that reinforced a credit system which locked sharecroppers into perpetual poverty and dependence on landlords.\textsuperscript{181} To Knapp, the "bucolic [Benjamin] Franklin" of one author’s description, the solution to this plight rested both on the implementation of diversified farming and on a thoroughly Franklinian rejuvenation of individual character.\textsuperscript{182}

Knapp believed that nothing prevented an American family from living comfortably, "except our laziness, our lack of thrift, or possibly sickness, and nine-tenths of all sickness is due to malnutrition, which is another name for ignorance." Ultimately, he thought that these traits flourished when people failed to uphold the Jeffersonian legacy of freeholding family farmers. "The true representative of liberty is the man who owns his farm home in the country.... He stands for an independent political unit instead of the mass units of cities." Poverty would be vanquished when all realized "a yeoman’s pride with a yeoman’s privileges." A farmer, inspired with such self-respect, would "mold the
soil to his profit and the seasons to his plans, till he shall be free from the vassalage of mortgage and the bondage of debt.\textsuperscript{183}

Armed with these principles, Knapp embraced his Departmental work as an opportunity to spread diversification as the key to liberty. But many southern farmers felt like strangers to the practice and were either unwilling or unable (the credit system tended to impose monoculture on tenants) to risk their livelihoods on a government-sponsored innovation. As Knapp soon discovered, farmers paid no heed to the examples of diversification demonstrated on the USDA's "model farms." The husbandmen concluded that unless they secured comparable access to the federal treasury, such farming could not succeed on their land. Knapp deduced that farmers should be instructed differently.\textsuperscript{184}

In 1903, supported largely by small and mid-level businessmen in the vicinity of Terrell, Texas, Knapp secured the resources to underwrite a venture by a neighboring farmer, Walter C. Porter, who agreed to adopt diversification techniques. Porter's results constituted a productive, profitable, and persuasive example to other farmers. Knapp consequently proffered a teaching method that used unique object lessons to induce behavioral change -- farmers demonstrated to themselves, on their own farms, with their own actions, that they could successfully diversify.\textsuperscript{185}

This participation of farmers in their instruction extirpated "the natural rottenness of leisure" and thus anchored one of Knapp's favorite beliefs: "Abolish idleness, and we have struck at the root of vice. Every man should be employed. The idle should be treated as criminals."\textsuperscript{186} Despite the Porter
success, however, leaders in the USDA showed scant interest in advancing the demonstration pedagogy.187

Around 1903, though, after about a decade of steady pilgrimage out of Mexico, the boll weevil ravaged portions of the Texas cotton crop. The USDA recognized that something needed to be done to contain the weevil's destruction. Reconsidering their initial apathy toward Knapp's demonstration method, they seized it as a tool for coping with the insect. Knapp received federal emergency funds and, following the establishment of his base of operations in Houston in 1904, commenced a full-scale campaign using the demonstration technique as the way to show farmers how cotton production could be sustained in spite of the weevil.188

Joined by some railroad leaders, small and mid-level businessmen in numerous localities, fearing the loss of their agricultural trade, helped spur Knapp's efforts with financial backing of the demonstration cause. By 1906 their aid assisted Knapp in launching the first county agricultural agents, individuals who devoted all of their energy to developing demonstration work in their respective counties.189

That same year, when John D. Rockefeller's General Education Board agreed to finance the spread of agents into non-weevil infested states of the South, large-scale business interests focused increasing attention on Knapp's activity. Their involvement prompted demonstration teaching to become something of a middle-class craze. The total number of agents (including "state" and "district" agents) in the South grew from 49 in 1907 to 851 in 1912.190
While Secretary of Agriculture Wilson referred to the upsurge of the "Demonstration Propaganda," other contemporaries fixed the name "Farmers' Cooperative Demonstration Work" to this rapidly growing activity. The weevil thus had provided a critical occasion for the expansion of demonstration propagation, and Knapp, according to a subsequent report of the USDA, used the crisis in order "to develop a practical scheme of rural education which would enable the great body of average farmers to increase their earning capacity and teach them to help themselves without having them sacrifice their self-respect or initiative."

In 1909 Knapp explained that Farmers' Cooperative Demonstration Work may be regarded as a method of increasing farm crops . . . or it may be considered a system of rural education . . . by which a readjustment of country life can be effected and placed upon a higher plane of profit, comfort, culture, influence, and power.

Because the first feature of this demonstration work is to show the farmer how he may more than double his crop at a reduced cost of production, it has been regarded by some solely as a method of increasing farm crops . . . . This would be of great value to the world and would stand as a sufficient justification for the efforts put forth and the expenditures involved, but such a conception would fail to convey the broader purpose of this work.

Indeed, in keeping with the context of the basic principles in his thought, Knapp hoped the county agents would get farmers to demonstrate the profitability of diversification and thus lay the groundwork for the "broader purpose" of "a readjustment of country life" that amounted to a sweeping restoration of middle-class liberalism. But he experienced frustration both when organized
farmers, rather than the mass of farming people, proved most receptive to agent efforts, and when college leaders distanced themselves from demonstration work because of its unprofessional willingness to let farmers become their own experts in better husbandry. In fact, the leadership advanced contrary ideas of what diffusion might entail.\footnote{194}

**College Extension**

Influenced by the example of early lyceum teaching and by the succeeding emergence in the 1870s of the Chautaqua system of summer schools, home readings, and correspondence courses, college helmsmen used the "progressive" period as a time to develop parallel forms of instruction. These included agricultural correspondence and reading courses, itinerant extension schools, and what the AAACES Committee on Extension Work called an "infinite variety" of like activities with peculiar origins at the respective colleges.\footnote{195} Moreover, the collegiate leadership drew inspiration from "university extension," an English import that marked no substantial departure from the Chautaqua format, but which embodied a more pronounced hope that social life could be conducted as if inside a classroom. To instill a widespread respect for advanced schooling and its accompanying experts, President William Rainey Harper of the University of Chicago in the 1890s and President Charles R. Van Hise of the University of Wisconsin after 1900 did much both to forward the English product and to expand its scope.\footnote{196}

Van Hise gave university extension great breadth of application when in 1904 he outlined the elements of what became the famous "Wisconsin idea."
These ingredients consisted primarily in expansion of access to various kinds of training and in motion for experts to serve state government. University faculty soon plied their expertise by consulting with state officials or by serving as governmental appointees. For example, the University's professor of transportation assumed duties on Wisconsin's public utility commission. The "idea" appealed to Governor Francis E. McGovern because it promised a way to execute a technocratic management of competing interests.\textsuperscript{197}

The Wisconsin experiment accorded well with that reform effort of the period described by one historian as the pursuit of government by the "best people."\textsuperscript{198} The venture also afforded this elite with an opportunity to professionalize popular thinking and to provide access to learning that would induce respect for, not to say reliance on, professional direction of social affairs. The idea beckoned toward overcoming what a contemporary viewed as a traditional consciousness that "was not generally sufficiently enlightened to insist upon expert service."\textsuperscript{199}

Agricultural college leaders sought similarly to professionalize popular perception, or, as C.D. Smith of Michigan termed it in 1901, they aimed to make "the farmer . . . see the facts of nature about him as the scientist sees them."\textsuperscript{200} The traveling extension schools illustrated this purpose. In 1894 a school for grape growers was organized in Chautauqua County, New York. By 1909 the itinerant courses spread throughout much of the country, especially in the Midwest. In 1911-12 they reached approximately 86,000 predominantly adult students. The classes ranged in duration from three days to two weeks, and they included lectures, syllabuses, textbooks, and makeshift laboratories.\textsuperscript{201}
E.A. Burnett of Nebraska found that the schools, particularly the longer ones, offered both an opportunity for "careful and systematic study" of special problems, and a device for making farmer-students somewhat "expert in the actual laboratory or field practice fundamental to the subject taught."\(^{202}\)

The collegiate leadership searched for methods to shift the activity of diffusion away from farmers' self-reliance and toward professional-reliance. As an OES report explained, in paradoxical language, they aimed to further means of securing the "spirit of self-dependence" in the form of a self-acting execution of scientific prescriptions, whereby those directions became so routinized that their practice would "be self-sustaining and capable of operation by local people."\(^ {203}\) Initially, leaders thought the farmers' institutes could be transformed into a vehicle for the transference. Thus the helmsmen moved, respectively, to make the institutes an agent of professionalism by establishing the American Association of Farmers' Institute Workers (AAFIW) in the late 1890s, to specialize the gatherings by combining them with "movable schools" for instruction in particular subjects (an importation of extension schools into the institute setting), to grade them by developing segregated meetings for young people, and to professionalize their teaching by attracting lecturers to one or two-week "normal institutes" held at the colleges.\(^ {204}\) The collegiate leadership wished to define the gatherings less as a farmers' alternative in diffusion, and more as one among many college extension functions, all of which might achieve what one periodical called "a grip on every . . . phase of [popular] thinking and life."\(^ {205}\)
Collegiate ambition for the meetings pointed to a transformation of their non-bureaucratic character. In 1905 the Association of Institute Workers approved a plan of organization which stressed to sectional sponsors of the assemblies that "a few fundamental principles in institute work ... ought to be recognized and adopted by every State." It was, for instance, necessary to have "a competent central organizing power to coordinate and direct" permanently established local organizations, a principle "so generally ... accepted both in governmental and business affairs as to need no demonstration." The plan's emphasis on permanence followed from its assumption "that no institution that is dependent for its continuance or efficiency upon the life or ability of any one man is well founded."

College leaders hoped, moreover, that once fully absorbed as a function of collegiate diffusion, the institutes might serve as a basis for a nationalized extension system that would round out the accomplishments of the Morrill Act of 1862 and the Hatch Act of 1887. To promote "the reasonable coordination of the [institute] work throughout the country," as an OES figure termed it, in 1903 federal overseers furthered that hope by establishing a Farmers' Institute Specialist in the Office. John Hamilton, formerly a professor of agriculture at Pennsylvania State College, assumed the new position and commenced his effort to cohere national unity out of disparate local activity. Hamilton's mission echoed Alfred True's desire to see the AAFIW become such a coordinating influence that it would form "a great connecting link between the Department [of Agriculture] and the farmers through the institutes."
To the collegiate leadership, a national extension system promised the exportation to the countryside of large numbers of teachers who would bring farming people into contact with what Kenyon Butterfield later called "the trained man, the expert, the superior man" who was an "agent of democracy" because he knew what the people needed. His instruction was indeed "imperative in an efficient democracy." Hamilton, meanwhile, spoke for many both in and out of the colleges when he said that a nationwide extension force would respond effectively to "the fact that our present [food] production is certain to be inadequate for the comfortable support of future population." These personnel would help solve the rural problem by doing "for men engaged in agriculture what proprietors of mills and manufactories are striving to accomplish in their business," that is, "conserve waste, economize effort and material, and increase the output with reduced expense." Extension teachers would "do with and for a man that which a manufacturer desires to have done for his machine -- improve it that it may turn out more and better quality of product." Such were the ideals that infused endeavors to create a national extension system.

But many among the farm leadership of the institutes opposed the use of their convocations as a foundation for the nationwide scheme. In 1909, J.L. Ellsworth of Massachusetts voiced the sentiment of husbandmen when he deplored "the tendency to centralization, to taking the management of these meetings out of the hands of working farmers and to placing them entirely under the control of the ... agricultural colleges." Tait Butler of North Carolina also insisted that "the farmers' institute will more quickly come into its own when it is
maintained as an independent institution free from the . . . colleges and . . .
stations," whose leaders "naturally use it to promote and magnify their own ends
and purposes."213 And enough farmers concurred so that by 1913 college
helmsmen had harnessed formal charge of the assemblies in only 28 states -- far
short of the national target.214

Indeed, college leaders on the AAFI\W Committee on Institute Organization
and Methods had already conceded that "the farmers' institute is not by nature
a well-disciplined school consisting of teacher and taught, nor can it ever be."215
The leadership knew that if such "disciplined" relations were to prevail in a
nationalized system, they would have to well up from a different and more
supportive fountainhead of activity.

**Business Leaders as the Catalyst for a National Extension System**

The rural problem occasioned upper middle-class business desire both to
protect their agricultural trade and to improve their public relations during a time
of considerable anti-corporate sentiment. In the first decade of the new century,
for example, James J. Hill tendered his famous address on "The Future of
American Agriculture," in which he argued that profitable manufacturing
depended ultimately on a plentiful food supply which, in turn, required the
application of expertise to ensure soil conservation. Setting aside customary
business emphasis on practicality, Hill called for long-term scientific investigation
that would anchor the future of agricultural production. He then beckoned for
a diffusion of investigative results that would effect "a readjustment of national
ideas such as to place agriculture and its claims to the best intelligence and the highest skill that the country affords in the very forefront.\textsuperscript{216} The \textit{Experiment Station Record} reviewed the address, saw it as an admirable gesture on behalf of the public interest, and proclaimed Hill to be "a strong ally . . . worth much to the [extension] cause."\textsuperscript{217}

Business and college leaders moved toward an alliance with each other that promised to give the latter needed extension funds and the esteem that Americans bestowed on those who united with practical enthusiasts. The union might also provide the former with the educational respectability that accompanied sponsorship of outlying diffusion, sponsorial activity that signalled their intent to raise themselves above the contempt that befell those who pursued only their own self-aggrandizement.\textsuperscript{218} A.M. Soule, president of the land-grant institution in Georgia, favored the alliance and stressed that "extension work may . . . be carried on advantageously with the railroads and other large corporations." He reasoned that if parties to such a union recognized their mutual interests, they would be a short step from realizing the ideal that aimed for them to be "welded into a harmonious whole" that worked for each individually and all collectively.\textsuperscript{219}

Franklin Dye, a New Jersey institute leader, scanned the period and made the following comments:

There seems to be a growing apprehension on the part of the general public and of certain corporate interests in particular that agriculture and the farmers are closely if not vitally identified with the life of the people and the prosperity of the Nation, and this is true. Railroad companies, banking institutions, boards of trade, and mercantile firms are
offering and rendering assistance for the improvement of agriculture in various ways, evidently realizing that the crops annually produced by the farmers are essential to the support of the people and the success of the commercial and transportation interests also.220

Corporate leaders discovered that among the "various ways" of assisting agriculture, none were more important than devising multiple means for advancing a national extension system.

In 1902 John D. Rockefeller established the General Education Board (GEB). His initial gift of $1 million, followed by grants of $10 million in 1905, $32 million in 1907, and $10 million in 1909, enabled the foundation to further the dual purpose of promoting systematization in the nation's higher educational institutions, and of aiding impoverished schools in the South.221

Wallace Buttrick, the general secretary of the Board, determined that the suffusion throughout the region of Knapp's demonstration method would aid impoverished Southern schools by generating greater farm income and by augmenting tax revenue for the support of schools. Officers of the GEB also wished to bring national attention to demonstration work as the best technique for changing farm customs that ill fitted an organized industrial landscape. Thus, in non-weevil infested states, the work benefitted from the foundation's contributions that totalled a modest $7,000 in 1906, but which grew sharply to $102,000 by 1910 and $187,000 by 1914.222 According to the official account of the GEB, the Board's "outside" funding sparked the demonstration technique's "spread from community to community and from state to state."223
The GEB stimulated such a rapid growth of the work that Bradford Knapp, Seaman's son and successor as leader of cooperative demonstration, felt obliged to turn to the agricultural colleges for a supply of agents who could meet the escalating demand for the new instruction. The overture reflected Bradford's penchant for establishing formal cooperation with college leaders (catapulted by an agreement with the leadership of Clemson College in South Carolina in 1912). Although by mid-1914 GEB funds were supplanted by federal monies, during the interim from 1906 private power effectively allied with government in an expanded state apparatus that enhanced the Board's push for demonstration as "the best means of conveying to the average working farmer of the South, in his manhood, the most efficient known methods of intelligent farming."

Leaders of the apparatus appropriated two items from Seaman Knapp's work that they considered of lasting value: his pedagogical technique and its accompanying reliance on agents who resided permanently in their respective counties. As would subsequently become clear, however, this leadership did not share Knapp's passion for the restoration of middle-class liberalism.

In the North, meanwhile, similarly expanded state activity formed when in 1911 the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad and the Binghamton Chamber of Commerce of Broome County, New York, forged a cooperative arrangement with officials of the USDA and Cornell University. The accord forwarded the creation of a "farm bureau" in the Chamber and provided for the establishment of a county agent. Constrained form offering financial assistance, Cornell personnel promised to give the agent continual advice.
The Broome County venture helped spur a veritable flood of business involvement in the spread of county agents. Notably, Julius Rosenwald of the mail-order giant, Sears, Roebuck and Company, through the instrumentality of the Council of North American Grain Exchanges (formed by leaders of chambers of commerce, boards of trade, and the like), offered $1,000 to any of 100 counties desiring to support an agent and willing to answer the gift with $2,000 to $5,000 of their own. Rosenwald stipulated that the agents be retained for no less than two years. Such benefaction ensured follow-up to the Broome experiment in county agency.228

Other business organizations engaged in like effort on behalf of agricultural diffusion. Even a partial list of participants is impressive: John Deere, J.I. Case, and other implement companies; the American Bankers’ Association; the Armour Company and other meat packing concerns; the American Steel and Wire Company; the National Fertilizer Association; the West Central Development Association of Minnesota; the Better Farming Association of South Dakota; the Association of American Flax Seed Buyers and Crushers; the Association of Manufacturers of Linseed Oil; and sundry other wholesale, elevator, lumber, and milling interests.229

No one did more to further diffusion than those referred to by one observer as the "hard headed, practical men" of the railroads.230 Having already learned prior to the turn of the century that it was just as much in their interest to spur the production of traffic as it was to carry it, railroad leaders distributed USDA
and college publications and dispensed other information that would help boost farm productivity.\textsuperscript{231}

The captains of transportation wanted this distribution to aid in the assimilation of farming people into a tight-knit pattern of social organization. A spokesman for the Southern Railway said in 1902 that

as the country advances in wealth, population, intelligence, and needs, the demands upon the farmers become rapidly greater and more exacting. The farmer must no more be 'behind the times' than the scientist, the manufacturer, the merchant; he must be wide-awake, expansive, and super-intelligent in his own line of business. He can not become so by communing with himself nor by thinking out alone some problem or theory for himself. No man has ideas numerous enough or big enough to enable him to stand alone or work alone.\textsuperscript{232}

From 1904 to 1914 "educational trains" constituted a favorite tool for implementing such ideas. With railroad leaders providing cars for instruction, and with college personnel often serving as the lecture corps during 20-minute to two-day stops, these mobile "schools" addressed farm topics in a special or general fashion (e.g. giving thorough attention to a single issue or using a scatter-shot approach to many). Contemporaries frequently understood the trains as a "spectacular" way to arouse adaptation to recent developments in agriculture. Local merchants and newspapers advertised the impending arrival of the "pork train," the "wheat train," and so on.\textsuperscript{233}

The new instructional departure received perhaps its greatest national notice when, in 1904, Perry G. Holden of Iowa's agricultural college (later the head of the International Harvester Company's extension department) cooperated with Rock Island and other railroad officials to launch his famous "seed-corn special."
That train aimed at increasing corn production by inducing the adoption of efficient seed selection and related procedures. Numerous transportation chiefs later became convinced both that the train stops were too brief to have a lasting educational impact and that Knapp’s demonstration technique would better serve the cause of changing farmers’ behavior. Nevertheless, in 1910, 52 railroad companies engaged wholeheartedly in the mobile activity.  

The incidence of academic and railway cooperation prompted a well-known periodical to editorialize in 1910 that eventually “the farmer will stand halfway between the agricultural college on the one hand and the great hauling forces on the other; and in close touch with both.” Indeed, the collegiate leadership embraced opportunities to mediate railroad and other corporate influence in a way that would counter a popular perception of company malevolence. A Pennsylvania college figure noted that his colleagues recognized a "selfish interest" on the part of corporations concerned primarily with their own advancement. But the Pennsylvanian also pointed to collegiate awareness that such business establishments were “entirely legitimate” because increasingly they “have a genuine interest in rural welfare.” College leaders allied with corporate power in the expectation of a retreat from the days when corporations often constituted agents of forceful repression.

This alliance crystallized in 1911 in the formation of the National Soil Fertility League (NSFL). Together with the strong support of concerns like the railroads and boards of trade, midwestern bankers initiated the League. The NSFL
advisory committee, chaired by James J. Hill, included academic and business representatives.²³⁸

Speaking as its president, Howard H. Gross of Chicago emphasized the League's demand for the state and federal "funds necessary so that the State Agricultural Colleges may carry extension work into every county." In the counties, Gross continued, "the farmers themselves" would, if "assisted by soil experts," strive to supplant the local action previously advanced by "private corporations."²³⁹ League officials copied the GEB and other corporate appropriation of Knapp's agent-demonstration technique and made the method the cornerstone of their proposal for an American system of diffusion.²⁴⁰

On various occasions before the national land-grant association, Gross stressed that "the great interests are tremendously in earnest in this matter of agricultural extension," that "a trained man . . . should go into a community and stay there," and that the NSFL would help start an attempt to place such a professional "in every county ultimately -- not at first, but ultimately." He claimed the League had mobilized an impressive array of supporters to ensure the success of its endeavor.

Five hundred Chambers of Commerce and other organizations are back of us in this movement; 1,088 leading newspapers are supporting it; seven of the largest banks in the United States have sent out special letters to their correspondents with special circulars, asking them to get busy and enlist other instrumentalities in the work.²⁴¹

While college leaders reconciled themselves to the use of Knapp's technique,²⁴² such business support sparked the political momentum that resulted in the passage of a national extension law.²⁴³
The Smith-Lever Act and the "Organized Form of Life"

A product of the joint authorship of representatives of the AAACES, NSFL, and USDA, the Smith-Lever Act "for cooperative agricultural extension work" between the colleges and the federal Department received President Woodrow Wilson's signature on May 8, 1914.244 The Act used customary liberal language to express its purpose as "aid in diffusing among the people of the United States useful and practical information on subjects relating to agriculture and home economics." Its definition of extension consisted "of the giving of instruction and practical demonstrations ... to persons not attending or resident in said colleges in the several communities." It provided that this extension "work shall be carried on in such manner as may be mutually agreed upon by the Secretary of Agriculture and the State agricultural college or colleges receiving the benefits of this act."245

Granting the states federal appropriations that would eventually amount to over $4 million (augmented by state, county, and other local matching funds), the Act heightened land-grant commitment to centralization by mandating that "before the funds ... appropriated shall become available to any college ... plans for the work to be carried on under this act shall be ... approved by the Secretary of Agriculture." On the basis of the Secretary's review of college proposals, he would "ascertain and certify to the Secretary of the Treasury as to each State whether it is entitled to receive its share of the ... appropriation for cooperative agricultural extension work," a provision tempered by giving the
states the right to "appeal to Congress from the determination of the Secretary of Agriculture."246

But triumphant centralization formed the primary feature of the law, and, although Knapp's demonstration technique now constituted the principal pedagogical device of diffusion, it no longer bore the meaning it had for the agricultural businessman. Instead of being a "practical" tool for the restoration of middle-class liberalism, the method became a useful means to incorporate practicality into a centralized system that evinced scant resemblance to the Jeffersonian localism of Knapp's attachment.247

A mutual Memorandum of Understanding enabled state and federal officials to administer the Act's stipulation for cooperation. The Memorandum called for the establishment of an extension division in each college under the charge of a director who would oversee collegiate relations to the USDA. In turn, the agreement prompted Department officials to create a States Relations Service to handle interaction with the colleges. Directed by Alfred True, this bureau absorbed the OES and became the conduit for federal interconnection with and supervision of state personnel.248

Following the precedent set by the administration of the Adams Act, the new Secretary of Agriculture, David F. Houston, largely carried out the Memorandum (and thus Smith-Lever) on the basis of the following points: (1) a definition of demonstration plans in terms of specific projects, and (2) a policy of prior approval of proposed extension ideas, that is, securing compliance with the proviso for instruction through "practical demonstrations" before funds would be
The States Relations Service assumed responsibility for executing the policy. In the process, the Service determined, for example, that "dairy demonstrations" must be partitioned into specialized projects respectively covering improvement of herds, feeding, products, and marketing. Once college authorities met such specifications, they used county agents to relay central directives to farmers.

Bradford Knapp concluded in 1916 that since projects could make scientific prescriptions a part of their daily routine, farmers stood to "reap the benefits of the instruction which they were to carry out as directed by the county agent." In the same year, however, R.K. Bliss, Iowa's extension director, feared that farmers' habitual reliance on the agent's "ready made plan of procedure" would induce a self-acting passivity that undermined "an agricultural people, strong, resourceful, self-reliant, independent." Indeed, if farmers found themselves at the bottom of a vertical structure, merely executing functional tasks whose conception originated at the top of the edifice, what would become of the agrarian principle which sought to place them in charge of conceiving their own work process? Could they any longer aim for autonomous control of farming?

While the Smith-Lever Act represented a fulfillment of the earlier hope of the Experiment Station Record that state and federal agriculturists would "exchange . . . project plans" and practice "team work generally," and while Louisiana's extension director believed that the Memorandum of Understanding showed such mutual regard for "the success of the [extension] business" as to constitute a parallel to "the business man's idea of cooperation and agreement,"
most college leaders contented themselves with highlighting the Act's formalization of the agent as the permanent county link in a chain of state relationships extending through the colleges and culminating in the USDA. To various leaders, the agent could now bring this state apparatus to bear on communities that formed effective organizational subdivisions, units, or classrooms for the administration of expert guidance. Not surprisingly, the farmers' institutes, whose leadership offered seasonal instruction and who often resisted national direction, found their activity unsupported by federal Smith-Lever funding. Overshadowed by the new extension system, the institutes began to languish and fade from the scene of rural education.

College leaders recognized that the emerging state apparatus signified heightened centralization in rural affairs. A Pennsylvania educator justified centralized authority by noting that it was conductive to "a minimum of lost force and a maximum of efficiency." Moreover, "If any business enterprise is to be conducted satisfactorily and efficiently, there must be a responsible source of direction or administration." Alfred True admitted in his 1914 presidential address to the AAACES that the Smith-Lever arrangement amounted to "an educational organization radically different from that followed in the public school system ... where local initiative and control have largely obtained." For the federal law brought "with it wherever it goes the national Department of Agriculture ... as an active coadjutor in its educational operations."

Of course, the Act did not signal immediate federal penetration into all the nation's counties, much less its smaller townships and even more distant farming
neighborhoods. In the year of the law's passage, only 881 county agricultural agents worked in the country. A decade later, however, that number had increased to 2,340. Clearly, Smith-Lever laid the groundwork for contributing (in tandem with such laws as the Federal Aid Road Act) to a subsequent national enclosure of America's farming regions.258

In summary, while the Act incorporated practical demonstration partly as an accommodation to organized farmers and rural entrepreneurs who saw the technique as an excellent way to enhance their profitability, it also welded college and corporate leaders into a "harmonious whole." In the pursuit of the law, the former associated with the pragmatic ideals of "hard headed" captains of industry. (No one could be "legitimate" in the American universe of middle-class principles if they failed to uphold their practicality.) The collegiate leadership also availed themselves of the financial and other resources that the captains tendered for the cause of nationalized extension. Corporate figures, meanwhile, used the alliance as an opportunity to acquire the respectability that came with being the catalyst for the Smith-Lever response to a rural problem that some in the popular press described in neo-Malthusian terms.259

College leaders not only incorporated the demonstration technique; they also revised its meaning. This incorporation constituted a concession to middle-class anti-intellectualism that simultaneously raised the method to the plane of a higher service. As early as 1913, E.H. Jenkins of Connecticut considered that if the leadership would "wisely adjust the machinery" of extension, they could turn demonstration teaching over to an elite corps of college-trained personnel who
might "reach the thought of the farm" with manifold knowledge, including that which would enable "forecasting the industrial weather." The technique would achieve its "full measure of service" by making "farming a business for thinking men." This trickle-down professionalization of farmers' thought was the logical companion of the twofold development of meritorious expertise in research and resident instruction, and it formed the chief motif of what one author later called the "Extension Machine and the Highway of Service."

C.F. Curtiss of Iowa had already explained in 1908 that "the organization of the agricultural work in a land-grant college should embrace three distinct branches: (1) instruction, (2) investigation, and (3) extension." Advancement of this tripartite structure would increasingly enable the collegiate leadership to "differentiate the station from other lines of college work." And though all "three branches must of necessity be closely coordinated," the "organization should be such as to leave the workers free to devote practically their whole time to their respective lines." One historian added that the extension teacher came to constitute the "idea salesman" of the college. By taking over the responsibility for selling collegiate agriculture to middle-class constituents, the extension force began to free New-Class colleagues from constraints on esoteric pursuits -- the start of a differentiated resolution of a persistent class contradiction.

This solution involved building what, in 1915, Alfred True termed an "extension enterprise" that "is becoming a very large and complicated matter," demanding "a certain hierarchy [sic] of responsibility and authority." True maintained that the venture's size required the USDA to exercise a careful
vigilance over "this great [extension] organization." To President Benjamin Ide Wheeler of the University of California, the new magnitude of diffusion was a cause for celebration. College leaders, he effused,

are engaged in a great undertaking. We stand at the opening of a wide door, and we look forth into vistas that reach out toward the horizon. Those who are to interpret and apply this [Smith-Lever] measure have in their hands one of the greatest mechanisms for good that was ever undertaken. We are no longer afraid of utilizing the organized form of life, call it government or what you will.

In fact, the leadership had so distanced themselves from the tradition of decentralization that F.S. Cooley, Montana's extension leader, contemplated centralized authority as a "proposition" whose necessity was "too self-evident to require comment." Fresh principles of organization congealed in the thought and practice of college agriculturists.

**Mechanistic Imagining and the College as Business Corporation**

**Mechanistic Imagining**

Although functional differentiation of tripartite functions never reached the point where an agricultural faculty member could devote exclusive attention to one line of activity, during the period the trend was toward freedom to exercise such concentration. College leaders echoed President J.C. Hardy of Mississippi, who considered each of their institutions to be "as triune as the body, mind, and soul," to be "a trinity, but a unity." Not only by originating new knowledge but by teaching and diffusing it as well, the several colleges could become Hardy's organs for contributing to the creation of "a new civilization."
The Mississippian knew that this contribution involved a collegiate mission "to instill new principles, new truths, into the minds of our people." The historian of Montana's institution suggested the nature of this inculcation, noting that during World War I extension activities in that state "helped make each citizen feel he was an important cog in the machinery of the war effort."

Implantation of "new principles" proceeded in the name of a mechanistic image of the world that was quite old in Occidental history. The image found some initial embodiment in the matchless design of the Egyptian pyramids and in the subsequent development of water wheels, windmills, and other inventions during the Middle Ages. By the sixteenth century people spoke of "machines" with reference to practically all structures. A century later they focused the designation on apparatuses for the application of power. At the time of the Enlightenment, a machine signified a complicated arrangement of interrelated and moving parts. Simultaneously, this signification developed in the Western imagination, particularly in that of merchants and their intellectual apologists, as an atomistic conception of the world and cosmos as functionally subdivided, harmoniously interconnected, and delightedly open to exact measurement, prediction, and control. The conception received foremost exhibition in the workings of the mechanical clock, and premier expression in the ideas of Sir Isaac Newton. Underpinned by such classic Occidental assumptions as faith in progress and belief in the preeminence of reason, by the nineteenth century the image flourished as rule-of-thumb empiricism gave way to the use of scientific knowledge in technological advance. Indeed, science seemed to hold out the
promised of realizing the Enlightenment project of synchronizing the respective operations of society and nature into a perfect order of things.\textsuperscript{270}

In America, the advancing interconnection of technologies of transportation and communication with an expanding marketplace boded tangible realization of the imaginary world machine. At the same time, Americans frequently celebrated an organic, agrarian imagery and assumed that natural law, viewed by the nation’s deistic founders as the Newtonian handiwork of Providence, would act to mitigate any disharmonies that might result from the Enlightenment penchant for industrial domination or control of nature. Many Americans trusted that this law would also harmonize mechanization and technological development with individual liberty in a peaceful and prosperous social order.\textsuperscript{271}

If “Nature is the noblest engineer,” as Ralph Waldo Emerson once declared, in a fusion of mechanical and organic thinking, then the engine of economic growth might beneficially run its course in what Jefferson had happily called “Nature’s nation.”\textsuperscript{272} But, as we have previously observed, in the late nineteenth century middle-class-motivated practices, from the exhaustion of soil to the usurpation of much of the country’s wealth by corporate leaders, engendered depression, violence, and the general, if also less than total, breakdown of the emerging social machine.\textsuperscript{273}

New-Class professionals responded by asserting the need to re-form the machine on the basis of their expert leadership. The work of W.J. McGee, geologist and chief conservation theorist, illustrates this type of response. Worried about the chaotic consequences of reliance on natural law and \textit{laissez-}
faire practices, he used the pages of The World's Work to argue in 1907 for multiple-purpose resource management. Such administration involved, in particular, a conception of rivers as not only a vehicle of transportation, but as a means for irrigation and production of hydroelectric power as well. McGee complemented his argument by contending that waterways constituted

an interrelated system in which the several parts are so closely interdependent that no section can be brought under control without at least partial control of all other portions. . . . It is in this concept of the river as a power to be controlled by engineering projects, and at the same time as an agency of interdependent parts, that the views of the engineer and the geologist must meet and merge.  

McGee's certainty that such environs formed an "interrelated system," capable of being bent by expert direction toward the performance of multiple functions, led him on another occasion to affirm "a conscious and purposeful entering into control over nature, through the natural resources, for the direct benefit of mankind." Conscious management, he concluded, meant that "the perfect machine . . . is the fruit of the ages."  

Similarly, agricultural college leaders spoke alternately of the need for wise "adjustment of the machinery" of extension and of the desirability of "perfecting the machinery" of the tripartite apparatus.  

Or, following E.B. Voorhees of New Jersey, they called for "rational methods" of educational organization as a substitute for "empirical" forms that proceeded on the basis of experience.  

They assumed that the machine of agricultural education could operate in an orderly fashion only if controlled by them.
In light of their aim to supplant natural law with their own control, the college leadership did indeed have the "new truth" of professional supremacy to instill into the minds of their people. In the process, they contributed to a twentieth-century social practice in which Isaac Newton's thought (adapted to suit the Promethean purposes of professionalism) reached its apogee.

If one merely gazed at "the dynamo, the 20th century ocean liner and the Brooklyn bridge," Whitman Jordan averred in 1903, he or she could readily grasp how they impressed fellow observers in such a way as to "arouse our pride, fire our imagination and stimulate our ambition." These creations embodied applications of a scientific method that "exemplifies and exalts obedience to the divine edicts and moves to reverent worship." This exaltation suggested the divinity both of science and of its material achievements in the form of various machines -- a fitting elevation in a time characterized by preoccupation with the efficient operation of social life, as evidenced in such catch phrases as the "cult of efficiency," the "gospel of efficiency," and "efficiency and uplift."

Concern for the efficient working of machines and the machinery of society reached a fever pitch that one historian has called "a secular Great Awakening." Across social sectors, New and Middle-class reformers might extol the business or commercial efficiency of an advantageous balance sheet, the mechanical and technical efficiency of a properly managed individual plant, the economic efficiency of a productive order, or the social efficiency of harmonious relations that competent leaders generated through sophisticated designs of administrative organization.
Eugene Davenport of the University of Illinois indicated that perhaps all senses of efficiency should be subsumed under a concept of "universal efficiency," a notion that pointed to a social order wherein each "human machine" received training to undertake the function best suited to it. Mechanistic imagining seemingly knew no bounds. As if to confirm that it did not, in 1909 the USDA issued a report on "The Influence of Muscular and Mental Work on Metabolism and the Efficiency of the Human Body as a Machine."

Agricultural college leaders considered the tripartite organization, with its careful subdivision into short courses, four-year and graduate degree programs, substations, main stations, and extension divisions, to be a stupendous machine. C.E. Thorne of Ohio State University did not believe he was exaggerating the significance of the threefold apparatus when he asked fellow leaders to appreciate both the magnitude of the structure (its promise as a contributory mainspring of a bountiful food system) and their responsibility for the direction of it: "I would impress upon your minds the fact that you are charged with the piloting of the mightiest engine of human development and progress that has been loosed upon the earth since the advent of Christianity." Professionals now piloted the world machine.

While contemplating the rise of "this great machinery" of agricultural extension, Alfred True made it clear that the principal pilots of the tripartite mechanism resided in the USDA's States Relations Service. After a year of grappling with the administration of the Smith-Lever Act, he noted that
I have been very busy for some time in assembling the parts of this machine and getting an ample supply of gasoline, so that it will be very active in its operations, and also a good supply of oil, so that it will run smoothly; and we [in the Service] have tried to take into account that it may be well for us to have a very generous supply of this latter material, so that we may furnish it in ample quantities to those who may be in need of it.  

No one, he continued, could guide Smith-Lever progress as effectively as those in the Service; because

we are in the position of persons who are studying this extension movement not simply with reference to its development in a single state, but with reference to its development throughout the country and throughout the world, and for a considerable time one of our important functions, as we look at it, will be to study this matter so closely and definitely that we can have a very comprehensive view of the whole matter and thus be able to make suggestions and to exert ourselves in helpful ways with reference to the whole enterprise.

The New-Class ideal of establishing an Olympian supervision over collective behavior approached realization in regions of agricultural education.

Under the direction of L.E. Reber, an Olympian comprehensiveness infused the design for the administration of lectures, literature, and correspondence courses that comprised much of the Wisconsin idea's university extension. Reber proposed to administer instruction by dividing the state into districts, each to be placed in the charge of a superintendent and accompanying specialistic assistants. The proposal's all-embracing sweep of Wisconsin aroused pride in Reber, prompting him to compare the plan "to a great wheel of which the hub is the university, the rim the boundaries of the State, and the spokes the lines which divide the whole into districts." An added bonus of the design was its
reliance on specialists who would facilitate the creation of an extension organization that "so differentiates and distributes the work that there is no longer the necessity . . . to find men who unite in their individual persons a large number of qualifications."290

Reber's agricultural counterparts shared his conception of outlying practice. In 1915, for example, Bradford Knapp thought it appropriate to view all extension methods as "parts of one piece of machinery which ought to work together, no part of which fills the place of the other parts, but each of which is a complement to the other." He motioned for the conveyance of this mechanistic image to the countryside where it would help guide farming people "out of the old individualistic type of country life into the community type of country life."291 This implicit notion of communities-as-machines was consistent with a collegiate self-image that depicted the colleges, in the words of an Arizona leader, as "great dynamos" bent on producing fundamental change in rural affairs.292

Although agricultural scientists occasionally voiced objection to being cogs in a machine that threatened to replace the individual spark of creative research with an assembly line mode of investigation that conformed the scientist to mechanical rules and regulations,293 the investigators simultaneously accepted the era's evolutionary determinism that inverted human freedom to build machinery into a natural fate wherein the machine constructed humanity. C.E. Marshall of Michigan posed the determination that few felt they could resist.

Society, association, and combinations of effort have been instrumental in throwing him ["man"] into a new whirlpool of intricacies from which he is helpless to extricate himself,
even if he had the wish. Man, therefore, no longer acts the part of a free individual, but analogously, he acts only as an atom required in the making of a molecule -- never free, following the laws of affinity and combination, responsible neither to himself nor to his fellow-man, but controlled by those higher, regulating laws which govern and direct mass action. 

Marshall concluded that since the present age demanded the "harmonious co-operation of many specialists," individuality was significant solely in terms of its exercise as a differentiated specialty -- "individuality within the unity of effort."

Though the college leadership might fear the reduction of individuals to cogs in the wheel, they did not dispute the summons to "good team work" that one leader confronted them with. Such calls signified the embrace of the organized cooperation of a mechanical order. This mechanism carried the freight of distasteful reminders of factory and bureaucratic routine, but college agriculturists quelled their own distaste by reciting the system's necessity until mechanistic determinism became an assumption taken for granted, a congealed reflex in collegiate thought and practice. Yet the helmsmen also engaged in the inverted thinking that prized professional freedom to manage the course of the social machine.

This management beckoned for reformulation of the meaning of democracy itself. Kenyon Butterfield spearheaded the redefinition. In later years, he noted that the new mechanistic society relied on the direction of meritocratic specialists who marked a departure from egalitarian heritage. He then observed the agrarian attachment to this legacy, and asked, "Will farmers use experts?"
Perhaps not; for "the old idea of democracy stressed that all men are equal. Consequently the average man might be considered capable of performing all the offices of democracy. This doctrine has a powerful hold upon the American farmer."  

But, Butterfield continued, the tenet connoted "a false equality" that would "level all men to the same talent." "A true equality," however, recognized "an inherent tendency toward aristocracy. At its best this tendency lies at the root of ambition to excel." And although this propensity entailed the danger of erecting disproportionate advantages for some in the race of life, there was greater hazard in holding "that the man without special fitness or even without special training can do a certain piece of work as well as the one who has fitness or training or both." For new imperatives of complex organization meant that only experts knew what was needed to make "democracy efficient." Specialists also cornered understanding of how to administer each farming locality as a "unit of democracy" in the efficient society. Butterfield could have added that farms, too, required meritorious guidance toward a reality where they served less as semi-autonomous republics, and more as efficiently administered cogs in the wheel. 

Meanwhile, Theodore Roosevelt had already sounded his theme that "in the modern industrial world [business] combinations are absolutely necessary" and unavoidable because of their indispensability to "the highest industrial productivity and efficiency." Indeed, he ventured, "There is every reason why our executive governmental machinery should be at least as well planned, economical, and
efficient as the best machinery of the great business organizations." Agricultural college leaders and many other academicians echoed such proclamations and prepared to emulate the business corporation in order to demonstrate that it did not stand alone as an important embodiment of the image of the machine.

The College as Business Corporation

Using metaphor and analogy, a major historian of American higher schooling issued the following description of the organizational development of advanced institutions:

By the beginning of the First World War the apparatus of the organized [college and university] institution was complete. On one assembly line the academicians, the scholars, were at work: from time to time they left their assembly line long enough to oil and grease the student assembly line. This was the least they could do, and it is probable that lectures could do little else. Above them, around them were the managers -- the white-collared, chief executive officers and their assistants. The absentee stockholders, sometimes called alumni; the board of directors, at some places called the trustees or overseers; the untapped capital resources, known as benefactors and philanthropic foundations; the regulatory agencies and the commissions in charge of standards -- by the First World War they were, on one level, what was meant by higher education in the United States.

On another level, most in the academy consented to this corporation-like accomplishment because of accompanying advances in library, laboratory, and other facilities. Always the disenchanted minority, critics such as Thorstein Veblen mounted the accusation that administrators lodged these utilities in organizations that did not respect the "pure," disinterested pursuit of higher learning. Instead, the managers manifested regard for a commercial
self-aggrandizement that showed in the desire to construct ostentatious buildings, in the practice of obeisance to athletics, and in the worship of marketing-acquired prestige. Veblen sensed a kind of reification in this imitation of business conduct: "Pecuniary standards of merit and efficiency are habitually applied to men as well as to things, and with little less freedom and finality." Aside from their seeming capitulation to commercialism, higher educational practices proceeded on the basis of new principles of social organization.

The vertically and horizontally integrated corporation embodied centralization of authority in the form of top management, incarnated the priority of institution over individual in the form of permanent offices that particular persons temporarily occupied, and embraced fragmentation of functions in the form of multiplex, partially detached business units. This last principle grounded the establishment of semi-independent enterprises that yielded the pride of individual proprietorship (illustrated in the subsequent history of "franchises"), while still operating under a central control whose reach they decentralized. Functions were diffused. Authority was not.

Actions and ideas of agricultural college leaders exemplified the effort in higher schools to establish institutions on the same principles as those of the corporation. In the final years of the period, the AAACES Committee on College Organization and Policy requested that the Bureau of Education of the United States Department of the Interior both undertake a survey of existing practices in the nation's agricultural colleges and issue recommendations for administrative
The Bureau's eventual suggestions included calls for centralized management, for attempts "to distinguish between the office and the individual," and for college leaders to exercise care in partitioning "the functions of their respective offices."

In 1917 the Committee accorded official approval of the proposals, an action that gave formal sanction to ideas the leadership had trumpeted for years. For example, C.A. Duniway of Wyoming had already proclaimed his belief "in the principle of centralization of responsibility and adequate authority for the solution of problems of university control." And in 1910 Eugene Davenport had summoned his colleagues to "remember that the office never leaves the institution though the officer may leave it."

Especially after 1914, the offices of the tripartite apparatus -- led by those of the president or dean who presided over those of the three divisional directors who, in turn, coordinated departments of agricultural specialization whose faculty divvied up responsibility for resident instruction, research, and extension in such a way as to allow each member measurable freedom to apply specialized knowledge to the matters of a single division -- tended to constitute a permanent structure that concentrated authority and diffused functions. This tendency gathered fuel from the passage of the Smith-Lever Act. The law served, following the implication of one land-grant historian, to expand the meaning of the 1862 Morrill Act by completing the foundation of a tripodal system that became, respectively, the means for "the popularizing of its [the organic law's] appeal," the method for "the centralizing of its administration," and the medium for "the decentralizing of its operation."
Moreover, as F.B. Linfield of Montana noted, the emerging tripartite arrangement signified that the land-grant institutions were leaving the "pioneering stage" of their development. They now embraced an organization for "efficient service," one that surpassed the erstwhile custom in which "the man in the agricultural department was supposed to cover the whole field of practice, in the various special departments of the work."\textsuperscript{313}

Born of mutual attachment to the vertical world of hierarchy, the professional principles that underlay the tripartite structure welded comfortably with the assumptions that undergirded the framework of the corporation. At the turn of the century, the \textit{Experiment Station Record} delivered commentary that prefigured the time when the respective structures would share greater homogeneity of design. Speaking particularly to agricultural scientists, the \textit{Record} announced that

\begin{quote}
the [professional] specialization, which is simply a form of the division of labor well-known in industrial pursuits, carries with it a necessity for combination of workers in educational and scientific institutions as well as in manufacturing establishments. In a way hitherto unknown scientific men will be called in the future to work together for common ends.\textsuperscript{314}
\end{quote}

On the basis of fragmented or specialized functions that central authority could coordinate into a workable whole, college leaders moved in the direction of what Beverly Galloway, a USDA representative turned dean of agriculture at Cornell, termed "the organization of team work," the centrally engineered "spirit of cooperation."\textsuperscript{315}
While Thorstein Veblen mocked university extension's role as a "boyish imitation" of corporations that "frequently bring under one general business management a considerable number and variety of industrial plants," most college leaders welcomed agricultural extension's emulative function. The rise of collegiate diffusion so crystallized college resemblance to corporate organization that President Patrick Hues Mell of South Carolina stepped beyond the reserve of analogy and declared to AAACES conventioneers that the leadership must be prepared for the proposition, viz, the college is a business corporation, engaged in the prosecution of enterprises which must be conducted in accordance with business principles and methods if successful results are to be secured. Therefore it should be well governed and controlled, and an individual head [president] is essential to good and satisfactory management. The American college is rapidly becoming a complicated business concern.

Speaking for many of those assembled, President Winthrop Stone of Indiana said, "I fancy there will not be much diversity of opinion in this body as to the conclusions drawn by the writer [Mell] of the paper just presented."

To William Daniel Hurd, Butterfield's extension director in Massachusetts, the tripartite apparatus demonstrated a pattern of development that could be likened in its growth to that of any great business enterprise. First we have the inventor (who can be compared to the investigator in the station), then comes the manager of the producing end of the business (the college teacher) and lastly, the sales manager and sales agent, on whom, in the final analysis, the success of the business depends. It takes a peculiar type of man for each place. Seldom can the one do the work of the other well.
This organizational design amounted to little more than a structure of mechanical atomization. Each individual found a subdivided "place" wherein to exercise a function of consequence to the overall effectiveness of the establishment. Notably, inventors, former champions of liberalism's individual freedom, now became subject to incorporation into the organizational converse of that heritage. And although subsequent college history filled with collegiate salutations to the value of liberal individualism, these gestures only obscured a decisive shift of Morrill-Act agency from individuals to institutional groupings -- a new priority on organization that signified the arrival of land-grant participation in a distinctive corporate liberalism.

In the 1870s college leaders might have shared Jonathan Turner's repudiation of corrupt corporations that "get hold of other people's property without their consent and without a just equivalent," a seizure that worked "an unspeakable damage and curse . . . to the whole country." But in the context of the early twentieth century, when corporate leaders manifested the intention of surpassing such a primitive form of rule, the collegiate leadership embraced the concerns as helpful allies and appropriated their methods of organization in the building of institutions that stood increasingly as embodiments of the Newtonian world machine as a business corporation. Perhaps, then, college helmsmen might be expected to clasp the view expressed by John Hamilton who, in 1905, looked toward the countryside and said that the colleges must go there like "manufacturing establishments in their sending out representatives with samples of their goods to exhibit before the purchasing public."
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CHAPTER 4

THE NEW NATION AND SALIENT FORMS OF THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ORGANIZED CORPORATISM IN THE COUNTRYSIDE, 1900-1916

The New Nation and the Rural Problem

F.B. Linfield of Montana explained in 1914 that agricultural college leaders partook of a process in which an elite universalized their expectations for the constitution of social practices.

Progress in any direction is not, in its initiation, the product of the demand of the masses, but comes as a rule from the prophetic vision of the careful analyses of a few. The use and development of Agricultural [sic] education was no exception to this rule. A few had a vision of the possibilities of agriculture as a science — the great majority were indifferent, or even antagonistic. But the vision of the few had to become the vision and hope of the many before the dream of the few could be realized in the practice of the community.¹

He continued that the mass of farming people posed "one of the fundamental problems in agricultural educational work" because they refused to believe that anyone could "tell them anything that they do not know about their business." They became particularly inclined toward this declination "when the source of information is distant and impersonal."² Though Linfield professed the
realization of elite aims in agricultural education, the resistance of farming people forced him at once to withdraw the claim.

The "few" came to view one of their important purposes as the universalization of their authority as protectors of the "general good" -- which they defined as an expert-led national interest that superseded centrifugal localism. E.A. Bryan, president of the land-grant college in the state of Washington, used the 1915 presidential address to the Association of American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations (AAACES) as an opportunity to contrast the American heritage of "local self-government" with the new imperative for "a democracy of efficiency." The latter departed from the former by impelling educators to link with federal authorities to further "the dictum that educational movements are from above downward." If accorded with "the ideas and the methods ... which the land-grant colleges ... so successfully have developed," these instructional actions would conduce to "molding our hybrid people into a homogenous nation."

Dean E.J. Wickson of California had already intimated the comparable point that the farming masses, in particular, needed expert guidance toward "industrial self-consciousness," toward recognition of national interdependence and its corresponding demand for "industrial efficiency." College leaders thus approached the countryside with principles and practices of nationwide organization that did not find a ready reception among people who lived on a neighborhood scale.
These principles received expression in Theodore Roosevelt’s "New Nationalism," a slogan that Rooseveltian political theorist, Herbert Croly, did much to render in systematic formulations. "Association is the condition of individuality," argued Croly. He charged disinterested professionals with the duty of determining the nature of this combination, thus grounding the affiliation’s origination in the activity of a leadership who would invigorate and "leaven the inert mass." Such elite establishment flowed from his assumption that "the essential wholeness of the community depends absolutely on the ceaseless creation of a political, economic, and social aristocracy."⁵

Meritocratic aristocrats, in Croly’s view, would secure the loyalty or obligation of the masses to "the nation" as a coordinated collective under centralized management. It followed that the problematic notion of popular sovereignty, the ground of determinations of the general or public interest, meant to Croly less the rule of the majority and still less the protection of individual rights and liberties, and more a professionally derived "collective will." He emphasized that

the phrase popular Sovereignty is . . . for us Americans equal to the phrase 'national Sovereignty.' The people are not Sovereign as individuals. They are not Sovereign in reason and morals even when united into a majority. They become Sovereign in so far as they succeed in reaching and expressing a collective purpose.⁶

To Croly, this common aim consisted in striving for the "functional adequacy" of various social pursuits, a sufficiency that an expanded administrative state would procure through the formation of groups whose special interests could be
managed in a way that did not disrupt national harmony. Notably, like Roosevelt, but unlike the Populists, who previously advocated a distributive justice that equally apportioned money, property, privileges, and power, Croly tilted toward a sense of justice which accepted an inegalitarian concentration of professional authority for the purpose of engineering harmonious, functional relations in an unequal society.

New Nationalism viewed the business corporation as an organizational example that the entire country might imitate in the quest for social cohesion, in the search for relationships that Walter Weyl, another leading exponent of the theory, hoped would constitute "less a class struggle than a national adjustment." Although Woodrow Wilson stood in apparent opposition to Nationalist ideas, his political assumptions actually allowed him to give one of the better articulations of the terms of this adaptation. Wilson embraced the corporation as an embodiment of an organicism that conceived of society as a composite whole with an evolving specialization of parts in the form of group and individual activities (occasionally he rejected Newtonian mechanism in favor of this organic substitute). Counterpoised to specialized subdivision within the collective organism, an administrative leadership would meet Wilson’s demand for a directive head who could attune special interests into a "common interest" for the nation at large.

New Nationalism proposed to attain social harmony by managing the range of popular choice. An expanded state apparatus would carefully sort alternative selections. Well after the period, one author pondered the implications of such
a national arrangement, recognizing that "the sovereignty of the voter consists in his freedom of choice, just as the sovereignty of the consumer . . . consists in his freedom to trade." But he also cautioned that when the options were of elite administrative derivation, "The people are a sovereign whose vocabulary is limited to two words, Yes and No. This sovereign, moreover, can speak only when spoken to." Social cohesion might be acquired along with popular political passivity, the inability of masses of persons to initiate their own alternatives.

The rural problem complicated the vision of a cohesive nation by introducing the threat of discontent among urban workers who could bolt from authority if staple shortages and rising food prices became an intolerable burden. Perhaps with this portent in mind, William Hurd of Massachusetts spoke for many agricultural college leaders in 1915: "We have come to realize the economic crisis which we are facing."

The leadership aimed to ward off the danger by professionalizing farming. E.A. Burnett of Nebraska had earlier insisted that "the agricultural problem will not be solved until every man who lives upon the land has a knowledge of the fundamental laws of production . . . and manual skill sufficient to become a high-class artisan." To Burnett, if collegiate service brought about such an elevation of farm craftsmanship, each farmer would be "a more efficient economic unit . . . adding . . . stability to the nation." The Nebraskan's comments composed a repetition of those of E.B. Voorhees of New Jersey, who maintained that experience, intuition, or "force of character" could no longer be counted upon to
provide adequate yield, and likewise did not amount to the intellectual "attributes which compel success, which the agricultural college is destined to give." Professionalized farming, on the other hand, represented the prospect of enough scientifically generated abundance to secure "the stability of our Government."¹⁶

Concern for this firm order informed the thinking of Eugene Davenport of Illinois. He said it was imperative to guarantee "the production of cheaper food and a more reliable supply for the people," because "food is the fuel that feeds the human engine, and . . . our . . . development as a race will be conditioned upon our success in providing an assured . . . food supply, abundant and suitable for a highly developed . . . civilization."¹⁷ His remarks resonated with the determination of some college leaders to uphold agricultural fundamentalism as a way to remind contemporaries of what sustained an increasingly interdependent industrial society. Wickson, for example, pointed to agriculture's function in satisfying material needs and offered that all "undertakings for advancement of manufactures . . . are . . . related to it or conditioned upon it. This is true . . . because of the fundamental character of agriculture as a world-supporting industry."¹⁸

The mass of farming people, however, were not obliging the call to perform at a higher level of productivity. An official in the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) shouted, "Think what it would mean if the average farmer in this country should produce as much corn or wheat or other produce per acre as he ought to produce!" Greater production would secure the basis of national strength. But since the country's "scattered farms" failed to furnish an increase
deemed sufficient to sustain "a civilization worthy of our ideals," he turned to college leaders, mentioned the need to correct the deficiency, and exclaimed to them, "May we rise to our mission!" Federal and collegiate personnel recognized that if farming people did not "deliver the goods" that undergirded attempts to construct a cohesive nation, the efforts might fall short of legitimacy. Who would feel obligated to relinquish local autonomy if the national machine was not sustainable?

Noting that "our progress as a nation depends on the more perfect and complete education of our people," President A.M. Soule of Georgia emphasized in 1911 that productivity would rise after farming people received persistent instruction to cooperate with nationwide purposes, which necessarily involved teaching them to farm along capital-intensive "business lines." He worried, though, that individualism, the "one outstanding fault of the American people," would successfully contradict the drive for cooperation. Soule added the following observation and query: "It is true there is a spirit of independence, and particularly in our rural communities, which militates against cooperative effort. Is it not possible through a systematic campaign to break down some of this opposition?" An effective course of action, he concluded, would "correlate the effort of all agencies into a harmonious whole," recalling "always that the individual is but a factor in the welfare of the Nation and that we must subserve personal interests to the good of all."

Such nationalism admittedly presented a stark contrast to the familial-centered decentralization of authority and suspicion of state and federal
governments that ruled in farming neighborhoods. Soule's "campaign" would foment an antithesis that translated into what the *Experiment Station Record* termed the propagation of "radical changes" in customary patterns of farm behavior. Some, like Secretary of Agriculture David Houston, encouraged whatever alterations were necessary to solve the "great problem" of "getting the results" of "scientific investigations... before the farmers of the country and of inducing them to apply what is known." If college leaders could resolve this difficulty, he reasoned, they "would work a revolution in the Nation."

The college ally and master of the Michigan State Grange, J.C. Ketcham, offered his own idea for the reconstruction of farm life. After hearing an agricultural professor explain that livestock would perform at their maximum efficiency if fed a balanced ration, Ketcham asked himself, "Why not a balanced ration for a community?" Farming neighborhoods could be cohered into partnership with the wider society, into groups at one with the "common interest," if served an even distribution of institutional improvements -- in schools and the like -- that would allow each district to "perform at its maximum efficiency."

But farming people lived spatial isolation from such service. One commentator told the anecdote of his conversation with a farmer who dwelled in a mountainous region of the Northeast. Purportedly, the latter asserted that he and his neighbors inhabited a county that

'is so cut up and divided by these mountain ranges that really the people in one side of the county have never known the people of the other side. We live here in this little valley by ourselves, and those people over there beyond the mountain have been entirely separate from us.'
Although an extreme and unrepresentative depiction of isolation, the comments nevertheless served as an immoderate reminder of a general farm distance from advocates of national cohesion. Amounting almost to antinomian separatism, this removal prompted Davenport to express vexation over the extent to which farming people stayed "so scattered and difficult to reach, not being organized into large industrial units."27

Indeed, the separation buttressed such independence from collegiate aims that Thomas Hunt, formerly the dean of agriculture in Ohio and later the same in Pennsylvania, warned prospective extension workers "that as a class farmers think for themselves," a proclivity that "is sometimes carried to such an extreme that one is disposed, at times, to get out of patience with them." Hunt added that "men follow leaders," but "less so on the farm than elsewhere. There is no leadership more difficult; none more important."28 For without this guidance and its farming retinue, college teachings and station results would never be practiced in the field.

F.H. Rankin, extension helmsman in Illinois, spoke similarly at the 1907 meeting of the AAACES about how "presidents or general managers of great corporations are often under the restraint of implacable stockholders," about how "directors of . . . experiment stations and presidents of . . . universities must answer to boards of trustees," but then observed the spatial distance of farming people from such oversight, and asked, "Who shall say to the farmer, 'Plant this field of corn,' when in his judgment it should be planted with some other grain or not planted at all?" Farmers did "not have to yield to the opinion of other men
or . . . defer to the prejudice or placate the jealousies of any man or any set of men." Thus it would be especially difficult to get the husbandmen to accede to "leadership and rational direction."29

C.H. Hinman of Colorado contemplated that much farm resistance to outside guidance sprang from a mass of "indifferents." He decried the prevalence of the person who persisted in apathy toward collegiate objectives, scorned "the indifferent farmer, whose indifference is perhaps chiefly congenital. He is lazy; he wants to have an excuse to talk about for not doing better work."30

Not surprisingly, college leaders found the fewer farmers in middle-class organizations to be more hospitable toward efforts to shape the economic landscape in agriculture in a way that enforced growing capital requirements for mechanical implements, biochemical techniques, and managerial knowhow.31 The leadership prized their alliance with these "progressive farmers" and sought to supply them with technical knowledge and managers who could implement advanced methods for the benefit of the up-to-date owners. Noting that an adequate supply of such superintendents would enable mastery of the complexities involved in upscale farming, William Spillman of the USDA offered that when the number of these overseers "is sufficient to meet the demand we may expect an important development of large agricultural enterprises."32 Meanwhile, the smaller operations of the masses, faced with competitive disadvantage relative to their "progressive" counterparts, needed a voice that spoke for their general welfare.
During the years from 1910 to 1915, North Dakota farmers grew angry as local grain elevators, owned predominantly by absentee railroad corporations, bought their wheat at a grade of no. 2 or less, only to have the crop resold in Duluth or Minneapolis at a grade of no. 1. When this practice combined with farmers’ concerns regarding mortgage, equipment, and a range of other costs, all of which frustrated the aspiration to climb the agricultural ladder, it became evident that the husbandmen ripened to the prospect of radical change. They did not mature to the kind of change that proposed to deconstruct neighborhood autonomy, but rather to the sort that intended to issue a sweeping challenge to corporate power, thereby contemplating reclamation of popular charge of farm destiny.33

Analogous to Populism in its use of indigenous press and home-grown organizers to educate North Dakota farming people in the relationships of power that conditioned life in the countryside, the Nonpartisan League (NPL) formed in 1915 under the tutelage of two former representatives of the Socialist Party, Arthur C. Townley and Albert E. Bowen, and under the counsel of Francis B. Wood, a farmer from Deering. NPL advocates wished to avoid replicating the unsuccessful Populist experience as a third party, and thus endorsed candidates who favored their program, irrespective of the hopeful’s party affiliation. The League plan mounted the comprehensive demand for state owned stockyards, terminal elevators, flour mills, packing plants, cold storage utilities, banking facilities, and the like.34
NPL membership rose rapidly and by 1916 League-backed candidates swept the governorship (nearly 80,000 votes to 22,600 for opponents), the lower house of the legislature (81 to 32), and a sizeable portion of the senate (short of a majority because in that year only half of the upper body entered the electoral arena). North Dakota farming people claimed an organization that rivalled the strength of those of the middle class.35

The popular radicalism long embedded in liberalism received expression from farmers who likened their support of the NPL to the revolution of 1776. Emboldened by an alternative conception of the general good as their own majoritarian good, while also determined to relinquish an assumption of individual blame for their failures, farming people embraced the egalitarian language of justice.36 Reputedly, Townley brought numerous crowds to laughter by translating this discourse into words that reflected the idiom of his audiences: "If you put a lawyer, a banker and an industrialist in a barrel and roll it down hill, there'll always be a son-of-a-bitch on top!"37

Although many of the League's adversaries warned against the "anarchist" rebellion in North Dakota,38 the NPL actually constituted a liberal turn toward neo-Populism or quasi-Socialism.39 The influence of these radical traditions evidenced in Nonpartisan proposals for state ownership and equitable distribution of the economic surplus. But Leaguers departed from Socialists both when they affirmed the right of producers to a stake in private property, and when they refused to protest the wage-labor structure of capitalism.40
NPL members sought to extend their organization beyond North Dakota. Thus in 1916 and 1917 they supported League campaigns in South Dakota, Montana, Minnesota, Washington, Idaho, Colorado, Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. These organized actions announced the advance of the National Nonpartisan League.  

Meanwhile, during the rise of the NPL, Leaguers enjoyed the backing of faculty of the North Dakota Agricultural College at Fargo. Under the protective leadership of John Henry Worst, the institution's president from 1895 to 1916, professors and students allied with the radical farmers. Graduates of the school helped lead organizing activities for the League. And, of notable consequence to NPL progress, in 1915 experiment station chemist, Edwin F. Ladd, who had for some time opposed what he called the "big interests," published the station's famous Special Bulletin No. 14, titled: "Is the Present System of Grading Wheat Equitable?" The document detailed a negative answer, and Leaguers ensured wide distribution of the publication among farming people. Worst himself echoed with the claim that "fifty-five million dollars a year is lost to the farmers of North Dakota through unfair practices in the grain trade."

Keeping with the emphasis of Worst and Ladd on aiding disadvantaged husbandmen, Arland D. Weeks of the College wrote that higher educational service to the public should include commitment to "social equality" for "the small tiller of the soil." Indeed, "Every college and university should be ... a powerful center of civic honesty, political enlightenment, and justice." Many of the
farming people of North Dakota welcomed this mission and eventually raised figures such as Ladd to heroic stature.\textsuperscript{47}

Established in 1911 and financed by Minnesota railroads, wholesale houses, lumber yards, elevator companies, implement concerns, milling enterprises, and banks, the Better Farming Association of North Dakota (BFA) proposed a different way of assisting farmers. Its secretary and manager, Thomas P. Cooper, noted that the Association wished to create a system of county or district agricultural agents. These personnel, in Cooper's vision, would spread across North Dakota and propound the principle of self-help, which the tillers could realize by adhering to expert prescriptions for crop rotation and diversification. BFA strategy offered to channel farmers' attention away from protest against inequity in social structure and toward immediate practical matters of technical farm improvements. Enough agents ultimately entered the Association's employ to contact approximately 40 percent of North Dakota's farming population.\textsuperscript{48}

By 1913 the Board of Trustees of the Agricultural College agreed to merge collegiate activities with those of the BFA. In the following year Cooper assumed duties as head of agricultural extension and the experiment station. The former Association manager promptly (and unsuccessfully) ordered Ladd to temper his bulletins. But when, in 1916, a freshly constituted state Board of Regents, composed largely of bankers, secured the departure of Worst from the presidency, the College began to disavow sympathy with NPL objectives, a renunciation that contributed to the subsequent decline of the League.\textsuperscript{49}
College Leaders and the National Harmony of Centrally Administered Fragmentation

During the "progressive" period most agricultural college leaders never envisaged turning their institutions in a direction like that taken by colleagues in North Dakota. Instead, the leadership called upon a language of social efficiency, expressed alternately as a desire for "the homogeneity of our people," as a passion for "an efficient, harmonious" interplay of correlated organizations, or in other idiomatic references to the need to redress the nation's social discord.50

Among these allusions, the 1900 AAACES presidential address of J.E. Stubbs of Nevada ranked in the forefront. Stubbs said, "Socialism moves forth with banners flying, proclaiming a new creed for society's acceptance and a new gospel for the social ills of mankind." Such radicalism could prosper only because "civilization, the mother of progress, creates new wants which can not always be satisfied, and changes industrial conditions, which bring social ill for a time to certain classes." He concluded that the land-grant institutions shared responsibility for preserving "the nation . . . from civil dissension," a preservation "of great moment in the scheme of national education."51

But no leader exceeded Kenyon Butterfield of Massachusetts in the wish to supplant societal strife with cohesion. He believed that farming people usually remained attached to the natural rhythm of seasonal change, and hence were conservative or reluctant to embrace the unfamiliar. At the same time, however, he postulated that a concurrence of economic misfortune with isolation from
mainstream society produced "the intense radicalism of a rural community when once it breaks away from its moorings." Butterfield appended that "the Populist movement indicates the tendency to extremes when the old [conservative] allegiance is left behind." Rather than join those who would foment the inclination towards extremity, he insisted that farmers' "class interests" not "be put above general social welfare," and, instead, "be so directed as to permit the farmers to lend the full strength of their class to general social progress." If farm organizations met this directive criterion, they would pass the "test of class efficiency."52

Searching for the appropriate source of such direction, President William Thompson of Ohio settled on an expansion of the state -- enlarged governmental organization of society -- as the best way to dissuade people from "following the lead of unsafe men," and, in particular, he celebrated the state university as an extension of government that could inspire "duty of loyalty" to an efficiently ordered public.53 W.J. Kennedy of Iowa spoke similarly of the need to instill this sense of obligation into farming masses who did not recognize that "efficiency is the modern watchword in all lines of work," and who therefore needed "highly skilled experts" to coordinate remote farm existence with that in the rest of the nation. ("The day of the farmer and his family living unto themselves . . . is fast disappearing and must give way to community life.") To help compensate for outlying unfamiliarity with the organizational behavior expected in an efficient world, Kennedy proposed the establishment of "baseball, football, lawn tennis and basketball for the boys and girls [in the countryside]." He hoped that
farmers' institutes would cooperate with other agencies in so developing the team "initiative of our rural people." To President H.J. Waters of Kansas, national food requirements impelled capital-intensification in farming, a process that adhered to the maxim, "The farm must become a factory." Once farmers arranged their practices accordingly, the husbandmen would satisfy their duty to provide sufficient production to make America "one harmonious and happy nation." Happiness, abundance, social symmetry -- these were the promise of a fully developed industrial civilization.

In sum, although teams and factories furnished college leaders with admirable models for the construction of a societal machine that relied on central direction of properly differentiated and harmonized "class interests," there remained the difficulty of actually securing the consent of farming people to cooperate in building the new order. Secretary Houston told the leadership that "whether we like it or not we are face to face with the whole problem of the organization of rural life." He maintained that Americans could no longer "boast" of their "local arrangements for self-government." The Secretary might have added that the twentieth century summoned assent, instead, to a complex machinery of national intercourse.

While some leaders contemplated obtaining mass consent through enticing the adoption of up-to-date farm practices and ideas, and while others considered letting the market work its own evolutionary destruction of all who did not bend to the course of the industrial machine, many fastened on a mode of farmers' organization that by its very nature induced assent to the mechanistic
order. Emerging commodity groups, marketing and purchasing cooperatives, and livestock-testing and breeding societies joined other associations -- the Farmers' Educational and Cooperative Union of America, the American Society of Equity, and the like -- in restricting their aims to the pursuit of specific goals (notably, higher prices for farm commodities). Such aspiration formed only a fragment of what Populists had preoccupied themselves with, and college leaders encouraged the restricted purpose largely because its activities lent to a functional atomization that proved more receptive to centralized coordination than did the agrarian radicalism which raised inclusive questions about who should control the totality of agricultural practices.\textsuperscript{59}

Indeed, to the extent that the atomized organizations could be advanced as a universal norm for farmers' association, to that degree the groups facilitated a strategy for acquiring consent to collegiate and allied class dominance of agriculture. Since effective resistance to that rule depended on a grasp of the whole complex of relations that shaped agricultural policy, only muted opposition could be expected from associations that made a single issue -- price, commodity, or breed -- their principal concern. And the period's organizational trend moved in the direction of this specificity. For example, the USDA reported in 1925 that of the nation's 10,803 marketing and purchasing cooperatives, 10,701 had been formed after 1890. Isolated from each other by reason of respective attachment to piecemeal, fragmented objectives, such organizations portended the universalization of a political passivity based on popular incomprehension of the surrounding social whole.\textsuperscript{60}
In other words, as A.D. Wilson of Minnesota observed, college agriculturists helped promote organizational particularity or specialization as a countermove to those groups that tried to make "farmers believe that other classes of people are organized against them, are taking unfair advantage of them." Wilson continued by explaining that rather than teach husbandmen to "stand together and fight" opponents, college personnel instructed them to affiliate with specialized organizations having the capability to gather together under "the slogan, 'Co-operation for efficiency.'" This motto meant that each association could "be likened to many of our farm implements." If "intelligently directed" and "adapted to doing" its special work, the group was "an excellent thing to have." If not, it was "likely to be about as useful as a clover huller on a rubber plantation."61

Butterfield intoned that each specialized, functionally fragmented organization "is inclined to narrow its work." And although such compression favored optimum performance of a specific mission, thereby ensuring that "efficiency can be secured only in this [contracted] way," there still remained the need for an "intelligent" leadership to cohere the fragments into national unity, to grasp "the relation of each part to the whole."62

When college leaders contemplated the arrangement of life in the countryside, they imagined the construction of a machine that provided for centralized direction of functionally fragmented activities. The helmsmen assisted in developing forms of organization that might embody the mechanistic image and convey it to outlying regions. Apart from commodity groups, breeding
associations, and their kin, salient examples of this embodiment could be seen in other associated activity.

Forms

In 1905, President Winthrop Stone of Indiana addressed the subject of home economics in a manner of significance to the totality of agriculture. He articulated a strategy of social organization that concentrated knowledge in the offices of a professional elite, while trickling knowhow down to the recipients below. After mentioning his regret that "unfortunately for the good of society, as well as for the higher development of farming and domestic life, many are willing to boss and few to labor," he proposed the following corrective plan:

In both farming and domestic affairs there are . . . the divisions of operation and of administration, the requirements for which are in each case quite distinct. While in many instances these two functions must be united in the same person, the decided tendency is to separate them. Preparation for the operative function is a matter of manual training and personal experience which ought to be aided by systematic school training. Preparation for the administrative side of farming or housekeeping means a wide knowledge of the sciences, arts, and letters, in general as well as in their application to the particular pursuit. This is the scope or field of degree courses as ordinarily administered in preparation for other lines of human activity, and it seems reasonable to expect a similar and consistent method in dealing with agriculture and household occupations.63

Perhaps organized efforts could teach farming people to be the executors of centrally conceived conceptions of farm work.
The Farm Bureaus

A noteworthy form of organization received its initiation from business leaders. In 1911 the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad and various bankers secured the cooperation of the USDA and Cornell University in establishing the first "farm bureau" as, exactly, a bureau within the Binghamton Chamber of Commerce of Broome County, New York. This establishment aimed to provide an organizational vehicle for spreading the influence of that locality's fledgling county agent.64

Elsewhere in the nation, corporations actively reproduced the Broome creation. With the passage of the Smith-Lever Act in 1914, however, the voluntary beginnings of businessmen quickly became a public duty of agents who systematically formed county bureaus as organs of community support for extension activities. And although the strength of the new associations continued to derive predominantly from the backing of business groups, leaders in the USDA hoped the bureaus could reach out to sundry farmers' organizations and (through formally educative, "nonpolitical" instruction) obtain coordinated effort on behalf of scientifically improved farming.65

But once the county movement enrolled increasing numbers of "progressive" farmers, and after these helped both to further state federations of the local enterprises and to found the American Farm Bureau Federation in 1919, claims of educational neutrality hollowed when the bureaus plunged into "politics" by acting as a pressure group seeking legislative favor. Representatives of other
farmers' associations complained that government tendered preferential treatment to a competing organization by staffing it with publicly paid agents.66

A chief commentator on the bureaus later explained that their advocates believed in nothing more fervently than the individualistic "self-help principle," which manifested itself in the member's desire both to attain self-sufficiency and to satisfy "public obligation" by producing "as large crops as he can with reasonable means . . . for increased efficiency in his business." The writer also observed that in the county organizations individual agency yielded to the recognition that "it is wholly in the interests of a well-balanced development of a community, state and national life that the farmers should organize."67

Hence, though the Farm Bureau became famous in the twentieth century for its "conservatism," that is, for its residual liberalism,68 and for its individualism and jealous protection of governmental autonomy at the county and state levels, it nevertheless did not dispute that self-help depended on the prior condition of organizational help. Nor did the Bureau challenge the assumption that authority needed to be centralized at the national plateau. During the twentieth century this absence of defiance evidenced itself, ironically, in the Federation's celebration of the slogan, "decentralization." In practical terms, Bureau members took this motto to mean the preservation of the local power that stemmed from their close relationship to the county agents, a safekeeping that raised the aim to block any federal attempt to disrupt that proximity. The nearness naturally meant that the Federation accepted a role for its individual bureaus that arranged them as decentralized linkages to a larger state apparatus.69
By emphasizing the narrow purpose of influencing commodity prices, the county units diffused specialized fragmentation as a worthy group purpose. Moreover, the bureaus valued internal organizational cooperation in the pursuit of compressed goals, and made the concert the instrument for effective external competitiveness in the marketplace -- concord-cum-competition that a sympathetic observer described as the farmer's willingness to meet "the organization . . . of other [business] interests . . . with the same kind of organization . . . in his own field."71

Meanwhile, in the second decade of the century, the weight of businessmen, college representatives, and USDA officials in county bureaus indicated a strategy of organizing farmers before they could organize themselves.72 This influence suggested a desire to establish a permanent bureau-cracy that would channel local initiative into what Beverly Galloway of Cornell University called the "machinery for collective effort in attacking the problems confronting the farmer."73 The bureaus might accomplish such an assault by universalizing a predisposition toward preoccupation with specialized concerns, and by propagating efficient techniques that would enable farmers to draw satisfaction from meeting the public duty to provide greater production.74

Boys' and Girls' Clubs

During the first five years of the period, a second form of organization made initial progress in reaching farm youth. Rural school superintendents, Albert B. Graham of Ohio and O.J. Kern of Illinois, and Will B. Otwell, head of the
Macoupin County Farmers' Institute of Illinois, spearheaded the formation of corn clubs for young people. By 1908 Seaman Knapp attached juvenile activity to Farmers' Cooperative Demonstration Work. Signalled by Graham's favorable reception among representatives of Ohio State University, and by his consequent appointment in 1905 as that state's first college extension superintendent, the collegiate leadership also began taking an active interest in furthering the youth associations.75

The clubs instructed youngsters to select quality seed and to use small test plots where they could exercise elementary procedures for planting and cultivation. With various businessmen of an area often funding premiums for contestants, pedagogical reliance on contests rewarded those who secured the greatest production at the lowest cost. Farm youth thus encountered incentives to value competition as a constitutive element of their budding husbandry.76

In the century’s second decade, control of the associations increasingly shifted. Rural school officials yielded their original charge to the extension divisions of the agricultural colleges.77 Club leaders recognized that their efforts induced young people to demonstrate scientific fundamentals to themselves in a fashion consistent with the provisions of the Smith-Lever Act, and the law thus became a permanent source of support for the youth groups. Moreover, the shift in control accompanied an acceleration of the tendency to build clubs grounded not only in corn, but in other commodities and single-purpose activities as well. Hence, leaders organized boys into associations devoted to calves,
cotton, pigs, and the like; while girls found themselves channelled toward canning, poultry, and sewing.\(^78\)

Meanwhile, late in 1911, resulting from the earlier initiative of two Iowa educators, Jessie Field and O.H. Benson, the club movement acquired the symbol through which it became nationally recognized in later years: a four leaved clover emblem marked with an "H" on each leaf. The marks stood for "Head, Heart, Hands, and Health." By the mid-1920s people referred to the youth associations as "4-H clubs."\(^79\)

In keeping with the early influence of Seaman Knapp and farmers' institute personnel, the groups worked to embody the principles of middle-class liberalism. Knapp wanted girls' activity to enhance those agrarian qualities of self-sufficiency and self-education that made "a country home . . . nature's university," and which caused the farmstead to be "more richly endowed for the training of youth than Yale or Harvard."\(^80\) William Hurd of the college in Massachusetts added his praise of the clubs for encouraging "the competitive spirit," and thus for constituting "the type of work and education that has been the boast of self-made men in the past."\(^81\) A USDA figure intoned that the groups relied on "the natural love of competition."\(^82\)

Yet, though the clubs started as opportunities for young people to gather for the cultivation of individual character by mastering techniques of production and methods of business efficiency, under professional leadership the associations did not end where they began. Leaders quickly grasped, in the words of one, that the groups afforded young people occasions to learn "the value of
organized effort, of cooperation," that is, provided ways to discover the "social instinct" that countered "the isolated condition" of farm upbringing, a circumstance that "has always been a great drawback to progress." Indeed, another leader observed that the clubs joined "competitive and cooperative work . . . to immense advantage in furthering" the young person's "education for efficiency." He meant that the associations produced a socially efficient interaction devoted to functionally specialized competition: "There is need of a concrete object of effort in all such associated [club] activity, and the local corn-growing, bread-making, or fruit-raising contest furnishes such an object." Here the young learned to prize internal organizational cooperation as the means to effective external competition in the marketplace. Not surprisingly, one could hear the kind of celebration of the clubs that George I. Christie, head of extension in Indiana, raised when he lauded them for developing "a spirit of loyalty" like that fostered in a "football, baseball, or basket-ball game." The development brought a community together to root for its youthful competitors, to rally as "a unit for the support of its team."

To the extent that 4-H could eventually become a mass affair approximating its sporting analogue, it offered a way to realize the obligation of farming people to provide ample produce for the new national team. This provision, to extend the analogy, derived from their participation on a team that responded to the centralized direction of professional managers who coordinated the quest for production points. The farm players expressed their individuality in a functionally specialized or commodity-centered position, and though they learned the
technical skills suited to their positional task, one could question whether they also obtained knowledge of the social dynamics of power that shaped their destiny.

Farm Management

A third form of organization received its authorship from Frederick Winslow Taylor, a mechanical engineer from Philadelphia who rose to prominence in the 1890s and especially after the turn of the century because of his work in the "scientific management" of production sites and their attendant labor force. Taylor's efforts also gained currency under such names as "Efficiency," "Functional Management," and "Taylor System."86

The Philadelphian proceeded from a fundamental assumption: Factory managers should have control over all decisions bearing on the exact method of labor performance. Taylor knew, however, that workers frequently possessed traditional craft knowledge and skills that gave them effective command of such determinations. Therefore, in order to counter shop-floor influence, he proposed, most notably in Shop Management (1903) and The Principles of Scientific Management (1911), that administrators replicate his own longtime practice of observing adroit employees for the purpose of accumulating data that could be collated into systematic recipes prescribing the conduct of manual tasks.87

Taylor thus told managers that their capacity to control labor decisions would depend on a strategy that shouldered the overseers, first, with the duty of scrutinizing skilled craftsmen, with "the burden of gathering together all of the
traditional knowledge . . . possessed by the workmen and then of classifying, tabulating, and reducing this knowledge to rules, laws, and formulae." Second, once gathered and reduced, the organized information would become the tool of "brain work" and "be removed from the shop and centered in the planning or laying-out department."88

This centralization and transformation of knowledge -- collecting workers' experiential knowhow, systematizing it, concentrating it among planners, and returning it to laborers in the form of routine job tasks -- anchored a design of factory organization that offered management the prerogative of conceiving a total work process, while presenting employees with the opportunity to perform fragmented duties. As Taylor insisted, "It is . . . clear that in most cases one type of man is needed to plan ahead and an entirely different type to execute the work." And, if it was to be properly accomplished, this execution required that special attention be given to the "task idea." Ideally, Taylor envisioned factories where

the work of every workman is fully planned out by the management at least one day in advance, and each man receives in most cases complete written instructions, describing in detail the task which he is to accomplish, as well as the means to be used in doing the work. . . . This task specifies not only what is to be done, but how it is to be done and the exact time allowed for doing it. . . . Scientific management consists very largely in preparing for and carrying out these tasks.89

This separation of detailed execution from managerial conception undergirded the subsequent development of twentieth-century American industrialization.90
It was not a surprise, then, that agriculture found a parallel to Taylor's proposals in the emergence of "farm management." Under the principal leadership of William Jasper Spillman, professor of agriculture at Washington State College in the 1890s and by 1905 the head of the Office of Farm Management in the USDA, this effort to redesign farms drew on the officer's conviction of 1902 that a re-formed husbandry "must rest mainly on the accumulated experience of generations of those who have followed it [farming]." He maintained that farmers represented craftsmen par excellence, alternately performing as smiths, carpenters, butchers, and the like, and that the most capable of them possessed a traditional store of experiential knowledge for the solution of their work difficulties. It would be foolish for professional agriculturists to ignore this fund of common-sense answers: "A careful study of the systems of farming in vogue in all parts of the country would not only show what are the real problems that confront the farmer" but it "would reveal the fact that farmers themselves have already solved many very important ones."91

Spillman propounded that professionals needed to survey the varieties of "successful" local experience, then compare and systematize the findings and produce general rules of practice that would "revolutionize the system of farming" in popular use. Throughout much of the period, he kept reiterating his intent to gather from the farmers themselves the results of their own experiences, to interpret these experiences and to add these interpretations to the general body of knowledge which we [professional agriculturists] call the science of agriculture, thus accumulating a multiplicity of data.92
Such factual information would fortify farm management as a field of study that analyzed the relations among the factors that constituted the business of a farm, as an inquiry that went beyond the exploration of crop and livestock production (agronomy and animal husbandry) and examined productive matters as they related to a farm's important organizational issues, e.g. its cropping system and manner of rotation and its method of cost accounting and record keeping. Thus, unlike the macroanalysis of rural economics, farm management involved the microexamination of single farms.93

With the growing establishment in the agricultural colleges of courses devoted to the microstudy, and through the formation of the Farm Management Association in 1910, the collegiate leadership participated actively in the development of the new field. Notably, George F. Warren of Cornell, a key figure in the fledgling sphere of inquiry, encouraged leaders to propagate the practice of efficiently managing farms for large profits.94

At the AAACES convention in 1916, in an address on "Scientific Management as Applied to the Farm, Home and Manufacturing Plants," Dean C.R. Jones of West Virginia noted that farm management accepts "the same ideal as that advanced in the Taylor system." This standard, he continued, aimed at "determining the best and most economical method of performing a given task and then devising a system of management by which the task can be done in the best and most economical way." Farm management developed "a science for each element in the farm processes," a detailed formula for selection of machinery, for layout of the farmstead, and the like.95
Jones observed, however, that unlike factories, farms lacked spatial proximity to planning departments that could oversee component executions. But partial compensation for this deficiency could be gained through the "possible and practical cooperation between the farmer and the . . . staff of extension workers." Such consentaneity might result in farmers' performance of prescriptions offered by county agents.

Ultimately, as Jones emphasized, complete effecting of farm-management directions would require the employment of many managers or "non-productive workers" who could supervise task exercises. He concluded that the salary and scale of operation suited to these overseers constituted a prohibitive expense for most farmers. He hoped that leaders of the new field would not press for total implementation; for if farm-management ambition was carried out to its full logical extent, the small farm would go out of existence and would be replaced by large corporate establishments or community farming, in which the work would be so subdivided that each worker could be assigned to tasks which he was best qualified to perform. No amount of increased efficiency to my mind would compensate society for the sacrifice of giving up the farm and the home as the fundamental units of our social organization.

Spillman had already grasped that farm management would impose considerable costs on down-scale farmers. And while he embraced the liberal "ideal" of "many small farms owned and operated" by a "self-respecting class" of "prosperous proprietors," he also valued "corporation methods of conducting business" because the techniques demonstrated that profitability rose in proportion to the size of the concern and the degree of cooperative conduct
practiced by its employees, and he thus felt uneasiness that husbandmen "as a class live so much to themselves . . . that it is difficult to secure cooperation among them." Wanting to uphold a liberalism that displayed incompatibility with his own farm-management emulation of corporations, Spillman partly celebrated, partly censured American farming for being "preeminently a business of individual rather than corporate enterprise." 99

He dealt with his internal contradiction by contending that efficiencies of scale, the big company's major "principle in business," had irrevocably secured victorious application "everywhere except in agriculture." In turn, once farm management provided a sufficient supply of managers to make sizeable operations feasible, "there seems to be no reason why large farms should not be even more successful, financially, than small ones." Although he wondered whether it was "desirable from the standpoint of national economy for the small farm to give place to the large one," he resolved that such changes are controlled by economic forces that work in spite of our attempts to counteract them. If large agricultural undertakings could be made as successful as those of moderate size are now sometimes made, there is every reason to believe that corporate agriculture would assume an important role in this country, whether or not it is desirable that this should be the case. 100

Spillman solved his inner opposition by viewing this prospective corporatization of farming as an action of "economic forces" beyond human control, a necessity that depended on the voluntary assistance of farm-management specialists who could make it possible. Here he landed in another contradiction, but one that escaped his consideration.
Corporatization of husbandry would be consistent with a vision of the body politic enunciated by Dean Liberty Bailey of Cornell. He appreciated farm-management and all other surveys as the means to appraise America's stock of natural and human resources, and he pointed to an analogue that captured both an image of the nation and the meaning of the appraisal: "A commonwealth may be conceived of as a great business or commercial corporation. The commonwealth cannot do business efficiently without an inventory of its assets."\textsuperscript{101}

Farm-management specialists might help in building such a corporate nation, using the survey to gather traditional craft knowledge so that the knowhow could then be systematized and conveyed back to farming people in what Carl Vrooman of the USDA called "practical, predigested form."\textsuperscript{102} This process of collection and return constituted one aspect of a general strategy to assimilate farmers into the new order on terms that established both a scientific basis for production sufficient to sustain the national arrangement, and a professional preeminence regarding the understanding required for competent farming.

President E.A. Bryan of Washington State presumed this New-Class superiority when in 1913 he said that the "problem of teaching [scientific prescriptions to] the farmer" consists in the difficult effort to "reduce to their lowest terms the very simple principles of agriculture, and instill them into his mind." Difficulty arose because "the mind of the average farmer does not reach far. He needs to have thoughts phrased in simple and plain language."\textsuperscript{103} Such simplicity took form in farm management as an accumulation of what farming
people knew and a transformation of that knowledge into an addition to the science that increasingly made the masses reliant upon "predigested" professional direction. Once so subjected, they might become executors of conceptions that originated in distant offices.

At the AAACES convention in 1905, Henry Armsby of the Pennsylvania agricultural college had already sensed that perhaps farm management represented an attempt to routinize farmers' work in such a way as to fail to "teach him [the farmer] to think for himself." Whitman Jordan of New York added his speculation that the fledgling form of instruction might lead to a passivity wherein the husbandman thinks "he is dependent upon some other agency than himself for his success." Spillman listened patiently to these expressions of apprehension, and then allayed the uneasiness by pointing out that

while there is danger, and I realize it as fully as any of you, of getting the farmer to rely too much upon us, there is an opportunity which is unexcelled of improving agricultural practice in this country by studying the farmer and his immediate problems, and making recommendations where we understand the conditions.104

In summary, farm management proposed to fuel the universalization of Taylor's factory by "studying the farmer," by systematizing the findings, and by returning to the countryside simplified instructions for procedural execution. By concentrating synoptic grasp of the farm process with managers and through reducing mass vision to a hold on fragmented tasks, this mode of knowledge transformation promised to secure popular consent to corporatization in husbandry. The masses would not know enough about the design that
conditioned their farming to do otherwise. Moreover, the large-scale, capital-intensive farms of corporatization might one day link with county agents in an expanded state apparatus committed to the abundant production that could maintain the new nation.

Living in a Corporation

Since the aforementioned forms of organization relied on the corporate principles of centralization of authority and differentiation or fragmentation of functions, and since agricultural college leaders contributed to other efforts that raised the priority of office over individual, farming people confronted a movement for their assimilation into an organized mode of life that proceeded as if inside a business corporation. Caught up in the belief that this locomotion represented the tide of evolutionary inevitability, important farm journals eased the absorption by toning down pejorative references to the large enterprise as "empire," "monopoly," "trust," "octopus," and "serpent," and by politely rewording the designations as "firm," "company," and "business."

Among college leaders, Thomas Hunt observed the organizational momentum of the period and pondered the possibility that Americans "shall have eventually a bureaucratic rather than a democratic form of government." He insisted that whichever outcome came to pass depended on the choices of his contemporaries regarding whether to establish a "decentralization" or a "centralization of power." Hunt affirmed that democracy accorded with the former, but he wished to preserve both. He thus called for their union on the
basis of sound "business principles," a fusion contingent on "the most efficient co-ordination" and exemplified in the collegiate effort to construct a tripartite organization that decentralized various activities while retaining centralized charge of the overall structure. Hunt did not ask if decentralization of functions equalled decentralization of authority.

By the end of the era, college leaders and their allies possessed an organizational design complete with incipient forms to embody it. The leadership supported and awaited the finish of infrastructural developments such as improved roads that would enable the thorough conveyance of the plan to the remote farms of the countryside. Once conveyed, the arrangement promised to revolutionize the decentralized patterns of behavior in farming neighborhoods.

**Denouement: The Swan Song of Liberty Hyde Bailey**

Born in South Haven, Michigan, and endowed with a formative farm upbringing, Liberty Hyde Bailey (1858-1954) earned B.S. and M.S. degrees from Michigan Agricultural College in 1882 and 1886. The admixture of botanical training under Asa Gray of Harvard helped Bailey secure the chair in horticulture at Cornell in 1888. By 1903 the horticulturist rose to the deanship of Cornell's College of Agriculture. Bailey's friendship with Theodore Roosevelt bore fruit when, in 1908, the President invited him to be the chairman of the famous Commission on Country Life. This position, coupled with his prolific work as an author (who used the
"progressive" years to compose many of his some 50 books and approximately 700 articles) on a wide range of agricultural and rural subjects, catapulted Bailey into the limelight as the chief spokesman for the Country Life Movement. In addition to his prominence as a reformer, the educator's vita swelled with his service to multiple professional associations. He served, for example, as president of each of the following organizations: the American Society for Horticultural Science (1903-07 and a founder), the Association of American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations (1906), the American Nature-Study Society (1914-15), the American Pomological Society (1917-22), the Fourth International Botanical Congress (1926), and the American Society of Plant Taxonomists (1939).  

During the first two decades of the twentieth century, middle and New-Class contemporaries honored Bailey as a leading "philosopher of country life." His philosophy combined a romantic naturalism that loved the raw outdoors with a Jeffersonian liberalism that celebrated farmers as nature's exemplary models of democratic independence. Bailey also wrote as a humanistic naturalist who espoused "nature study" as a pedagogical means to induce the individual's moral and creative development through immediate relation to natural phenomena, a method that he believed would spontaneously generate an attitude of openness to the expression of Deweyesque communal affections. Moreover, he spoke as a nineteenth-century moralist who valued farm life for its apparent inculcation of character as manifest in the practice of thrift, frugality, perseverance, and the rest of the virtues associated with liberal individuality.
Yet, as Kenyon Butterfield observed, Bailey viewed the world "with two eyes." That is, the Cornell leader saw with one "eye" the value of the heritage of decentralization and individualism. With the other, however, he prized the new nationalism and the corporate mode of organizing it under centralized authority vested in a meritocratic leadership. And, on the one hand, his love for the unspoiled outdoors led him to denounce efforts to treat nature only as an object of human conquest; while, on the other, his devotion to Enlightenment science made him equally determined to subdue natural processes for human benefit. Again, he esteemed farmers’ distance from social control, but embraced farm management and the farm bureaus as ways to sway farming people toward a professionally coordinated teamwork.

Bailey deemed that the evolutionary development of industrial interdependence had reached the point of requiring such organized cooperation, had progressed to the stage of demanding such concerted action as the bulwark of the general welfare, and hence had arrived at the moment when experts needed to interfere with autonomous husbandry for the good of all. "Every farm in every state should be considered as one part in an underlying fabric of human evolution," and "in the interest of society every farm should ultimately be known to some one who represents society [a state official], to the end that that farm may be made a more effective unit in the great plan."

At the same time, Bailey could never bring himself to share Butterfield’s envelopment in the passion for elite coordination. The former repeatedly returned his attention to what he saw as a primary principle of democracy, "which
is to let the control of policies and affairs rest directly back on the people." He was disturbed by the period's trend toward concentrated authority, and motioned to give the [farming] people in the neighborhoods all the freedom and all the responsibility they ought to have for their own best development. The future will care very little for the mechanism of administration, but it will care very much for the [democratic] results in the training of the folk.\textsuperscript{118}

Bailey found himself opposing a centralization that he simultaneously supported, a contradiction that tore at his consciousness as it did the social relations around him. His intimacy with this opposition and willingness to grapple with it in his writings made him a figure of special importance to subsequent commentators because his thought seemed to epitomize America's problematic transition from one world to another.\textsuperscript{119} Bailey looked at the nation and delivered the following observation: "How to strike the balance between the needful individualism and social crystallization is probably the most difficult question before society."\textsuperscript{120}

He sought to resolve his own ambivalence in 1913 by retiring from the deanship at Cornell. Although a number of reasons informed his decision to depart from the office,\textsuperscript{121} he emphasized his desire "to get out of harness" and restore his individuality as a "separate soul" apart from bureaucratic entanglements that undermined his freedom to weigh the course of human events with independent judgment.\textsuperscript{122} Free from institutional duties, his mind might become less divided against itself.
In ensuing years, Bailey wrote a series of "Background Books" that fulfilled his wish to criticize without constraint: *The Holy Earth* (1915); *Wind and Weather* (1916); *Universal Service* (1918); *What Is Democracy?* (1918); *The Seven Stars* (1923); *The Harvest of the Year* (1927); and *The Garden Lover* (1928). These volumes did not mark a complete discontinuity with the thought exhibited during the pre-retirement phase of his life, but those published before 1920 comprised a last composition on the "progressive" years and signalled a decisive shift toward a social criticism that warned contemporaries of dangerous tendencies just then in motion.123

Bailey used this literary production as an opportunity to explain that democracy was not so much a form of government as it was a spontaneous sentiment, an immediately lived experience engendered by the "backgrounds" -- the sky, sea, tundra, deserts, mountains, winds, open fields, and forest -- whose vastness reduced human life to the terms of equality, and whose immense variation stimulated the expression of unique individuality.124 Living in greater proximity than others to "the facts and situations that stand at our backs," the farmer constituted "the fundamental fact in a democracy." Moreover, lest the nation sacrifice this anchor of self-determination, it was necessary to apportion land in divisions small enough to allow wide access to the practice of farming: "However free a people may be politically, however democratic in its feeling, if a large part of the land is held by a relatively few families and beyond the reach of others, that people cannot be a complete democracy."125
While farm life invited individual variegation, Bailey observed a contemporary tendency toward a social engineering that proposed to eradicate the unique. Variations of personality are to be encouraged rather than eliminated. The modern processes of standardization, resulting from the machinery habit, whereby all the wrinkles of society are ironed out, have in them much danger to a satisfying social order. The standardizing in large industrial establishments is justified in its manufacturing results rather than in its human results. The standardizing in politics and in governmental processes is no less dangerous. We have committed ourselves to this domination in the public schools. . . . In these days, the machine dominates our philosophy. We must take special care that the forces of variability are encouraged, to counteract these great dangers.\(^{126}\)

He noted that the emerging social machinery relied for its guidance on the "concept of the Perfect Plan," and for its vision on the "idea of the Perfect State." Both manifested "a species of idolatry" that worshipped "at the feet of the God of Efficiency." This fetish could sap the popular initiative required for self-government because it educated for functional fitness at the expense of civic understanding: "Even the technical education of the masses may be highly developed and yet the people may remain undeveloped in political education."\(^{127}\)

To Bailey, the "Perfect Paper-plan" found expression in the Smith-Lever Act’s ‘projects’ for agriculture and education, made and approved in offices. One would think we are coming to an office-farming, as we have already come to an office-education. In one form or another, the project-idea is so stuck in our minds that we seem to be unable to see around it. So is it difficult to develop in certain observers a view of agriculture from the earth rather than from the office and the workshop; yet democracy comes out of the earth: the living creation in a state of nature is a vast democracy.\(^{128}\)
He knew "no reason why projects of rural community work in New York and California should be approved by the Secretary of Agriculture," unless one accepted the argument "that this approval insures uniformity." But he replied "that uniformity is the very thing we do not want." For this invariability routinized farm practices and undermined farmers' self-reliance through "the unifying, standardizing and formalizing of all affairs," through "the pressing out of the variations that make men to be men rather than copyists and that put into life the personality which makes it worth the living." Such "mechanical routine-making" clung to "the idea of the perfect scheme, devised by superior intelligence, and controlled arbitrarily as a matter of form." And this reliance on the centralized authority of select intellectuals contradicted "the free play of local needs ... on which democracy, as distinguished from government, must rest." Therefore, since it contributed to the concentration of power in distant centers of influence, and since it helped to strip farming of its natural sentiment, the Smith-Lever Act assisted in the rise of an "impersonal and anti-democratic drift."129

"In proportion as society becomes organized and involved," Bailey wrote in *The Holy Earth*, "do we need the separate spirit and persons who are responsible beings on their own account."130 After his retirement, he conceived of himself as such a "spirit" and explained that the exigency derived from organizational pressures that swamped people with a busyness that made them forgetful of the dangerous developments in which they participated. He would use his separation from those troubles as an opportunity to help his contemporaries to remember.131
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Reflecting the context of world war that influenced its composition, this book mounted a continuation of earlier calls for cooperative teamwork by arguing that even though military preparedness served the destructive "Principle of Enmity," the preparation also demonstrated the praiseworthy willingness of millions to make sacrifices for what they understood to be the common good (see, in particular, p. 4). On Bailey's previous advocacy of teamwork, see n. 115 above.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Summary

In that late nineteenth century the political hegemony of American liberalism ruptured. Traditional middle-class principles of individual freedom, moral character, decentralized authority, and producer equality lost their capacity to be confirmed in economic reality as the terrain of entrepreneurial capitalism yielded to that of corporate capitalism. Depression accompanied the rise of large-scale organization that undermined faith in individualism. Labor and farm movements responded to the failed expectations of liberalism by challenging the emerging rule of upper middle-class corporations. Populist farmers, in particular, proposed a comprehensive reform program to advance distributive justice. But governmental force quelled mass initiatives.

Concurrently, a rising New-Class of professionals contradicted older esteem for common-sense practicality by seeking to establish an intellectual meritocracy whose administrative state could adapt popular aspirations to the corporate terrain. Enlightened administration might thereby replace the use of physical violence as a basis for social order.
In land-grant circles, the rupture appeared in the breach that opened at Kansas State Agricultural College between the 1862 Morrill Act's heritage of self-help and the Populist radicalism that sought to turn the institution's liberalism toward a critique of concentrated wealth and privilege. Most agricultural college leaders avoided replicating the Kansas experiment and focused instead on creating a centralized apparatus (exemplified by the expanding supervisory power of the Office of Experiment Stations of the United States Department of Agriculture). Here the leadership joined others in the New Class in forging vertical structures and behavior compatible with corporate concentration.

By the early twentieth century, amid heightened industrialization and the greater prosperity of the corporation, business leaders spearheaded an "organizational revolution" that aimed at an efficient arrangement of national parts. New-Class technical intelligence assisted in the societal transformation. But class contradictions fractured the nation, preventing the establishment of a social machine characterized by harmonious efficiency. For example, the residue of middle-class principles -- individualism, practicality, and the like -- provided opposition to the esoteric pursuits of scientific experts whose knowledge grounded the hope for mechanical harmony. And the mass of spatially isolated farming people rejected calls to perform as an interdependent cog in the wheel of society. Corporate capitalism consequently faced production shortfalls in agriculture that boded the illegitimacy of the new regime for failing to "deliver the goods."
In their sphere of influence, agricultural college leaders established a tripartite structure of differentiated compromise that responded both to middle-class demands for utilitarian knowhow and to professional desires to pursue advanced undertakings. Resident instruction channeled a prospective New-Class leadership into four-year and graduate degree programs and guided the worldly-minded into practical short courses. Agricultural research increasingly offered the main experiment stations as domains of esoteric inquiry (supported by the Adams Act of 1906) and moved questions of immediate practicality toward substations and other branch activity. Agricultural extension both impressed trickle-down respect for professional knowledge and quartered the cause of utility by incorporating Seaman Knapp's demonstration technique into the national extension system. (The 1914 Smith-Lever Act legislated this incorporation.)

The tripartite organization formed a historical bloc or bond that accommodated competing class interests and ideals. Rural entrepreneurs and organized farmers found that the "tripod" opened out to the transmission of techniques that bolstered profitability and independence in the marketplace. New-Class agriculturists discovered that the tripodal structure could house academic freedom to explore specialized subjects. Business leaders, who acted as the catalyst for nationalized extension work, welcomed the triune arrangement as a means to integrate farming people into the corporate order, and as a way to improve the corporation's public relations through association with the beneficent purposes of education. In turn, the collegiate leadership garnered legitimacy in middle-class perception because the tripod secured the proximity of the colleges.
to business practicality, an acquisition that allowed the professionals to reap financial rewards that flowed from the interclass union.

The tripartite organization also signified the embodiment of the Newtonian world machine in the agricultural colleges as business corporations. The subdivided framework of the triune system marked a tangible realization of mechanistic imagining, an actualization based on corporatist principles — centralization of authority, priority of office over individual, and fragmentation of functions. These assumptions congealed in collegiate practice as sedimentation or taken-for-granted truths regarding the way institutions should work. Like other New-Class efforts, however, this cultural congealment depended on a modification of the Newtonian conception: Instead of relying on natural law to make the machine self-regulating, professional agriculturists substituted their own centralized direction of mechanical processes. By helping to distinguish college from secondary instruction, and "original" from utilitarian research, Alfred True and his colleagues in the Office of Experiment Stations provided much of this guidance.

In order to realize an image of the social world as a machine, the collegiate leadership participated in the larger "progressive" movement to incorporate liberal individualism into an emergent corporate liberalism, into a politics of bureaucratic coordination that arranged functionally atomized groups under a professional management allied with business leaders. This arrangement signalled the reconstitution of liberal agency as a group origination. Power of action derived less from individual self-government and more from the organizational capacity
to assemble individuals as functional atoms for a collective purpose (evidenced, for example, in the recasting of independent inventors as team playing experiment station scientists). Corporate liberalism constituted a fresh way to shape the social destiny of Americans and thus formed a new political hegemony.

This rising form of rule depended for its ultimate victory, however, on obtaining the loyalty of the farming masses to an ideal of national cohesion, to a vision of harmonious industrial interdependence that imagined the countryside as a site of productive support for the mechanical whole. Agricultural college leaders joined others in the New Class in equating this sustenance with the general good and in constructing the common welfare to depend on the expertise that understood the machine's operation. The sovereignty of individuals and majorities of such might become increasingly meaningless in a nation where only a relative few possessed the requisite knowledge to be the arbiter of social decisions. But farming people had a custom of making their own choices.

College leaders helped start the requisition of mass obligation to the new order by contributing to the construction and conveyance of organizational forms -- the farm bureaus, boys' and girls' clubs, and farm management -- that embodied corporatist principles, and thus expressed the design of corporatism, the strategy of establishing functionally narrow organizations with the potential to be welded into harmonious interaction under centralized authority. Unlike the comprehensive reform program of the neo-Populist Nonpartisan League, these associations relied less on the majoritarian demonstration of bottom-up initiative and more on consent to top-down coordination of single-issue objectives.
Marked notably in the practice of farm management, organized corporatism also sought to universalize Frederick W. Taylor’s factory by concentrating synoptic vision with New-Class managers and by reducing mass comprehension to a grasp of fragmented tasks. To the extent that the reduction could be successfully conducted, popular behavior might assume the posture of political passivity characteristic of people who are ignorant of the power relations that condition the whole of societal life. Hence, the era’s organizational revolution worked as a passive revolution, a fundamental reconstruction of society, in which the internal operation of the business corporation became increasingly externalized as a "Fordized" form of American order that rendered those on the national shop floor unable to control their social destiny.

After his retirement from the agricultural deanship at Cornell University, Liberty Hyde Bailey criticized the rising culture of organized social machinery for its standardized removal of natural spontaneity. He critiqued the Smith-Lever Act, in particular, for being an anti-democratic manifestation of an organizational tendency to centralize decision-making power. Bailey made his judgments in the name of naturalistic and agrarian liberal conceptions of democracy as the preservation of unique individuality and decentralized authority.

Indeed, whether judged from the naturalist vantage point of Bailey, from the liberal perspective of the traditional middle class, from the egalitarian outlook of the Populists, or from the viewpoint of the "practical anarchy" of the farming neighborhoods, the "democracy of efficiency" of New-Class college leaders must be grasped as having actually constituted an anti-democratic effort to create a
meritocracy of self-appointed governors who grounded the general good in their own orchestration of mechanical harmony: administered justice. Further, if the fair society depends on Bailey's "free play" of local authority or on Populist access to the tools of self-determination, then the administrative conception of a just world, however productive of social concert, fails to author the right order.

Concluding Thoughts

In the second half of the twentieth century, observers located the acceleration in America of an "organizational imperative" that subsumed the individual's aspirations under a drive for the maintenance, growth, and general health of organizations, and that veered in the "totalitarian" direction of acquiring sufficient means of control to ensure total conformity with large-scale purposes. This observation was consistent with the unfoldment of the corporatist principle of priority of office (read: organization) over individual and marked a graduated age of popular dependence on the good offices of bureaucracy. In fact, as mass experience of government came increasingly to consist in contact with one or another administrative department, electoral processes of representation and recourse to nonbureaucratic authority became, as a matter of daily life, of less and less consequence.

After decades of losing the capital-intensive race of competition, most farming people turned into working people and those that remained on the land found themselves caught between twin embodiments of the organizational imperative. On one side, large "agribusiness" input firms determined the cost of
farm supplies, and, on the other, output counterparts in processing and marketing shaped the price of commodities. This corporate squeeze and a decade of financial crisis in agriculture in the 1980s so reduced the farm population that it became possible to speak, in Jefferson's nation, of "the last farmer."

Meanwhile, agricultural college leaders continued their alliance with the leadership of corporations and scarcely relaxed collegiate devotion to the culture of organized social machinery. The neo-Populist poet and farmer, Wendell Berry, wrote that instead of embracing a "governing human metaphor" that was "pastoral" and rooted in "the natural cycles of birth, growth, death, and decay," land-grant figures helped build a modern world whose "governing metaphor is that of the machine," and whose imagination views "the whole Creation merely as raw material, to be transformed by machines into a manufactured Paradise." College officials, he continued, wished to construct megafarms both to embody this image of perfection and to express the "essential totalitarianism" of the "specialist mind" that approached "the living substance of farming" with the aim "only of subjecting it to total control, of turning it into a machine." He concluded with a forecast of unsettling import for democrats.

The future is already surveyed and ribboned according to the claims of these [professional] people and their clients, the corporate industrialists and big businessmen. It is their New World, and they are its self-elected ruling class.

For the democratic remnant who remain to challenge this brave new destiny, whatever their ideology or other sources of division, it will be necessary to call
Americans back to the egalitarian hope embedded in their beginnings. The landgrant institutions, in particular, must be reminded of Jonathan Turner’s desire to prevent any stratum from wielding "their power more or less for their own exclusive interests, and the interests of their friends." The leadership of these schools need to be summoned away from the bond with corporations and to be asked to seek out and serve the cause of popular liberation wherever it may be found. Thomas Paine once said that common sense demanded freedom from aristocracy, and that in America, "Independence is the only BOND that can tye and keep us together." In the late twentieth century, we are confronted with an aristocracy of intelligence; common sense makes the same demand for independence.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

At the beginning of his study of the agricultural colleges in the "progressive" era, the author encountered a scarcity of secondary material devoted exclusively to collegiate development during that period. One can partly compensate for this dearth by searching such general treatments of agricultural professionalism as Harry C. McDean, "Professionalism in the Rural Social Sciences, 1896-1919," Agricultural History 58 (July 1984): 373-392, for specific commentary on the colleges. Or one can probe overviews like Richard S. Kirkendall, "The Agricultural Colleges: Between Tradition and Modernization," Agricultural History 60 (Spring 1986): 3-21, for their brief but informative insights into the era's college activity.

Finally, of course, the student must work from scratch and use primary material to build an understanding of the period's collegiate unfoldment. Here the author found the Proceedings of the national land-grant association to be of most value, especially for a careful tracking of the rise of the tripartite organization. While each is too often overlooked, the Proceedings of the Society for the Promotion of Agricultural Science provide an invaluable record of the concerns of experiment station directors, and the Proceedings of the American Association of Farmers' Institute Workers do the same for extension leaders. The latter also document the rivalry between college officials and farmers' representatives for
control of the institutes. Moreover, and again little used, the discussions following addresses in the land-grant and institute Proceedings offer greater access to spontaneous opinions than is usually the case in official documents. The editorials in the Experiment Station Record of the United States Department of Agriculture give a running summary of practically all important college developments. One should be aware, however, that the Record reflects the cosmopolitan orientation of Alfred True and the Office of Experiment Stations, and thus affords scant admission to various state perspectives. The Annual Reports, Bulletins, and Circulars of the Office manifest a like detachment from local viewpoints, but still furnish both an abundance of useful data and a grasp of mainstream collegiate thinking on a panoply of topics. Articles in the Yearbook of the national Department yield incisive statements on many subjects, but often address issues outside the range of college activity per se (notably, Seaman Knapp's Cooperative Demonstration Work and William Spillman's efforts in farm management). All these public documents tend more or less to observe official strictures against airing intraleadership controversies. Yet, as in the instance of this dissertation, if one is interested in the inherently open nature of cultural creation and transmission, then these sources can be of considerable worth.

It should be noted that scholars in the field of higher education have relied for their understanding of college history on works such as Earl F. Cheit, The Useful Arts and the Liberal Tradition (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975), ch. 3, and this reliance has prevented them from receiving bibliographic direction to the
Agricultural History journal. For decades, this publication has presented investigations into resident instruction, research, and extension. If they do not attend to these studies, higher educators will miss some of the most important material on the agricultural colleges.

In order to understand collegiate beginnings in the nineteenth century, the student should start with Earle D. Ross, Democracy's College: The Land-Grant Movement in the Formative Stage (Ames: Iowa State College Press, 1942), and Edward Danforth Eddy, Jr., Colleges for Our Land and Time: The Land-Grant Idea in American Education (New York: Harper, 1956). These books did much to author the conventional interpretation that celebrates the land-grant institutions as paragons of democracy, and thus are of limited help to critical scholarship. But the books continue to provide a wealth of factual information. Standards on the 1862 Morrill Act are John H. Florer, "Major Issues in the Congressional Debate of the Morrill Act of 1862," History of Education Quarterly 8 (Winter 1968): 459-478, and John Y. Simon, "The Politics of the Morrill Act," Agricultural History 37 (April 1963): 103-111. The indispensable source on Jonathan Turner is Mary Turner Carriel, The Life of Jonathan Baldwin Turner (1911; rpt., Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1961). For its thorough investigation into the production of the Hatch Act, Alan I. Marcus's, Agricultural Science and the Quest for Legitimacy: Farmers, Agricultural Colleges, and Experiment Stations, 1870-1890 (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1985), should now be recognized as the basic work on that law. Although researchers have neglected it, L.H. Bailey,


The student may be interested in further reading on the mechanistic culture of college leaders. One of the preeminent examples of such mechanical valuation is Eugene Davenport, Education for Efficiency: A Discussion of Certain
Collegiate participation in the new nationalist reconstruction of behavior in the countryside is exemplified in the call for rural contributions to an efficient nation that issues from Kenyon L. Butterfield, *Chapters in Rural Progress* (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1907). The farm bureaus and boys' and girls' clubs constituted organizational forms of that reestablishment, and the literature on these organizations receives sufficient review in the notes to Chapter 4 above. Surprisingly, however, the farm-management form draws little secondary attention. This neglect is all the more surprising when one considers that the "progressive" era was the formative period of the managerial effort. One should begin an appraisal of this endeavor by examining W.J. Spillman, *What Is Farm Management?* U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin no. 259 (Washington: GPO, 1912), and W.J. Spillman, "Systems of Farm Management in the United States," U.S. Department of Agriculture, *Yearbook* (Washington: GPO, 1903): 343-364. The student should also be aware that college leaders participated actively in the Country Life Movement, and thus the treatment of the Movement by David B. Danbom, *The Resisted Revolution: Urban America and the Industrialization of Agriculture, 1900-1930* (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1979), offers insight into the nature of collegiate activity in the countryside. Danbom's thesis that traditional farming customs formed a line of resistance to the urban organizational revolution dovetails nicely with this author's argument that a passive revolution countered farm opposition.

This bibliographical note merely highlights some of the material that the author found helpful in his work on the agricultural college leadership. For further information on these leaders and for guidance to the documentation that undergirds his discussion both of theoretical method and of larger "progressive" issues, the reader should consult the notes to the chapters above.
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